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Forord - mest til læreren
Inspirationen til dette temahefte om solovnen er kommet mange steder fra, og det er blevet
udviklet over en årrække. Gennembruddet kom, da jeg fandt et legetøjseksperimentsæt
over emnet med en indholdsrig og god manual (se litt.henv.). Selve sættet var imidlertid
noget småt og uholdbart i længden til undervisningsformål.
Den første solovn i stor størrelse, godt en meter i diameter, blev lavet af et HF-hold i
en emneuge i 1984. Den var lavet af spånpladeprofiler, masonit, pålimede spejlstumper og
var ret tung. Den har siden været på Miljø-89 udstilling og på FDF-lejr.
Nærværende letvægtsmodel af genbrugspap og alufolie blev udviklet gennem en sommerferies hyggeeksperimenter. Papmodellen kan laves på ca. 3 timer - andre modeller tager længere tid.
Aktiviteten og de håndskrevne noter har så siden været brugt flere gange på seminariets natur/teknik kurser og som eksperimentelt forløb på HF.
Måske vil en aktivitet som denne også lige være sagen i det nye teknikfag. Aktiviteten
fremtræder som en passende blanding af manuelt arbejde, elementær måleteknik og teori.
Afhængigt af skoleform, klassetrin og ambitioner (pensumkrav) kan de nævnte aspekter
gives forskellig vægt.
Man kan vælge at vægte det manuelle og det kvantitative og nøjes med at varme ting
op.
Man kan bruge den som udgangspunkt for optikken.
Man kan vægte det energimæssige, kalorimetriske målinger og efterbehandlingen.
Desuden er parablen/parabolen jo matematisk set et ganske interessant fænomen. Der
er tale om et godt emne til den analytiske geometri, der åbner mulighed for samarbejde
mellem fysik og matematik.
Ved anvendelse i læreruddannelsen vil det være naturligt at knytte didaktiske og metodiske overvejelser på, f.eks. hvad angår betydningen af koblingen mellem det manuelle og
det teoretiske.
Solovnens plads i emner omkring energiforsyningen og parabolens i emner omkring
kommunikationsteknologi har også samfundsfaglige aspekter.
Det må være op til den enkelte lærer at strukturere aktiviteten og lægge vægten efter
formålet.
Den langt overvejende del af forløbet foregår i laboratoriet. Målingerne foregår dog
udendørs. For overskuelighedens skyld er afsnit, der beskriver egentlige fysiske eksperimenter, markeret med en lysegrå streg på venstre side.
Hermed overlades ideen til alle, som har lyst til at eksperimentere og afprøve nye muligheder.
Povl-Otto Nissen
Ribe Statsseminarium og HF.
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Anvendelse af Solens energi
Der er mange gode grunde til at forske i udnyttelse af Solens energi. For det første er Solen den primære kilde for tilførslen af den energi, som vedligeholder de naturlige fysiske,
kemiske og biologiske processer på Jorden. Der er naturligvis mange betingelser, som skal
være opfyldt. For eksempel skal der være grundstoffer og mineraler tilstede i passende
mængde samt et passende balanceret temperaturniveau. Man kan vel sige, at solenergien
er “vedligeholder” af livsprocesserne, hvordan de så end er startet.
At forske i den proces - fusionen -, som i Solen frigør energien i form af stråling, er en
kæmpeopgave i sig selv. Den vil vi lade ligge i denne omgang. I stedet vil vi koncentrere
os om solenergiens virkning og anvendelsesmuligheder, når den med en fart af
300.000 km/s ankommer til Jorden, ca. 150 mill. km fra oprindelsesstedet.
På jordoverfladen har naturen sin egen teknik. Dels sætter solstrålingen gang i de klimatiske processer, og dels fremmer solstrålingen plantevæksten.
Man kan godt opfatte planternes blade som små solfangere, hvor grønkornene - klorofylet - er katalysatorer for en proces, hvor vand (H2 O) og kuldioxid (CO2 ) ved hjælp af
solenergien bliver til kulhydrat og den for os så nødvendige ilt (oxygen O2 ).
6 CO2 + 6 H20 + lysenergi

6CH
6

12

O6 + 6 O2

Visse planters evne til yderligere at binde kvælstof (nitrogen N2) giver i det videre forløb
proteiner, som også er nødvendige for dyrelivets processer. Disse processer kan mennesket ikke efterligne i større stil. Det er heller ikke nødvendigt. Vi kan imidlertid godt understøtte naturens egen villighed med kunstgødning og kunstvanding. Men vi skal i lige så
høj grad passe på, at vi ikke kommer til at ødelægge de naturlige betingelser eller forrykke
balancen med vore aktiviteter.
Menneskets energihunger i forbindelse med den “teknologiske udvikling” mod “højere
levestandard” har medført afbrænding af en lang række fossile brændstoffer, som kul og
olie. Det ville måske ikke engang være så alvorligt, hvis ikke der i forbindelse med den
industrielle produktion udledtes en hel del miljøgifte, som hæmmer den naturlige vækst
eller ophobes i fødekæden.
I dette hæfte vil vi se på nogle miljøvenlige måder at udnytte Solens energi på. Der er
stort set tre typer af solenergiomsættere.
1. Én type er den flade solfanger, som efterhånden ses på mange hustage. Den består i
princippet af en sortmalet metalplade i tæt forbindelse med et rørsystem med væske,
f.eks. vand. Vandet bliver varmet op, mens det antager samme temperatur som pladen.
Det kan så enten tappes direkte som varmt brugsvand eller lagres til husopvarmning.
Varmen flytter rundt med vandet, når det strømmer.
Et anlæg kan være indrettet, så vandet er selvcirkulerende, men ofte er det
cirkuleret med en pumpe.
Princippet er baseret på det naturfænomen, at der opstår varme der, hvor lyset
stoppes. Det hvide lys ændrer bølgelængden, så strålingen bliver til mørk (infrarød)
varmestråling. Varmemængden svarer præcis til lysets energiindhold, hvis refleksionen kan forhindres.
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2. En anden type er solovnen, som fra et større areal koncentrerer sollyset i et centralt
punkt, kaldet brændpunktet. I dette punkt anbringes så den genstand eller den væske,
der skal opvarmes. I brændpunktet er princippet det samme som ovenfor. Det gælder
om, at lyset stoppes og omdannes til varme.
Men forinden skal lyset reflekteres så godt som muligt i solovnens flade uden at
blive omdannet til varme. Ovnen skal have form som en parabol. Det er der en hel del
matematik i, som vi vil vende tilbage til.
Det drejer sig faktisk om en gammelkendt teknologi. Allerede Newton brugte
parabolen i sin opfindelse af spejlteleskopet, og rundt omkring på mange huse sidder
nu parabolantenner, der ikke er beregnet til at koncentrere lys, men elektromagnetiske
felter. Parabolen anvendes jo også i billygter. Blot går lyset i det tilfælde den modsatte
vej, så der sker en spredning ud på vejen fra den elektriske lampe, som er anbragt
omtrent i parabolens brændpunkt. Matematikken og refleksionen er i alle tre tilfælde
den samme.
3. En tredie type er solceller. Udviklingen af halvleder-elektronikken (transistorer,
integrerede kredse o. lign.) har også gjort det muligt at fremstille solceller, der er i
stand til at omsætte sollyset direkte til elektricitet. Der skal mange celler til, før man
har en energimængde svarende til, hvad der er til rådighed i stikkontakten.
Men fremstillingsteknologien har udviklet sig, således at solceller absolut er
konkurrencedygtige som mobile anlæg eller hvor afstandene gør det for dyrt at trække
ledninger.

Disse tre typer af solenergi-omsættere kan hver for sig eller i forening gøres til genstand
for eksperimenteren og bearbejdning i skolen, f.eks. i længere eksperimentelle forløb i
gymnasiet, på HF eller på seminarierne.
I det følgende findes et forslag til eksperimenter med en primitiv solovn, altså type 2.
Man bygger den selv af billige materialer.
Selve den manuelle fremstilling og en del af målingerne vil også kunne udføres af elever i folkeskolen, mens den teoretiske bearbejdning kræver noget mere.
Ved at gennemføre målinger af energiomsætningen i solovnen kan man beregne nyttevirkningen ved at sammenligne den modtagne/omsatte effekt baseret på grafisk fremstilling af målingerne med den indstrålede effekt. I sammenhæng med dette lærer man noget
om varme, varmekapacitet og kalorimetri. Til måling af den indstrålede effekt anvendes en
solcelle.
Som særlig udfordring er der endvidere et afsnit om matematikken bag parabolens anvendelighed til koncentration af lyset i et punkt. Parablen, som er et plant snit på langs
gennem top/bundpunktet og brændpunktet af parabolen, kan beskrives ved hjælp af en
andengradsligning. Parablen kan også beskrives som “det geometriske sted” for de punkter, der ligger lige langt fra en ret linie og et fast punkt uden for linien. Vi kigger på
sammenhængen mellem de to beskrivelser. Dette afsnit er ikke en forudsætning for at kunne gøre alt det andet.
Nu til arbejdet! Man kan for eksempel lægge arbejdet til rette på følgende måde:
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Arbejdsplan for et eksperimentelt forløb
Projekt SOLOVN
1. Fremstilling af solovnen. Se byggevejledning.
2. Beregn solovnens åbnings areal.
3. Lav et stativ til ophængning af vandpose i brændpunktet.
4. Afmål en bestemt mængde vand, f.eks. 1/4 liter (250 g) i posen.
Sæt også et termometer i og anbring posen i solovnens brændpunkt.
5. Mål starttemperaturen. Mål temperaturen igen hvert minut i mindst en ½ time.
6. Tegn en graf over temperaturudviklingen.
7. Bestem den opsamlede energi i joule.
Se beregningsmetoden i afsnittet “Måling med solovnen”.
Udregn effekten i watt. Nøjagtigst ved hældningsbestemmelse på grafen.
8. Den indstrålede effekt måles fotoelektrisk med et såkaldt pyranometer og beregnes
i forhold til solovnens åbningsareal.
9. Beregn solovnens nyttevirkning som forholdet mellem den opsamlede effekt og den
indstrålede effekt.
10. Når vi på den måde har lært solovnen at kende, kan vi bestemme, hvad vi vil bruge
den til: Bestemte opvarmningsformål, yderligere udforskning og måling, nye
udformninger, og udbygning med tekniske raffinementer.
11. Man kan yderligere bruge de konkrete fysiske eksperimenter som udgangspunkt for
en teoretisk matematisk bearbejdning af parablen.

Materialer og værktøj:
Í

Pap fra gamle papkasser.

Í

Alu-folie med papirbagside. Det kan købes i ruller som “dampspærre” i byggemarkedet eller som “frokostfolie” i supermarkedet.

Í

Blyant, lineal, saks, hobbykniv og hvid hobbylim.

Í

Lommeregner.

Í

Evt. skæreunderlag.
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Byggevejledning
Fremstilling af en parabol
1. Man laver en skabelon ved først at plotte en parabel på tegnepapir eller direkte på pappet. Der er to anvendelige metoder:
Metode I: Koordinatsystem og kvadratrodsformel.
Metode II: Det geometriske steds metode.
Se de følgende sider.
2. Når parablen er plottet og tegnet op med let hånd klippes den ud og overføres til det
nødvendige antal papstykker. Det er hensigtsmæssigt med 8 sektioner 360 grader
rundt. De laves således:
3. Parabelprofilerne udskæres med enhobbykniv. To som helprofiler, resten som halvprofiler. Se fotografierne de følgende sider.
4. De to helprofiler slidses halvt igenem på midten. Den ene fra oven - den buede kant, og
den anden fra neden - den lige kant. De falses ind i hinanden, så de danner et kors.
5. Profilkorset limes på bagpladen. Man kan godt lime med hvid hobbylim på kanten af
pappet. De fire halvprofiler limes op i hjørnerne på korset. Lad limen tørre lidt. Læg
eventuelt en skoletaske op i parabolskålen, så profilerne presses mod bagpladen under
tørringen.

Fremstilling af skabelon med parabelprofil
Metode I, funktionsmetoden
Det kan gøres ved hjælp af en regneforskrift, en lommeregner og et koordinatsystem. En
velegnet forskrift er

y 2 = 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x eller y = ± 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x
hvor a er den valgte brændvidde. Brændvidden er afstanden fra bunden af parabelskålen
op til brændpunktet, hvor Solens stråler samles. Vælges f.eks. brændvidden til 9 cm fås

y = ± 4 ⋅ 9 ⋅ x , dvs. y = ± 36 x = ±6 ⋅ x
Man kan så indsætte forskellige værdier af x og udregne y. Det kan nemt gøres på en almindelig lommeregner, men man kan jo også bruge et regneark.
Værdierne plottes i et koordinatsystem, og man tegner med “let hånd” gennem punkterne. Husk at både den positive og den negative y-værdi skal plottes. Hvis man kun plotter den ene, kan man naturligvis få den anden ved at spejle i x-aksen.
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Figur 1: De punkterede linier forbinder punkter med samme værdi af y.

Parablen bliver mere “åben” ved valg af større brændvidde a. Anbefalet værdi for a er fra
9 til 20 cm.
Advarsel: Brændvidden bør nok ikke vælges så stor, at man af bar nysgerrighed kan få
hoved og øjne ind i brændpunktet.

Metode II, det geometriske steds metode
Den bygger på, at punkter på parabellinien har lige stor afstand til et punkt og en linie.
1. Man starter med at tegne en linie (ledelinien) og et punkt F ved siden af linien. Bogstavet F bruges som betegnelse for brændpunktet, Focus. Afstanden mellem punktet og
linien skal være dobbelt så stor som den ønskede brændvidde.
Det kan være en fordel også her at bruge et koordinatsystem, men det er ikke nødvendigt.
I givet fald kan ledelinien tegnes parallelt med y-aksen gennem (-a,0) og brændpunktet F i (a,0), hvor a er den ønskede brændvidde.
2. Man tegner en række hjælpelinier parallelt med ledelinien.
3. Disse hjælpeliniers afstand (vinkelret) til ledelinien bruges som radier for cirkelbuer
med centrum i F. Som passer bruges en blyant i snor.
Husk, at der er to skæringspunkter på hver linie i tilfælde, hvor radius (afstanden) er
større end a. Hvis den er lig med a, er der kun ét fælles punkt, og linien må være y-aksen, dvs. tangent til parablens top/bundpunkt. Er radius mindre end a, er tilfældet uinteressant.
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4. Hvor cirkelbuerne skærer de respektive hjælpelinier findes en række punkter, som får
samme afstand til ledelinien og til punktet F. Ved tegning med let hånd hen gennem
disse skæringspunkter fås en parabel.
En matematisk begrundelse for, at det forholder sig sådan, findes i et særskilt afsnit.
5. Parablen klippes ud, så den kan bruges som skabelon til fremstilling af det nødvendige
antal papprofiler. Se på de følgende tegninger. Man skal ikke klippe i ledelinien, men
sørge for god plads langs med ledelinien modsat brændpunktet.

y
l

(-a,0)

F (a,0)

x

Figur 4: Sådan finder man de punkter, der ligger lige langt fra l og F.
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Solovnen samles
Ved at følge de anskuelige fotografier trin for trin skulle det være muligt at samle skelettet
til solovnen.

Figur 3: Fotografierne viser, hvorledes solovnen samles gradvist.

Beklædning af solovnen
1. Beklædningen med aluminiumsfolien sker bedst sektionsvist. Vinklen i sektionsspidsen mod
parabolens bund afhænger af antal sektioner. 8 sektioner giver 360 grader : 8 = 45 grader.
Det nemmeste er at tegne en cirkel på bagsiden af alu-folien, så arealet lidt rigeligt
svarer til parabolskålens krumme flade.
Inddel cirklen - de 360 grader - i det valgte antal sektioner, og skær dem ud, så vinkel og antal passer sammen.
2. Pålimningen foregår med “let hånd". Man “føler” sig frem til den rigtige runding. Beklædningen skal ikke være stram som en paraply, men skålformet. På grund af krumningen vil alu-sektionerne overlappe yderst på profilerne. Det er kun en fordel, når man
skal lime.
Pas på ikke at få lim på de blanke flader.
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Figur 4: Fotografierne viser, hvorledes man foretager beklædning af solovnen.

Afprøvning af solovnen
Advarsel
Aluminiumsfolien er ganske vist så tilpas mat og ujævn, at vi ikke når temperaturer,
der kan tænde ild. Men man kan blive blændet. Man bør derfor bære solbriller og
helst opholde sig bag solovnen under betjeningen.
Den første afprøvning foregår nemmest ved, at man går ud i klart solskin og anbringer
solovnen med åbningen mod Solen. Stikkes hånden ind i brændpunktsområdet, kan
man mærke varmen.
Målinger
Mere nøjagtige målinger foregår bedst ved at ophænge en frysepose med en kendt
vandmængde og et termometer i solovnens brændpunkt.
Notér temperatur og tid med jævne mellemrum.
Plot målingerne i et koordinatsystem, så man kan aflæse, hvor lang tid det varer at opvarme en bestemt vandmængde til en bestemt temperatur.
Hvis man vil udregne effekten og nyttevirkningen, må man huske, at varmetabet er
størst ved de højeste temperaturer. Mere om det senere.
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Indstilling efter solhøjde
Solovnens bund hængsles langs den ene kant på en bundplade af tilsvarende størrelse
med kraftigt selvklæbende tape.
Til at holde solovnen i en bestemt vinkel bruges to trekantede papstykker, som
hængsles med tape på henholdsvis den vandrette bundplade og solovnens bund, der nu
kan stilles skråt. De to trekanters spidse vinkel skal have en størrelse, så de i forening
dækker vinklen mellem største og mindste solhøjde. En bestemt indstilling kan fastholdes med en tøjklemme.

Sol

Kan vippes

Fastholdes
af klemme

Tape

Hængsel af tape

Hængsel af bredt, kraftigt klæbebånd

Figur 5: Hængsling og højderegulering af solovnen.
Der er også brug for at opfinde et stativ til ophæng for det (vand?), man ønsker opvarmet. Man kan ikke sidde og holde posen under opvarmningen. Det varer typisk 2-3
kvarter.
Stativet kan naturligvis laves af fysiklokalets stativer og muffer, men det kan jo
også laves af sammenbundne bambuspinde.

Figur 6: Stativ og ophæng.
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Målinger med solovnen
Forberedelse
Når solovnen er færdig og stillet ud med åbningen mod Solen, kan man allerede med
hånden anbragt i området ved brændpunktet mærke, at der dannes varme. Hvis man
skal arbejde med solovnen i længere tid, er det en god idé at tage solbriller på og helst
opholde sig bag den. I det tidsrum, hvor lyset ikke stoppes i brændpunktsområdet, fortsætter det ud igen, og så er det - til en vis grad - som at kigge ind i Solen.
For at finde ud af, hvor meget energi, der modtages i et bestemt tidsrum, skal vi
bruge en afmålt stofmængde og et termometer samt et ur. Desuden foretages en fotoelektrisk måling af solindstrålingen med en lysmåler, f.eks. et pyranometer, der er en
solcelle, der omsætter en del af lysets energi direkte til elektricitet.
Stofmængden kan for eksempel være en kvart liter vand, 250 gram, i en plastpose.
Termometeret sættes i vandet, og det hele hænges op i det fremstillede stativ, så pose
med indhold placeres i brændpunktsområdet.
Målingerne kan godt udføres i en gennemsigtig plastpose, men der kan være en vis
idé i at bruge en sort eller uigennemsigtig pose. Overvej selv hvorfor.
Det kan også være en god idé til sammenligning at have en tilsvarende pose med
vand og termometer liggende i Solen ved siden af solovnen og måske yderligere een et
sted i skyggen.

Udførelse
Vi måler begyndelsestemperaturen og fortsætter med at aflæse temperaturen hvert minut i et tidsrum på 30-45 minutter.
Ligeledes aflæser vi hvert minut strålingsintensiten på et pyranometer, f.eks. et
Silkeborg-pyranometer, som er en solcelle i en strømkreds, der kan tilsluttes et følsomt
voltmeter.
Ved hjælp af spændingen og specifikationerne for apparatet kan vi let udregne solstrålingsintensiteten I målt i watt pr. kvadratmeter. (Se videre i afsnittet om efterbehandling af målingerne).
For en solcelle gælder, at den frembragte spænding er en materialeegenskab (for
silicium ca. 0,5 volt), mens strømstyrken afhænger af arealet og strålingen. Man kan så
i princippet enten måle på kortslutningstrømmen eller på spændingsfaldet over en
parallelkoblet målemodstand.
I måletiden flytter Solen sig noget. Hvis man synes, kan man jo rette lidt på opstillingerne, men det betyder næppe ret meget i den relativt korte tid.
Det kunne imidlertid være en sjov opgave for elektronikinteresserede at konstruere et
apparat, der kan få solovnen og pyranometeret til automatisk at følge Solens gang.

Efterbehandling
Målingerne afbildes i et koordinatsystem med vandret tidsakse. Med temperaturen på
2.-aksen vil grafen formentlig krumme svagt over mod vandret.
I hvert fald vil grafen blive vandret, når vandet koger ved ca. 100 °C. Krumningen
skyldes, at der trods jævn energitilførsel opstår øget varmetab til omgivelserne på
grund af den tiltagende temperaturforskel til omgivelserne.
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Dette gør, at vi må bruge et særligt trick for at bestemme solovnens maximale effekt, bruttoeffekten. Effekten er energiomsætningen pr. tidsrum. Den angiver altså, hvor hurtigt lysenergien bliver omsat til varme. Enheden for effekt er watt = joule pr. sekund.
Vi må først bestemme, hvor meget energi posen med vand modtager fra solovnen.
Trick´et består i at lægge en tangent til den lidt krumme temperatur-graf tæt ved
begyndelsestemperatur/tidspunktet. Tangenthældningen angiver den temperaturstigning, der ville have været pr. minut, hvis der ikke havde været varmetab.
temp i °C
90
80
70
60

T

50
40
30
20

t

tid i min

Figur 7: Temperaturkurven plottes bedst på mm-papir.
Når vi benytter temperaturstigningen til at beregne varmeenergien, må vi naturligvis
tage hensyn til størrelsen af den opvarmede stofmængde og det pågældende stofs evne
til at optage varme.
Den specifikke varmekapacitet.
Den angives som den varmemængde, der skal til for at opvarme 1 gram af stoffet 1 grad
celsius (eller kelvin). I gamle dage kaldte man den energimængde, der skal til at opvarme
1 g vand 1 grad, for en kalorie (1 cal).
I en databog kan man finde forskellige stoffers specifikke varmekapacitet. Man anvender ofte symbolet c for specifik varmekapacitet, og måleenheden er J/(g·grad).
For vands vedkommende er c = 4,19 J/(gram·grad). Der gælder altså 1 cal = 4,19 J.
Varmekapacitet for stofmængder og sammensatte systemer.
På basis af de specifikke varmekapaciteter er det muligt at beregne varmekapaciteten for
en given stofmængde ved at multiplicere med massen. Enheden bliver da J/grad, og som
symbol anvendes C.
Man kan endda udregne den samlede varmekapacitet C for et system sammensat af
forskellige stoffer og mængder ved at regne ud for de enkelte og lægge sammen.
Vort system, som opvarmes i solovnen, består f.eks. af en vandmængde, en plastpose og
et termometer. I princippet skulle disse ting vejes hver for sig, masserne multipliceres med
de respektive varmekapaciteter og det hele lægges sammen til C for systemet.
Overvej selv størrelsen af bidrag fra posen og temometeret, når de respektive masser
og varmekapaciteter tages i betragtning.
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Varmeenergien
Beregning af varmeenergien sker ved hjælp af kalorimeterligningen
J
⋅ ∆T ,
g ⋅ grad
hvor ∆T = Tslut − Tbegynd
∆E = m ⋅ 4,19

m er massen af vandet. )T står for temperaturstigningen, som kan aflæses på y-aksen.
Effekten
Effekten P beregnes som energitilvæksten divideret med tidsrummet ∆ t , altså
P=

∆E
, hvor ∆ t = t slut − t begynd
∆t

)t er tidsrummet for energiomsætningen, som kan aflæses på x-aksen. Vi kan nu sammenligne
denne opsamlede effekt med den indstrålede effekt, som solovnen faktisk modtager på solovnsåbningens areal. Den fås ved at multiplicere arealet med den på pyranometreret målte
strålingsintensitet I, som er den indstrålede effekt pr. kvadratmeter.
Solarkonstanten er 1353 watt pr. kvadratmeter. Det er den effekt, der modtages på en
kvadratmeter uden for Jordens atmosfære. Ved jordoverfladen skal man imidlertid ikke
regne med mere end ca. 900 watt pr. kvadratmeter i klart solskin. Det skyldes, at atmosfæren absorberer en del af lysenergien.
Den indstrålede effekt
Den tekniske specifikation er individuel for hver enkelt pyranometercelle. Der kan f.eks.
være oplyst, at det tilsluttede voltmeter viser 137 millivolt, hvis indstrålingen er 1000 W
pr. kvadratmeter. Vi kan så bestemme den indstrålede effekt, når vi har beregnet arealet af
solovnens åbning.
Et eksempel: Det nævnte pyranometer viser i hele måleperioden 108 millivolt. Strålingsintensiteten er derfor i dette tilfælde
Iind = 1000

W 108
W
⋅
= 788 , 3 2
m2 137
m

Vi kan så bestemme den indstrålede effekt, når vi multiplicerer intensiteten med arealet af
solovnens åbning.
Pind = A ⋅ I = π ⋅ r 2 ⋅ I

Nyttevirkningen
Nyttevirkningen 0 angiver forholdet mellem den målte effekt, som vandet rent faktisk optager, og den effekt, som solovnen modtager på sit areal.
η=

Pmålt
Pind
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Beregninger i regneark
Man kan på basis af ovenstående formler indrette et regneark, som vil øge overskueligheden og som vil lette gentagne beregninger.
A

B

1

Masse

Specifik
varmekap.

2

mig

c i J/(g·grad)

3

(250)

4,19

C

D

Begynd.
Sluttemperatur
temperatur

E

F

Temp.stigning

Energitilvækst

Tslut i °C

)T i °C

)E i J

(17)

(72)

=D3-C3

=A3·B3·E3

5

Starttid

Sluttid

Tidsrum

Effekt

6

tis

tis

)t i s

PiW

7

(30)

(510)

=D7-C7

=F3/E7

Aflæsning

Strålingsintensitet

Tbegynd i °C

4

8
9

Pyranometer

Apparatspecifikation

10

Ii

W
m2

mV

mV

11

1000

137

(108)

=-B11·D11/C11

Ii

W
m2

12
13

Solovn

Diameter

Radius

Areal

Indstr. effekt

14

B

m

m

m

W

15

3,14

(1,20)

=B15/2

=A15·C15^2

=E11·D15

2

Nyttevirkn.
=F7/E15

Hvis dette én gang for alle er sat op i et regneark, kan man i løbet af et øjeblik se det nye
resultat med andre målinger. Tallene i parentes er forskellige fra gang til gang.

Diskussion af resultaterne
Foruden af solovnens areal, afhænger nyttevirkningen stærkt af, hvor pæn og glat, man
har lavet solovnens spejlende flade. Det kan godt betale sig at være omhyggelig med runding af folien og ikke klatte den fuld af lim.
Det bemærkes, at nyttevirkningen også afhænger af den øjeblikkelige arbejdstemperatur på
grund af tabet ved højere temperaturer. I figur 7 er vist, hvordan man kan beregne den tæt ved
starttemperaturen, men der er selvfølgelig intet i vejen for, at man kan bestemme den ved en
anden temperatur på basis af den tilsvarende tangenthældning.
Det er klart, at ovnen ikke kan blive supergod med alufolie, som i bedste fald stadig er
ujævn og bulet. Den energi, som den leverer, er af relativ “lav kvalitet”, men det er med
vilje. I denne udgave kan den ikke tænde ild eller blænde for voldsomt.
Solovnsprincippet er imidlertid godt nok til at kunne levere energi af meget høj kvalitet, dvs store mængder i koncentreret form. Det er et spørgsmål om, hvor meget man vil
ofre på den spejlende flade og hvor stor man vil gøre den. Men en parabol af astronomisk
kvalitet vil nok være en for voldsom økonomisk investering.
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Forslag til alternative byggemetoder
1. Parabelprofilerne kan saves ud i krydsfiner eller spånplade efter samme princip som
papmodellen. I stedet for alufolie kan sektionerne dækkes med masonitplader, som
limes og sømmes på profilkanterne. Pladerne belægges med en mosaik af brudstykker
af rigtigt spejlglas, som limes på. Stumperne kan sikkert fås billigt som affald hos en
glarmester.
2. Solovn af hønsenet og gamle aviser.
Det bedste er at bruge ikke for brede baner af fintmasket hønsenet, kaldet kyllingenet,
endvidere en stak gamle aviser, tapetklister og alufolie.
a. Man starter med at vælge et åbningsareal. Her ud fra bestemmes åbningens radius
ved hjælp af arealformlen. Derefter udregnes omkredsen af den kantring, som kyllingenettet skal fæstnes på. Denne ring kan laves af kraftigt tov eller galvaniseret
hegnstråd. Udmål længden plus 20 cm til overlap og snøring.
b. Derefter vælger man brændvidde a, og der fremstilles en en skabelon med parabelprofil af stift pap eller hård masonit. Anvend én af forannævnte metoder.
c. Når skabelonen er fremstillet, kan man i praksis let finde længden af den krumme
kant (det kunne også være en matematisk udfordring at regne den ud). Dette er
samtidigt længden af kyllingenetbanerne, men afmål dem ca. 15 cm længere til fastgørelse ved ombukning. Antallet af baner må afhænge af bredden, men brug mindst
6 baner. Se nedenfor.
d. Anbring parabelprofilen på kant med den krumme side opad - evt. støttet af skruetvinger eller et par stabler gamle bøger. Kantringen lægges på gulvet uden om.
Tegn evt. kantcirklen med kridt på gulvet, så faconen kan holdes.

Parabelprofil

Figur 8: Sådan placeres skabelonen.
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e. Første kyllingenetbane lægges over parabelprofilen, føres under kantringen i enderne og bukkes om. Vær omhyggelig med at forme netenderne, så kantringens cirkelform holdes. Kyllingenetbanernes langsgående kanter forkortes ved at man “krøller” dem, og man kan derved tilnærme en parabelform “på tværs”.
f. Parabelprofilen vendes nu på tværs af første bane, og bane nr. 2 lægges på, fæstnes
og formes. Yderligere to baner lægges over “på kryds”. Det er vigtigt, at man omhyggeligt former netbanerne ved hjælp af bidetang og ombukning, så vi ender med
en parabolsk form i en cirkelring. Afhængigt af banebredden lægges om nødvendigt
flere baner på. Det er vigtigt at parabolnettet har en vis stivhed før belægningen.
g. Belægningen foregår som ved tapetsering - blot med aviser. Ugeavis-formatet er
velegnet, og ugeaviser har ofte den umiddelbare fordel ikke at være heftede. Limen
smøres på med en bred pensel. Eventuelt kan avisarket limes dobbelt før det limes
på parabolnettet. Der er erfaring for, at det kan være en fordel først at tapetsere den
konvekse bagside først og lade det tørre. Det øger stivheden før belægningen af den
interessante inderside af parabolen.
Det er vigtigt omhyggeligt at sørge for en glat overflade og undgå folder. Der
kan ske ved, at man under pålimningen river folderne op, så krumningen skabes ved
at papiret kommer til at overlappe sig selv i passende grad.
h. Det yderste lag indvendigt skal naturligvis være så glat og blankt som muligt.
Ujævnheder må eventuelt fyldes ud med papirmasse eller slibes af før belægningen
med alufolie. Derefter er man klar til afprøvningen.
3. Som en mulig belægningsform kan vælges glasfiber i stedet for gamle aviser. Det er
noget dyrere, men kyllingenettet kan også i dette tilfælde bruges som skelet - eller avismodellen kan måske ligefrem bruges som støbeform. Pålægningen af glasfiber skal
foregå efter de forskrifter, som gælder for den slags med god ventilation, handsker og
åndedrætsværn.
Pudse- og polerearbejde er i dette tilfælde mere omfattende, men også her er alufolien nok den billigste som spejlende flade.
4. Der findes solovne af “tagrendemodellen”, altså parabelbøjede plader, hvorfra strålerne focuseres i en “brændlinie”. Her kan man så anbringe et rør med vand, og ved indpasning i et system med en svag hældning på røret vil vandet ved opvarmning kunne
gøres selvcirkulerende. Se også nedenfor.
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Forslag til aktiviteter
1. Opvarmning af brugsvand med solovnen.

Figur 9: Opstilling til opvarmning af vand med solovn.
I brændpunktsområdet anbringes en spiral af kobberrør, som foroven tilsluttes øverst i
en vandbeholder. Spiralrøret er forneden tilsluttet den nederste del af vandbeholderen,
som vist på skitsen.
Når beholder og kobberrør er fyldt med vand, er systemet selvcirkulerende. Studér de fysiske lovmæssigheder, der ligger til grund for dette.
Det varme vand fås ud som overløb, når der tilføres nyt koldt vand gennem hanen forneden.
Beholderen befinder sig et stykke over tilførslen, men under spiralrørets nederste tilslutning, forsynet med en gennemboret adskillelse for at nedsætte den ekstra
strømning, der opstår under tilførslen af koldt vand. Spiralen kan på ydersiden
eventuelt isoleres mod luftkøling.
Kobberrør og haner, såvel som materiale til beholderen, kan sikkert findes i byggemarkedet. Det skulle også være muligt at finde en egnet lim til at tætne beholder
og tilslutninger med.
2. Kan det lade sig gøre at grille en kylling med solovnen?
Det anslås, at en effekt på 3 kW skulle være nok.
Hvor stor skal solovnen så være ?
Ved jordoverfladen skal man som før nævnt ikke regne med mere end ca. 900 W
pr. kvadratmeter i klart solskin. Beregn det nødvendige åbningsareal og find den
dertil hørende radius.
Næste spørgsmål er valg af brændvidden a.
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Advarsel. Her må igen advares mod, at man laver brændvidden så stor, at nogen
uforvarende kan få hoved og øjne ind i brændpunktsområdet. Etabler eventuelt en
sikkerhedsafstand og bær solbriller.

Et andet spørgsmål er naturligvis den spejlende flades effektivitet og evne til at fokusere, dvs. om den er blank nok og uden ujævne buler.
Her ved vi fra målinger af nyttevirkningen, at alufolien har sine begrænsninger,
men det skulle være muligt at kompensere for dette ved at øge arealet. Det er hermed overladt til læseren at finde en eksperimentel løsning.
3. Bestemmelse af smeltepunktet for f.eks. stearin.
Det skulle også - i princippet - være muligt at bestemme smeltevarmen, hvis man
holder øje med, hvor lang tid det tager at smelte en bestemt masse stearin og iøvrigt
ved hvor stor effekten er den dag.
4. Automatisk drejning af solovnen.
Det kunne være en sjov opgave at få solovnen til at følge med Solen mens tiden går.
Det kan måske løses ved hjælp af et vækkeur af ældre dato. Søg på loppemarkedet.
Det kunne sikkert også løses med tandhjul, lodder og et pendul.
En elektronisk løsningsmulighed ved hjælp af fotosensorer og Wheatstones bro
er foreslået i “Bogen om Solenergi”, side 52, (Clausen Bøger 1978).
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Matematisk baggrund for parabolen
Vi vil i dette afsnit se på den matematiske baggrund for parabolens egnethed til at reflektere lyset, så den kan bruges som solovn. Skabelonerne til solovnens parabelprofiler kan
udskæres efter at være plottede på én ud af to forskellige måder.
Først et lille detaljeret resumé af de to fremstillingsmetoder:

Metode I
Den ene er, at man i et koordinatsystem plotter en graf med ligningen
y 2 = 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x eller y = ± 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x , a > 0 og x > 0

simpelthen ved først at vælge en række x-værdier og udregne de tilsvarende y-værdier.
Det er en parabel, der “ligger ned” med åbningen i x-aksens retning og top/bundpunkt i
(0,0). Man skal plotte både den positive og negative y-værdi for forskellige x-værdier.
Parabolen fremkommer ideelt set, når parablen roteres 180 grader med x-aksen som
omdrejningsakse. I vort tilfælde har vi bygget den op af 8 sektioner.
Værdien a vælges konstant for den enkelte parabel, og dens størrelse bestemmer faktisk
brændvidden, som er afstanden fra parabolskålens bund op til det punkt F, hvor stråler parallelle med x-aksen samles. Det kaldes brændpunktet og har således koordinaten (a,0). Man kan
netop ved fastsættelse af denne værdi bestemme dimensionerne på sin solovn.

Metode II
Den anden metode er kaldt “det geometriske steds metode”. Den bygger på, at parablen er
en punktmængde, hvor punkterne opfylder den betingelse at ligge lige langt fra en ret linie
og fra et fast punkt uden for linien.
Når man skal tegne den, er det nemmest først at tegne et koordinatsystem. Man vælger så en
brændvidde a og afsætter et fast punkt F på x-aksen med koordinaten (a,0). Parallel med y-aksen tegnes nu en ret linie l gennem (-a,0). Den kaldes ledelinien.
Parallelt med ledelinien (og y-aksen) tegnes i vilkårlige afstande for positive værdier af x
nogle hjælpelinier. En given hjælpelinies afstand til ledelinien tages som radius i en passer eller
en blyant i snor. Husk at afstanden skal måles vinkelret på linierne
Med denne radius og med F som centrum tegnes nu en cirkelbue. Hvor denne cirkelbue
skærer den valgte hjælpelinie, findes punkter, der tilhører parablens punktmængde. Husk
at der er to på hver linie, hvis det ikke ligefrem er y-aksen. Den ligger jo i forvejen midt
mellem ledelinien og F.
Ved på denne måde et antal gange at finde skæringspunkter, vil man hurtigt få nok til
med fri hånd at kunne tegne parabelprofilen.
Bevisførelse
Vi vil nu bevise,
1. At punkter med lige stor afstand til en linie og et fast punkt udgør en parabel.
2. At punkter på en parabel ligger lige langt fra et fast punkt og en linie.
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1. Vi vil først se på følgende påstand:
Vilkårlige punkter, der har lige stor afstand til en linie l og et fast punkt F uden for
linien, ligger på en parabel.
Vi tegner en figur med et vilkårligt punkt P, der har lige stor afstand til linien l og
punktet F:

y

P

s

(x,y)

F
(-a,0) 0 (a,0)

R

x

Figur 10: Punktet P ligger lige langt fra F og S. Vi viser, at P ligger på en parabel.
Husk, at afstanden fra et punkt til en linie altid er den korteste strækning, altså vinkelret ind
på linien. P er valgt således, at længden af PS er lig længden af PF. Denne længde erx+a.
Vi kan nu opstille en ligning ved at bruge den pythagoræiske læresætning på den
retvinklede trekant PRF, hvor PF er hypotenusen og FR og RP er kateterne.

FR 2 + RP 2 = FP 2
Vi indfører de tilsvarende størrelser og variable, som de kan læses på figuren:

( x − a)2 + y2 = ( x + a)2
x2 − 2 ⋅ a ⋅ x + a2 + y2 = x2 + 2 ⋅ a ⋅ x + a2
y2 = 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x
Vi kan nu se, at vi ved reduktion af udtrykket netop får et andengradspolynomium i x
og y. Polynomiets graf er en parabel, og vi fik altså ved at tage udgangspunkt i metode
II netop den forskrift, som vi brugte i metode I.
4·a = p kaldes sommetider parablens parameter. Brændvidden a er altså en fjerdedel af parameteren. Parameteren har også den betydning, at det er afstanden mellem de
to y-værdier på parablen, der hører til x = a. Det er således afstanden (tværmålet) mellem skæringspunkterne, når man lægger et snit gennem brændpunktet parallelt med yaksen.
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Vi vil nu se, om vi også kan bevise gyldigheden af metode II ved at tage udgangspunkt
i ligningen anvendt i metode I.
2. Vi skal altså omvendt vise, at
Et punkt Q, hvis talpar (x1,y1) tilfredsstiller y2 = 4ax, har samme afstand til F og til
ledelinien l.

y

Q

S

(x1,y1)

(-a,y1)

F
(-a,0) 0 (a,0)

R
(x1,0)

x

Figur 11: Q ligger på en parabel. Vi vil vise, at Q ligger lige langt fra F og S.
Punktet Q´s afstand til ledelinien l, længden af liniestykket QS, er x1+a. Punktet Q´s
afstand til F kan ved hjælp af Pythagoras udtrykkes således:

QF = y12 + ( x1 − a ) 2
Ved hjælp af ligningen y2 = 4·a·x fås for x = x1 følgende udtryk for ordinaten y1:

y1 = ± 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x1
som indsat i udtrykket for QF giver

QF = (± 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x1 )2 + ( x1 − a)2
QF = 4 ⋅ a ⋅ x1 + x12 − 2 ⋅ a ⋅ x1 + a2 = x12 + 2 ⋅ a ⋅ x1 + a2
QF = ( x1 + a)2 = x1 + a
Hermed har vi vist, at QF = QS.. Vi har altså vist, at et punkt Q, som har vilkårlige
koordinater (x1,y1) på parablen y2 = 4·a·x, ligger lige langt fra punktet F = (a,0) og ledelinien l, hvis ligning er x = -a.
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Matematisk behandling af refleksionen
Ved refleksion i et plant spejl gælder lovmæssigheden

∠u = ∠i

Udfaldsvinkel lig med indfaldsvinkel

Det kan man let overbevise sig om ved at eksperimentere med et spejl og en lysstråle.

Indfaldslod

Lysstråle

gu gi

90° -

gu

90° -

gi

Spejlende flade

Figur 12: Refleksionsloven.
Traditionelt mener man med disse betegnelser vinklerne mellem strålen og den tænkte linie
“indfaldsloddet”, som står vinkelret på den spejlende flade. Når vinklerne er lige store, er det
naturligvis klart, at strålernes vinkler med den spejlende flade også er lige store. Det er komplementærvinklerne

90°−∠u = 90°−∠i
Det vil i praksis sige, at parallelle stråler før refleksionen også er parallelle stråler efter
refleksionen i et plant spejl.
Solovnens spejlende flade derimod er parabolsk, og dette medfører, at indkommende stråler
parallelt med aksen reflekteres, så de alle går gennem brændpunktet F. Hvis de ikke stoppes
der, bliver de igen reflekteret i parabolen og sendt ud igen parallelt med aksen.
Lyset har en meget lille bølgelængde. For en enkelt stråle kan man derfor vælge at
betragte den parabolske flade som et plant spejl med hældning som tangentplanet i
refleksionspunktet. Lad os se nærmere på det:
Vi lægger et plant snit langs parabolens akse. Snitkurven bliver en parabel. Vi lægger
et koordinatsystem, så y-aksen er tangent til parablens top/bundpunkt i (0,0). x-aksen peger ud ad parablens åbning. En linie l parallel med y-aksen tegnes, så den skærer x-aksen i
(-a,0). Den kaldes ledelinien.
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Figur 13: Stråler, der rammer parabolen parallelt med aksen, vil alle gå igennem
brændpunktet.

Figur 14: Refleksion af en stråle parallelt med aksen i et vilkårligt punkt Q på
parabolfladen.
En lysstråle kommer ind parallelt med x-aksen og rammer parablen i et vilkårligt punkt
Q = (x1 ,y1). Det er nu muligt at vise, at strålen ved at overholde refleksionsloven
∠ i = ∠ u vil blive sendt mod et bestemt punkt F med koordinaten (a,0) på x-aksen.
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Vi tegner tangenten t til parablen i Q = (x1,y1). Tangenten skærer y-aksen i M og x-aksen i T.
Det hele står og falder med, om vi kan vise, at FQM = SQM, idet SQM er topvinkel sammen med strålens vinkel med tangenten, altså 90° - i.. FQM er jo, som det
ses af figuren, lig med 90° - u.
Dette er tilfældet, såfremt tangenten i skæringspunktet M med y-aksen står vinkelret

g

g

g
g
g g

på midten af FS, og at dette punkt har koordinatsættet (0,

y1
2

) .

I samme tilfælde er tangentens skæringspunkt med x-aksen T = (-x1,0). I så fald er tangenten højde i den ligebenede trekant SQF med SQ = QF og der gælder, at

∠ FQM = ∠ SQM
For at være sikker på dette er vi nødt til at finde tangentens ligning og bestemme dens
skæringspunkter med akserne. Der gør vi med lidt differentialregning. Udledningen kan
ses i et efterfølgende afsnit.
Vi vælger at se på funktionen f(x) ' x , hvilket svarer til, at vi i vor anvendte ligning y ' 4 @a @x for nemheds skyld har valgt a = 0,25. Ved hjælp af differentiation finder vi tangentligningen

y=

x
y
+ 1,
2 x1 2

hvor (x1,y 1) er koordinaten til tangentens røringspunkt.Skæringspunkterne med akserne
findes. Det ses netop at

x =0⇔ y =

y1
og
2

y =0⇔0=

x
x
+ 1 , idet y1 =
2
2 x1

x1

Heraf fås

x=−

x1
⋅ 2 ⋅ x1 = − x1
2

Vi har hermed fundet, at tangenten til parabelgrenen y

' x

skærer x-aksen i punktet
y
med koordinatsættet (-x1,0) og y-aksen i punktet med koordinatsættet (0, 1 ) , når (x1 ,y1 )
2
er tangentens røringspunkt.
Dette var netop forudsætningen for, at en indfaldende stråle parallelt med x-aksen reflekteres gennem et punkt F = (a,0).
Et taleksempel:
Vi vælger at lade tangenten røre i (x1,y1) = (9,3), som tilfredsstiller y
indsættes i tangentligningen

' x . Talparret
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y1
2

3
1
3
⇔ y = x+
2
6
2

Heraf ses umiddelbart, at skæringen med y-aksen sker i y = 3/2.
Skæringen med x-aksen bestemmes

y =0⇔

1
3
x = − ⇔ x = −9
6
2

Det ses hermed, at tangenten i (9,3), skærer x-aksen i (- 9,0) og y-aksen i (0, 3/2)

Udledning af tangentligningen
Vi kigger på den differentiable funktion f(x)
Tangenthældningen for x=x1 kan udtrykkes

f ′ ( x1 ) =

' x , hvis graf er parabelgren i 1.kvadrant.

f ( x ) − f ( x1 )
x − x1

Vi sætter f(x) = y. Tangentens ligning kan herefter udtrykkes
y = f ′ ( x1 )( x − x1 ) + f ( x1 )
1

Idet f ′ ( x1 ) = 2 x , fås
1

1

y=

2 x1
x

y=

(x − x1) + x1
−

x1

2 x1 2 x1
x

y=

−

2 x1
y=

2
x

2 x1
Da x1

' y1 , får vi
y=

x1

+

+ x1

+ x1
x1
2

1
y
x+ 1
2
2 x1

Dette er ligningen for en tangent til parabelgrenen med ligningen y ' x , hvor (x1,y1) er
koordinatsættet for tangentens røringspunkt.
y1
Som man kan se, skærer tangenten y-aksen i (0, ) . Som vi har påvist foran, skærer
2
den x-aksen i (-x1,0).
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Der findes umådelig meget litteratur om solenergi. I forbindelse med udarbejdelsen af dette temahefte er især anvendt
1. “Sonnenenergie”, Avi Sochaczevsky, Tree of Knowledge, Yasur, Israel.
(Manual til legetøjseksperimentsæt).
2. “Bogen om Solenergi”, Esbensen og Lawaetz, Clausen Bøger 1978.
3. “Vedvarende energi”, masser af artikler, Organisationen for Vedvarende Energi.
Afsnittet om den matematiske baggrund for parabolen har hentet inspiration fra
4. “Matematik til anvendelse i Fysik og Teknik”, Poul Thomsen, Gyldendal 1967.
5. “Differentialregning, Teori og redskab”, S.Jensen og K.Sørensen, Chr. Ejler 1982.
Til beregninger og basis for parabelgrafer er anvendt
6. EDB-programmet “GrafMat”, Jens Ole Bach, Matematiklærerforeningen.
Som måleudstyr er - udover termometer, ur og universalinstrument - anvendt
7. “Pyranometer” fra “Soldata”, F.Bason, Linåbakken 13, 8600 Silkeborg.

A Parabolic Collector
One of the problems faced by people
who want to build their own parabolic
reflector is finding out and producing
the correct parabolic shape. This
problem was solved very simply when
researchers from the University of
Western Australia found that by bending
a sheet of galvanised iron in a certain
way the sheet would naturally take on
a parabolic shape making a trough or
linear focus concentrator,

RAY TRACE

The thing a b o u t the design of these
concentrators is that they are very
easy for the do-it-yourselfer to build,
and give you a way of producing quite
high temperatures (up to 100°C).
The major component of one of these
collectors is a sheet of polished anodised aluminium or galvanized iron
sheeting with aluminised polyester or
aluminised acrylic laminated or glued
to the sheet to give the reflective
surface. The only other major component
is a sheet of perspex (acrylic), with
the edges of the sheet bent over to
just past a right angle. The collector
is then put together simply by bending
the metal sheet and clipping the edges
in under the corners of the perspex.
This allows the sheet to form and maintain the natural parabolic shape.
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Galvanised iron sheeting is cut to
fit the open ends with a hole drilled
in each of these ends for the bearing.
Blackened steel or copper water pipe
is passed through the length of the
collector and the bearings fixed at
either end. All joints are sealed and
weather-proofed and you have a completed
concentrator.
You now have a collector which will
pivot around the central pipe. If you
want to use the pipe to aim the collector at the sun then you fix the pipe
directly to the ends of the concentrator. Don't forget to insulate the pipe
so it does not come in contact with
the metal at the collector ends.
If you find it difficult getting
polished aluminium sheet or fixing a
reflective film to your galvanised iron
sheet, you could try lining it with
mirror glass. You can buy sheets of
roughly 1" square mirrorsfrom glass
shops. These mirrors need to be removed from the backing material and then
washed. This is because the backing
material is water soluble and if you
attach the mirror with this material

intact a bit of moisture will cause
your mirrors to moult. Fix the washed
mirrors with contact cement. If you
are going to use a reflective film, the
best way would probably be to use
"Mylar" film fixed in place with a
spray adhesive.
If you built a number of these
collectors you can make them track the
sun by fixing one corner of all the
collectors to a common metal rod or
strap. This is fixed to a tracking
mechanism. As a result all the collectors track simultaneously and simply.
In Western Australia, these collectors have been used in a number of industrial applications. These include
for an air conditioning plant and for
heating propagating beds in a large
nursery. They could also be used in
food and beverage manufacture, mineral
processing, textile manufacturing and
laundering, chemical manufacturing and
the accommodation industry.
For the do-it-yourselfer, the uses
for these collectors are limited only
by your imagination.
Harry

Michaels.
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Solar Cooking

Indigenous
Materials
Solar Cooker
Contest
Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze
and Therese Peffer

T

he sun shines on the
rich and poor, hungry
and well-fed alike. In the
United States, a growing
number use the sun’s energy
to cook food, with solar
cookers built from scrap and
low cost materials, such as
cardboard, foil, and glass.
What are some low cost or scrap
materials in other countries that could be
used to make solar cookers? In Home
Power issue #28, we asked readers to
design and build a solar cooker using
materials readily available in a
developing country of their choice.

Above: The solar cooker cookoff at SEER ‘92. Front left is
Maria Gonzalez’s portable cooker, front right is Jay
Campbell’s “hole-in-the-ground” cooker, center is Lu
Yoder’s parabolic cooker, and further back is Michael
Diogo’s carrizo- mud-and-tin can box cooker.
Photo by Therese Peffer

We received numerous phone calls; eight entries made
their way to HP Central. Alan Nichols sent his design for a
tracking solar cooker. Another reader sent a sample of
fiber cement that could be formed into walls for a cooker.
Philip Hodes’ simple waterproof cooker required a plastic
milk crate, plastic mirrors for reflectors, and foil-backed
foam for insulation.

Judgment Day
We built the four finalists’ models from their
instructions.The top four designs were judged on validity
of materials, ease of assembly, clear instructions,
ruggedness, beauty of design, and ability to cook food.
Each cooker held a yam, and equal amounts of black
beans and brown rice cooked in black painted jars. The
cookers were placed in the sun at 10:30 am and adjusted
throughout the day until 3:00 pm.

We chose four cooker designs to build for the cookoff
Saturday at the Solar Energy Expo and Rally 1992 in
Willits, California. The four finalists were chosen based on
their use of simple, “low tech” materials and included a
bamboo-type box cooker, a hole-in-the-ground model, a
parabolic design, and a foldable cooker.

Our four judges were Paul Mellersh, Board of Directors
SBCI; Johnny Weiss and Felicia Trevor of Solar
Technology Institute; and Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze. C.
Jay Campbell’s hole-in-the-ground design took 1st place,
winning a Solarex MSX-60 solar panel. Michael Diogo
placed 2nd with his carrizo cooker, winning a PowerStar
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200 inverter. Maria Gonzalez’s
foldable design won 3rd place, and
Lu Yoder’s frustum-based model
placed 4th; they chose either an
Osram compact fluorescent light or
a Kyocera Jetski PV module as
their prize.
The Top Four
Jay Campbell’s design, targeted
for Guatemala, was beautifully
simple. His cooker required a hole
in the ground insulated with
newspaper, and a conical reflector
to concentrate the sun’s rays onto
the black plastic pan holding the
cooking pot. Jay used a junked
car’s side window for glazing and
fashioned
reflectors
from
cardboard and aluminum foil. Jay’s
design scored high on all criteria;
the lowest scores were for
ruggedness, because of the
cardboard. We couldn’t dig a hole
at SEER, so we used a cardboard
Above: Jay Campbell’s cooker won first place. Photo by Jay Campbell
box filled with newspaper. Judges’
Below: The weather-proof carrizo cooker from Michael Diogo took second place.
Photo by Michael Diogo
comments, “Good instructions,
could be totally pictorial, maintained heat well.” Overall
score: 258.5
Michael Diogo, from Baja California, Mexico, scored high
in material use, ruggedness and clear instructions with his
box cooker built from carrizo (a native plant similar to
bamboo). He wired lengths of carrizo to make the walls
and floor of the interior and exterior box. Dried grass was
stuffed between the boxes for insulation. The interior box
was daubed with mud and black magnetic sand was
poured on the bottom. Michael removed the bottoms of
over 100 bottles before finally succumbing to sheet glass
for glazing. For reflectors, he cut open rectangular tin
cans and banged them flat. Michael wrote that two years
ago, 300 cardboard and foil cookers were donated to the
Baja natives, but not one is left today. “No time was spent
training the people to use the oven and adapt it to the
traditional methods of preparing foods.” He mentioned
that the little huts people live in are “made of cardboard
and plastic wrap, leak like sieves and there is no room
inside for a solar oven to take up precious space.” Michael
designed his cooker with native materials to survive
outdoors. Building the cooker was labor intensive. Judges’
comments, “Very imaginative and elegant in design.”
Overall score: 202.5
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Top: Maria Gonzalez’s foldable cooker placed third.
Photo by Maria Gonzalez

Maria Gonzales’ triangular cooker uses velcro straps so it
unfolds flat for travel or storage. She uses cardboard for
the interior and exterior boxes, and adds foil and glass to
the interior box which holds the cooking pot. The
insulation between the boxes can be a blanket,
newspapers, or whatever is on hand. Maria’s cooker
consistently scored high on ruggedness and beauty of
design. Judge’s comments, “Great idea, may need to be
tilted back in countries close to the equator. Clean
design.” Overall score: 185.5
Lu Yoder wrote that since he’d never been to a
developing country, his Liberation Technology: “no weld”
solar cooker design was made from materials readily
scavenged from an Albuquerque, New Mexico barrio.
Tools were bartered or bought at the local flea market. He
used three frustums, or cone reflectors, to approximate a
Below: Lu Yoder’s parabolic cooker came in fourth place.
Photo by Lu Yoder

parabola. A metal conduit frame supports the aluminum
foil and cardboard reflectors. Lu wrote that there are rich
and poor in all countries of the world. “The poor in both
countries stand to benefit very much from technology
which partly frees them from the toil of gathering fuel and
destroying their own ecosystems....” He pointed out that
the world’s resources would be most affected if we
changed our cooking habits in the U.S. “Solar cookers
made from secondary and low cost materials have the
potential to help people in all parts of the world struggle
for economic justice.” While scoring high on most criteria,
Lu’s design scored low on ease of assembly and clear
instructions. Judges’ comments, “Attained highest
temperature, instructions hard to understand.” Overall
score: 161
The Winning Design
As promised, here are the plans of the winning design by
Jay Campbell. Jay has travelled extensively to
Guatemala. “On my recent visits, however, I have
become very disturbed by the ever rising tree line around
the cities. The hills are literally bald up to a certain
altitude. As heating is only an issue in the highlands,
much of the tree loss is due to cooking.
“Guatemala has a pleasant, springlike climate year
round....Even during the rainy season, the sun shines
most of the day, with about 3 hours of cloud cover. This
pattern is typical throughout the interior of Mexico and
Central America.
“Guatemala has a well developed plastics manufacturing
sector. All types of plastic containers, bags, toys and
household items are available at low prices in the many
village markets. One of the most ubiquitous items is
known as a PALANGANA (pronounced just like it looks,
accent on the PA). It resembles a common oil change pan
here, but is far more than that. Bathing, food preparation,
laundry, storage, and coffee picking are typical uses. Two
small ones suspended from either end of a stick forms the
standard market scale. They come in a variety of sizes,
cost from $0.50 to $2.50 U.S., and are used in every
household. The palangana is truly an indigenous part of
Guatemalan life.
“Construction time for the prototype was 6 hours. Total
cost as built was $2.75. Maximum temperature witnessed
was 150°C (300°F), but the temperature was still climbing
at this point. Time to bring 1 liter of 20°C water to a full
boil was 61 minutes. As designed, there is a maximum
4:1 ratio concentration of incoming radiation. When
pointed at the sun, this would provide over 1000 BTU's
per hour. Based on the boil test, about a third of that
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actually gets into the food. In actual use, 1 1/2
liters of black beans (the staple food in
Guatemala) cook nicely when left unattended
for the workday.
Rationale
“The heart of this cooker is a black palangana.
The oil drain pan I bought in the U.S. is a little
thinner and shallower than standard, but worked
well with a cardboard heat shield in the bottom.
In country, I would use a larger version to
increase the volume. The glass used is from the
side window on a junked car, another common
item in the country. Standard window glass
would work fine, but would probably cost more.
All other materials—cardboard, foil, glue, string,
and newspapers—are readily available in any
population center in the country, for a low total
cost. There is no hardware required, as the
glass slides in and out of the cardboard frame
like a drawer.
“The conical reflector captures just as much
energy as the same sized parabolic reflector.
The difference is that where the cone reflects all
light into a relatively wide area, the parabola
reflects it all into a single point. For food
preparation, the wider area is preferable. An
inclined base is used to correct for both latitude
and seasonal changes. For anywhere out of the
equatorial region (±10°), the tilting spacer is
worth the effort. It can double the amount of
incident radiation, and allows for tracking the
sun. The tilt angle in the photo on the next page
(22°) was built for my latitude (34° N), and
should work well in Willits in August. For use in
Guatemala, the tilt angle should be needed only
during October–March, and would be 26°.
“Geometrically, a circle is the most efficient
shape for a container, having the maximum
possible area inside for a given amount of
perimeter. What this means for cooker designs
is that a maximum of sunlight will enter the oven
while a minimum of heat will be lost through the
sides. Also, the circular reflector is a good
concentrator—by doubling the diameter, the
energy input is quadrupled. The circular
geometry maximizes the energy input for a
given quantity of materials.
“I must justify the use of ‘high tech’ foil. lt is
widely available, and used in such small

quantity that a single roll can make 9–10 reflectors. Split open
aluminum cans (also widely available) worked about as well, but
are very labor intensive to prepare. They are available for free,
however. The stated goal of this contest is to use local materials.
For Guatemala, foil is such an item.
“Another feature is the outer box—just a hole in the ground. Some
siting considerations must be made (shading, local elevation,
drainage), but no more than for other types of solar cookers. The
main advantage is that almost anybody can afford a hole in the
ground. A lining would be recommended for long term use, but is
not essential. Tightly crumpled newspaper provides the insulation
between the palangana and the ground. Newspaper may not be the
best insulator, but by making the hole a little bigger and adding
more paper, it can have a competitive R value with any insulated
box.
Materials and Tools
Materials include: a palangana or shallow plastic pan, cardboard,
foil, glue, string, glass, and newspapers. Tools: Sharp stout knife,
sharp stick, straight edge, pencil, shovel, and instructions.
Construction
“Obtain palangana and a piece of glass which will completely cover
it.... I recommend an 18–24 inch diameter pan for sufficient volume.
Directions are given based on whatever sized parts you can
acquire.
Cone
“Get a large piece of cardboard, or make one out of several smaller
pieces. Lay out a [string] as long as 4 diameters of the tub. See
Figure 1. Draw an arc from the center of the line, connecting the
two ends, and cut out. Lay out a similar arc [1 diameter smaller],
and cut it.

Figure 2
Figure 1

“Cut (score) the surface layer of the arc as shown in Figure 2 so
that it can be rolled into a faceted cone. On the same side, score
an arc near the two edges, and push a string into this cut. By
pulling the strings tight, the cone will cinch up like a barrel. Paste
foil completely over the unscored side and edges, and trim off
excess.
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“Now pull up the strings and tie them
off. Cut a ring to fit around the small
end of the cone, as shown in Figure 3.
Glue this in place. Punch 8 small holes
spaced evenly around the ring. The
cone is now done. This simple
Figure 3
geometric layout produces a perfect
60° cone for any sized palangana,
which will give a 4:1 concentration of incoming radiation. A 60°
cone is not the optimal angle, but is close. Due to its simple
pattern, however, it cries out to be used for this application.
Tilt Angle
“Lay out another line 4 diameters long. Cut and fold the pattern
shown below, then glue into a square (a little tab helps). The tilt
angle should optimally be the latitude of the site, for year round
use. Two different ones could be used to improve the efficiency,
one for March 21–September 20 (Latitude minus 12°) and one
for September 21–March 20 (Latitude plus 12°). Punch 2 small
holes at the bottom of each side, as shown below.
“Turn the cone upside down and set the angle on top. Thread a
string through the holes in both the cone and the base to tie

Tilt angle

Tilt angle

3"
Diameter of pan

Figure 4

them firmly together
(see Figure 5).
Frame
“[This is] a drawer
slide. The glass will
go in and out one
edge, and seal on
the top, bottom, and
other edges. It must
Figure 5
be made for a
specific piece of
glass in order to seal well. In a large piece of
cardboard, cut a hole to the size of the palangana
body. The [pan] should fit completely inside, with
the lip seated well on the cardboard. See Figure 6.
Stack up cardboard to be slightly above the lip. Set
the glass on top of this buildup, centered over the
palangana. Cut strips of cardboard to outline the
glass. Cut a final piece to cover the whole stack.
Cut a round hole the size of the palangana in the
top piece. Once all pieces have been dry fit, glue
them together as assembled. The glass should
slide freely, but should not be loose. Use one of
the cutout holes as a heat shield at the bottom of
the palangana. This will help diffuse the
concentrated energy which could damage the
plastic. Also, the piece just below the glass can be
made to any thickness, making the cooking volume
larger.

Glass

Palangana

Above: The tilt angle installed on the cone. Photo by Jay Campbell
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Assembly
“Dig a round hole, about 10 inches
larger in diameter than the palangana.
Level out the ground around the hole.
Place frame over hole, without glass
or palangana. Pack newspaper
around the inside of the hole,
stepping on it and stuffing as much as
possible without interfering with the
palangana. Place in palangana, slide
in glass and set cone assembly on
top (see Figure 7). The reflector can
be weighted down with rocks around
the base, or by tying 3 tethers to
stakes in the ground. High winds are
not a real problem in the interior of
Guatemala, so only rocks were used
during testing.
Use
“Tip the reflector onto its side. Slide
the glass back and put in the food.
Slide glass back snugly into frame,
and replace the reflector. The
reflector can be rotated to follow the
sun without disturbing the food or cooker. It's important to
tip the reflector for access, to avoid looking straight into
the cone. To fully utilize the volume advantages of this
design, round cookware should be used.

Above: After the hole is dug and lined with crumpled
newspapers, the pan is placed in the hole. The frame with
the glass is placed over the hole and the cooker is ready
to have the cone placed on top. Now we’re cookin’!
Photo by Jay Campbell

Conclusion
“This is a simple, inexpensive, rugged cooker, easily
constructed of local materials. lt can meet the cooking
needs of a typical family in Guatemala throughout much of
the year.
“This has been a very educational project. I appreciate
your posing this problem as a challenge, and getting the
creative juices flowing. Win, lose or draw, I am a
confirmed solar cooker, and will continue to develop the
concept and promote its use. Hopefully, this contest had
the same effect on others.
“I claim no financial interest in this design. Anyone is free
to duplicate, distribute or modify it at will. Covering
expenses is reasonable, but I only request that it not be
produced for a profit.”
Contest Conclusions
Jay Campbell’s cooker was taken to an Earth
Stewards/Peace Tree gathering and shared with people
from fourteen different countries. The plans will be made
available to all who wish to help spread the design to
indigenous people everywhere.

Reflector

Cardboard
frame

Glass

Dirt

Heat Shield

Newspaper

Figure 7
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Congratulations to all of our entrants for your time and
creativity! For you readers who had an idea for a solar
cooker, but did not think you had enough time to develop
one, there is always next year’s competition. Look for the
details in the next issue of Home Power. Go for it.
Access
Authors: Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze and Therese Peffer,
c/o Home Power, POB 520, Ashland, OR 97520 •
916-475-3179
C. Jay Campbell, Applied Engineering, 218 Dartmouth
SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106-2220 • 505-848-7674 •
505-256-1261

Michael Diogo, c/o Bill Keys, 8111 Stanford, #159,
Garden Grove, CA 92641
Maria C. Gonzales, 48 Sycamore #3, San Francisco, CA
94110
Lu Yoder, 315 Harvard Dr. SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 •
505-265-3730
Milk crate oven: H. Philip Hodes, 3137 Capri Rd., Palm
Beach Garden, FL 33410
Tracking solar oven (plans available for $2): Alan Nichols,
4220 N. Bear Canyon Rd., Tucson, AZ 85749

GIVE YOUR GENERATOR
some MANNERS
The Sun Selector® GenMate™ generator
controller can make your generator
something you'll love.
Using the latest microcomputer
technology, GenMate teaches your old
generator new tricks.

ARRAY TECH
(WATTSUN)
camera-ready

GenMate works with nearly any electric
start generator.
If your generator doesn't start itself when
batteries are low, stop itself when batteries
are full, and interface with the rest of your
solar, wind, or hydro system automatically,
you need GenMate.
Ask your Sun Selector dealer for
information today.

Bobier Electronics, Inc.
304-485-7150

SKYLINE ENGINEERING
camera-ready
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Above: Solar cookers ready to shine in HP’s Solar Cooking Contest. Photos by Richard Perez

A Kitchen in the Sun
Therese Peffer
e’ve all heard the saying about
too many cooks in the kitchen.
But what happens when you
move your kitchen into the sun? You get
a myriad of solar cooker designs, great
food, and lots of fun in the sun. We
found this out recently at Home Power’s
2nd Annual Solar Cooking Contest.

W

Last February, we offered a challenge to our readers:
design and build a simple, cheap, and easy to use solar
cooker that works well. The rules were simple: the
cooker had to cook, meaning it should boil water. The
cooker should use common tools and materials
appropriate to your area. Durability and easy
duplication would score high points.
And our readers responded. We received twelve cooker
designs for the contest. Of these twelve, three
contestants sent their cookers. Two cookers arrived at
the contest with their designers. We built three designs
for a total of eight entries in the contest. (We built the
designs appropriate to the contest — original designs
that were easy to duplicate with complete instructions).

22

The day of the contest
Saturday, July 31, dawned clear and bright — a
beautiful day for the cooking contest. By nine am, solar
cookers covered a fair portion of Camp Creek
campground. Besides the eight contestants, we had
eleven other solar ovens smiling at the sun. Jim
Shoemaker from Redding brought his cardboard and
foil Sun Star type cooker. The Solar Man himself, Phil
Wilcox, brought two solar ovens. One small commercial
cooker, a Sunspot, could easily fit into a backpack; the
other design was part of a U.S. Air Force survival pack
in the ‘50s! Yes, solar cooking has been around for
awhile. We also had four Sun Ovens, a Sun Chef, and
three other homemade models cooking ribs, peach
cobbler and other tasty goodies.
By ten o’clock, we placed a cup of pre-soaked pinto
beans and a cup of rice in each of the contesting
cookers. One result of having this number of solar
cooks — you get an incredible variety of cookers! Each
cooker reflected the designer’s carefully spent time,
creativity and imagination; no two were alike. Walking
around the cookers, you could hear how the cookers
sparked the imagination of all those who came. We
looked, appreciated, and used other’s creations as a
stepping stone for our own solar cooker dreams.
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David Baty & Cody Brewer
Jack Thompson

Bohuslav Brudik
Lu Yoder

Jay Campbell

Peter Pearl

Rodrigo Carpio
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The Contestants
Unfortunately, we don’t have the space to fully cover
the designs for every cooker. What will have to suffice
is a brief description, photographs and the designer’s
name and address (at the end of the article). So take a
close look at the photos and be inspired by the
ingenuity of the designers! Keep in mind next year’s
contest…. As with last year’s contest, the first place
cooker design is described in full.

in foil — light, sturdy insulation. We screwed the walls
together to form a box, and finished the outside with 1⁄4
inch plywood. The plans called for the walls to lie inside
the box for storage — in storage mode, the cooker was
only half the height! We didn't have the materials to
finish the box with aluminum sheeting as per plans, so
we painted the outside instead. Quite a weatherproof
design. The wide flat interior of this box cooker is
especially suited for climates near the equator.

The parabolic cookers added a new dimension to the
contest — they really cook! Two cookers used parabolic
dishes to reflect and focus the sun’s energy onto a
cooking pot.

From Las Vegas, Nevada came a cooker designed by
Bohuslav Brudik. This clever design used a storebought rectangular bamboo basket, insulated with
cotton batting and rags and covered with cardboard
painted black. Bohuslav used plexigass for glazing and
fashioned reflectors from flattened honey cans
supported by dowels. Simple and worked great!

Jack Thompson from San Diego, California sent a
design that used a cardboard-ribbed foil-covered
parabolic dish. A galvanized pipe frame held the dish
and cooking pot. Kathleen and Bob-O built this cooker
from Jack’s plans and “rib” template.
The other parabolic design arrived with David Baty and
Cody Brewer, who hail from Berkeley, California. Their
cooker consists of a four foot diameter sand & cement
dish that rests in an old car tire. They used aluminum
flashing for the reflective interior. David and Cody had
already impressed us the day before by making
espresso in their parabolic cooker. On contest day, their
rice and beans kept boiling over and needed additional
water a few times. Both parabolic cookers cooked the
rice and beans to perfection in less than two hours. This
left plenty of sun time for a solar cooker first for all of us
at the contest — solar popped popcorn!
Lu Yoder from Albuquerque, New Mexico sent a simple
design that used two 2 foot by 3 foot cylindrical
concentrators. His plans called for a flexible substrate
such as hard plastic, thin plywood or masonite covered
with a reflective material, such as polished aluminum
cans. The panels were curved to concentrate the sun’s
energy on a cooking pot that sat on an insulated box on
the ground. We made the cooker with masonite and
aluminum litho sheets from our local newspaper.
Dan Freeman sent his cooker from his home in Peoria,
Arizona. Dan’s creative portable design used
aluminized bubble pack material (similar to Reflectix) as
both reflector and insulation. This material was velcroed
to a folding aluminum frame. His cooking box sported a
unique curved parabolic-section shape.
We were thrilled to receive an international entry.
Rodrigo Carpio from Cuenca, Ecuador sent beautifully
detailed designs in Spanish for his rugged, but
surprisingly lightweight box type cooker. Bill Battagin
and I built the cardboard and plywood cooker from
Rodrigo’s design. The cooker walls consisted of 2x2
wood frames covered with cardboard and then wrapped
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Peter Pearl drove from Bisbee, Arizona to share his
solar cooker design and other great ideas. His compact
solar cooker had a black beveled steel interior in a
small wooden box with a single polished reflector.
And finally, Jay Campbell, who won first place in last
year’s contest, sent another original cooker from
Albuquerque, New Mexico. He designed the cooker
using a washtub, insulated with straw, with a box
interior. Jay made foldable reflectors of foil-covered
masonite. The cheery green cover added to the festive
atmosphere at the contest.
The envelope please...
Now the toughest job of all. Six judges walked around
the cookers to judge the performance, buildability,
ruggedness and beauty of design of each entry (see
sidebar for details). Anita Jarmann, Sherri Reiman,
Selina S-Wilcox, Karen Perez, Kathleen JarschkeSchultze, and Dan Lepinski spent a few hours studying
the cookers, sampling their fares, and marking numbers
on their detailed sheets. Most cookers had no problem
with the rice, but the beans presented a challenge. We
decided the point system would allow impartial judging.
(After sampling the espresso, Karen was a bit biased
towards the cement parabolic cooker. As it is, that
cooker now resides at HP Central. If you want your own
too, see directions on page 34 this issue.)
When the judging was finished and the numbers tallied,
we had our winners. Cookers were ranked by total
number of points from all judges. Jay Campbell won a
Solarex MSX-60 photovoltaic panel for first place with
his washtub design. Peter Pearl will be installing a
PowerStar 200 watt inverter for winning second place.
David Baty and Cody Brewer shared the solar/dynamo
radio for winning third place with their cement parabolic
cooker. Finally, time to eat rice, beans, salsa,
guacamole, hot dogs, ribs, peach cobbler....
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The Winning Cooker!

Judging the Cookers
Each judge carried a judging sheet for each of the
eight contestants. The cookers were given points in
four categories: Performance, Buildability,
Ruggedness, and Beauty of Design. The four
categories in turn consisted of two to five
subcategories, worth 15 to 25 points.
Performance of the cooker included how well it
cooked, high temperature reached, ease of use,
and ease of set-up. Each subcategory here was
worth up to 25 points for a total of 100 points for
this category.
Elements of buildability consisted of clarity of
instructions, easy of assembly, imaginative use of
materials, amount of tools needed for construction,
and common skills needed for assembly. The
subcategories here were worth up to 15 points
each, a total of 75 points.
In the ruggedness category, points were given for
portability, wind resistance, site preparation
needed and moisture resistance. Up to 20 points
each were allotted for these subcategories for a
total of 80 points.
And finally, beauty of design included physical
appearance of the cooker and originality of design,
worth up to 25 points each — 50 points total. The
most points possible from each judge was 305.
While sometimes it can be difficult to assign
numbers to different qualities, we think it allows for
easy and fair judging since all the cookers were
judged in the same fashion. The details of the
judging are provided for those of you interested in
entering the contest next year. And, (ahem) we’ve
asked Jay to be a judge next year….
And now as promised, are the details of the winning
design by Jay Campbell.
The Winning Design — the Navahorno
This year, I chose to work with a developing country
right in my own back yard. I designed and built a solar
oven based on the needs, foods and materials common
to the Navajo Nation. This stunning land spreads
across 24,000 square miles of New Mexico, Arizona
and Utah, and is home to more than 175,000 people. Of
the 500+ tribes in the United States, the Navajo tribe is
the largest, and their landholdings the most extensive.
They were chosen for this project not for their size,
however, but for their need.
Despite the beauty of the land, life on the reservation is
hard. Much of the tribe has never been on the grid, so

Jay Campbell, Albuquerque, NM
the concept of going off it is meaningless. Wood and
propane supply the primary sources of household
energy. The climate and terrain of the Navajos are
typical of many tribes in the area. The air is dry,
vegetation is sparse and the sun shines brightly. Wood
is not available in many areas, so it is hauled in from
the distant mountains. The tribal government has been
promoting solar electricity for some time now, funding
small systems at remote sites, and encouraging
members to utilize this abundant resource. They will
play a key role in the promotion of this oven.
This project would have been impossible without many
consultations with JoAnn Willie, a lifelong resident of
the rural Navajo land. She is also a graduate student in
Mechanical Engineering at the University of New
Mexico. Her combination of skills was invaluable in the
development, testing and promotion of this oven. The
information she gave on materials, foods, cookware
and eating habits was all blended into this design, and
its ultimate success is hers to enjoy.
The Oven
The oven is built around several common items in rural
Navajo life. The outer box consists of a two foot
diameter galvanized washtub, commonly used for
washing kids, clothes and produce. When they no
longer hold water, they are used to feed animals, store
wood, and haul whatever needs hauling. These are
truly a ubiquitous item in daily living. They are common,
abundant, durable and used ones can be found for next
to nothing.
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Tools
wood saw
measuring tape
paintbrush
hammer
razor knife
C clamps

18"

18"

Materials
One 2 foot diameter washtub
One 15 in. x 15 in. 1/8 in. glass
One 4 ft. x 4 ft. Masonite
One 4 ft. x 4 ft. 3/8 in. plywood
6.5 ft. old garden hose
1/10 bale straw
Two small hinges with screws
also leather strips, white glue,
3/4 in. nails, and aluminum foil

Cut the following out of plywood:

14.5" by 11"
14" by 14"

18"
Eight 18" by 6"
18"

Materials and Tools for Jay’s Navahorno

14"

The insulation used is straw. The dry land doesn’t
provide sufficient grass for grazing, so hay, alfalfa and
straw are widely used for fodder. This oven requires
about 1⁄10 of a bale of straw, costing about a quarter.
14.5" by 11"

Cut reflectors and glass frame pieces from Masonite:

14"

5"

.
11

The collapsible reflectors reduce storage space
requirements when not in use. The exposed surfaces
are either painted or galvanized, helping to assure a
long life. For outdoor storage, however, a cover would
be recommended. A door on top swings open for
access to the hot section. The reflectors are mounted
securely to the door, and have withstood winds of up to
30 mph. The leatherwork is oiled, to protect it from the
elements. The colors of this oven represent something
the Navajos are world famous for — their turquoise and
silver jewelry.

14.5" by 11"

24"

5"

Construction
Gather tools and materials. Measure and cut wooden
pieces (right). Put together the inner box, top, glass
frame, and reflectors, then assemble these together.
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Front
reflector

26"

14"

10.75"
26

14"

39.5"
20"

.5"

24"

Back reflector

Side reflector

5"

The highest temperature achieved was 330°F (165°C).
The time required to boil one liter of 20°C water was 56
minutes at this elevation (about 6000 feet). The total
cost as built is $10.83, assuming a used washtub. A
new one would add about $10 to that price. About 6
hours was spent on the actual construction; this could
be reduced significantly for any future copies.

Three 1.5" by 18"

Side reflector

.
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A set of cardboard risers is included to size the cooking
space for the cookware. The appropriate riser is placed
into the oven, and then covered with a black cardboard
square. This way, the food can be raised to the hottest
part of the oven, regardless of the cookware.

Glass frame

14"

11
.

The inner box is sized around the most common types
of cookware — enameled steel stew pots. The volume
is large enough to feed a family of six. All other
materials are made from commonly available items,
down to using leather for hinges and weatherstripping.
A piece of garden hose, split lengthwise, is used to seal
the inner and outer boxes together.

14.5" by 11"

Inner Box
Nail the four sides (11 inch by 14.5 inch) to the edge of
the 14 inch square, overlapping the corners as shown
top right. Glue joints before nailing together. Cover both
the inside and outside of box with aluminum foil, using a
1:1 glue to water mixture and spread with a paintbrush.
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Two sides of the
inner box glued
and nailed to the
bottom.
Note overlapping
corners.

1"
y1

b
14"

14

"b

y1
1"

14" by 14"

Top
Turn the inner box upside down. Stack the eight 18 inch
by 6 inch strips snugly around the box (below). Once
fitted, glue and nail the strips together. When the glue
has dried, nail the box to the top from the inside.

Now set the inner box/top upside down. Place the
washtub over it, and center it. Draw a circle around the
edge of the washtub. Next, cut a slit in the whole length
of garden hose. Nail the garden hose to the top, just
inside the circle you just drew. Use one nail every 4–5
inches to assure a strong joint. Once the glue has dried,
trim off the excess wood beyond the hose/seal.
Glass Frame
Set the piece of glass on one of the 18 inch squares.
Place three 1 inch by 15 inch masonite strips around
the glass, snug, but not so tight that the glass is locked
into place. Set the other 18 inch square on top. Glue
and nail these together. The glass should slide in and
out of the frame like a drawer, so it can be replaced.
Reflectors
Cover the reflectors with aluminum foil. Once dry, trim
the foil back to the edge of the masonite. Align the large
reflector and a side reflector (see top right). Cover one
side of a leather strip with glue and clamp along the
edge of the two reflectors. Repeat with the other side
reflector. Align the small front reflector to the edge of
the window. Glue a piece of leather to the back of this
reflector and the window frame, as a hinge.

strips of leather on the top, where the frame rests. This
seals the box from the wind. It should fit snugly and
make a continuous ring around the glass. Attach an eye
hook to a corner of the frame and another eyehook to
the top. Hook a sturdy string through both eye hooks.
Now when you open the cooker lid to get to the food,
the string holds the frame and reflector.
Use
This oven works similar to most multiple reflector
ovens. Food is prepared and placed into the oven,
using the appropriate riser to keep the food at the top of
the oven. Dark enameled steel cookware (the standard
in the area) works extremely well in this oven, but a
variety of glass and aluminum has also been used. The
oven can be left unattended for long periods, but stays
hottest if it is turned every hour or so. The round base
and handles makes turning it easy. Like most solar

leather hinge

The Final Assembly
Use the two metal hinges to attach the glass frame
(opposite side from the front reflector) to the top. Glue
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metal
hinge
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Better insulation could be used, but only if it were free
or very cheap. The multiple radiant barriers (foil and
sheet metal) provide much of the thermal protection,
and the straw is only a defense against conduction.
Conclusions
This oven will cook many of the staple foods used in the
Navajo Nation. It can be built easily by individuals, or
produced in quantities by a small shop, using only basic
hand tools.The investment in materials will repay itself
in about a month, and continue paying dividends for
years to come. The climate in the region will allow its
use for over 200 days per year, which can make this a
primary, rather than secondary, means of cooking.
Although specifically designed around the materials and
foods of the Navajo, it is suitable for use over a wide
region. Promotional efforts have begun in New Mexico,
and show a strong amount of interest.

Above: Note the deep interior of the washtub cooker.
Different sized cardboard inserts (bottom right) can be
added to raise shallow cooking pans to the warmest
part of the oven. The inserts are covered with a 14 inch
square of cardboard painted black.
ovens, cooking times are about double those of a
conventional oven. Foods which require a long, slow
simmer are especially well suited to solar cooking.
Traditional Navajo meals include green chile stew,
mutton stew, roast meats, breads and corn mush. A
gallon of stew will cook up nicely in an afternoon, as will
a few quarts of beans. Cornbread has been baked in
this model in about 40 minutes. When the food is ready,
the reflectors are folded together. The door swings
open and the food can be removed. If desired, the pot
can be covered with a couple of towels, and left inside
the oven. This way it will retain its heat for quite some
time, and even keep on cooking.
Alternatives
The main alternative design tested was with galvanized
sheet metal reflectors. The dimensions and overall
performance were essentially the same as the model
submitted. The increased durability comes at a higher
financial cost, and it didn’t seem worth it. The masonite
reflectors are good enough, and last long enough that
occasional replacement would still be cheaper.
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Calling all Cooks
Thanks, Jay, and all those who entered or participated
in our contest this year. The more cooks that move their
kitchen into the sun, the better the broth will be! More
people entered the contest this year. We saw a wider
variety of cookers from a greater number of people,
reflecting their creativity, ingenuity, and love of solarcooked food. The solar spark catches and spreads to
even more people, so put on your thinking caps and
start dreaming of your ideal cooker. If you don’t know
how to use some tools, find someone who does (and
make him cookies for a job well done). Build a cooker.
Cook your meals without fuel, and keep your kitchen
cool in the summer. Enjoy some solar-cooked food (and
win a PV module next year).
Access
Solar Cooker Contestants:
Jay Campbell, PE, Applied Engineering, 218 Dartmouth
SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 • 505-256-1261 • Fax 505260-1339
Bohuslav Brudik, 4387 Salton Ave #2A, Las Vegas, NV
89109 • 702-792-6662
Dan Freeman, 10735 W. Laurie Ln, Peoria, AZ 85345 •
602-876-8036
Peter Pearl, POB 867, Bisbee, AZ 85603
David R. Baty and Cody Brewer, 2929 M. L. King Jr.
Way, Berkeley, CA 94703 • 510-848-5951
Lu Yoder, Liberation Technology, 315 Harvard SE,
Albuquerque, NM 87106 •
Rodrigo Carpio C, POB 607, Cuenca, Ecuador •
881501
Author/Eater: Therese Peffer, c/o Home Power, POB
520, Ashland, OR 97520 • 916-475-3179
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Simple solar projects
Over the years a massive number of
simple solar experiments and construction projects have been printed
in a large number of different books
and publications. In this regular
column we will be looking at the many
practical ideas that are around from
many sources. We will give the
sources of these so people can get
hold of the original source material.

Solar Oven
Solar ovens are used in India, which
is situated in the tropical region,
to cook the mid-day meal. Although

a roll of aluminium foil
2 sheets of window glass
* polystyrene foam or newspaper
a piece of corrugated cardboard or
*
plywood.

*
*

Method of Construction
1. The box should be about the size
shown in the diagram. It can be
made from plywood or cut from a
corrugated cardboard box and put
together with adhesive tape.
2. Cut polystyrene foam or newspaper
to fit snugly around the sides and
bottom of the box. These materials
keep in the heat - that is they
insulate. The insulation should be
5 cm thick.
3. Cut a square of cardboard or plywood
to be used to reflect the sun's rays
into the box as shown in the
diagram.
4. Cover the insulation and the
reflector with aluminium foil. Make
sure that it is smooth.
5. Fit the reflector edge to edge on
one side of the box using hinges or
pieces of strong adhesive tape to
act as hinges. The reflector can
be adjusted to an angle to reflect
the Sun's rays into the box.
6. To make a glass lid prepare a frame
from a strip of wood or corrugated
cardboard 3cm wide. The frame
should be the same dimensions as
the box. Around one inside edge
of the frame fix a narrow ledge
about ½cm. high for the glass to
sit. Now place above the glass a
2cm. high strip on which to sit
the top piece of glass. Now fix
a ½cm. wide strip above the top
glass sheet. The lid can now be
hinged to the box.
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7. Fit the reflector edge to edge on
one side of the glass lid using
hinges or pieces of strong adhesive
tape to act as hinges. The
reflector can be adjusted to
reflect the rays of the sun into
the box by using a stick as a prop.

*

*
*
*

a large sheet of flexible cardboard
string and pencil
aluminium foil
a Stanley knife

Method of Construction
8. Place the oven in the sun so that
as much sunlight as possible falls
on the reflector and into the oven,

1. Using the string and pencil as a
compass, draw an arc of a circle
with a radius 45cm.
2. Cut this out in the shape of a 'rib'
which has a base of 60cm. Repeat
this process another 7 times but
cut these other 7 ribs in half
along the line xy as shown in the
diagram.
3. Cut one piece of stiff cardboard
into a 60cm. diameter circle.
4. Glue the complete rib and the 14
half ribs on to the base circle.
First place the complete rib
vertically along a diameter and
then the 14 half ribs vertically
along radii, space at about 22½
degrees around the circle as
shown in the diagram.

Place the frying pan in the box and put
in it what you want to cook, perhaps
an egg or a sausage.

Reflective Cooker
A reflector cooker is more difficult
to make, but they use the sun% rays
more efficiently than the solar oven.
The sun's rays hit the curved surface
and are reflected back to a small area
where the cooking vessel is placed.
Because the sunlight has been concentrated you must be careful not to let
it fall directly on your eyes.

5. By this time you will have the
shell of your reflector. But the
ribs will need to be filled in
with more flexible cardboard so
that you will have a surface on
which to glue your aluminium.
6. Carefully measure 16 pieces of
flexible cardboard (like sections
of a pie) to fit across the ribs.
Curve the cardboard to fit the ribs
by rolling the cardboard in the
direction shown by the arrows in

You will need:
2 large sheets of stiff cardboard.

*
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reflector so as to catch as much
sunlight as possible. You will need
a post with an arm on which to hang
a black billy-can to hold water or
suspend a wire grill to cook,

the diagram and then releasing it.
Now cut and give a strip of cardboard around the vertical edges of
the ribs to strengthen the shell.

7. When the glue is dry cover the whole
dish with aluminium foil. Make
sure that it is very smooth.
8. Make a wooden stand to support the
reflector. For cooking, place the

Adobe

(mudbrick)
Flats
at Mallacoota

Would you like to experience LIVING in an
environmental house?
SEE successfully recycled materials used?
FEEL the warmth of h a n d m a d e m u d bricks?
And as a bonus have the serene yet spectacular view of the Mallacoota Lake right
outside your windows?
Write for more details (please enclose SAE)
to

ADOBE (MUDBRICK) HOLIDAY FLATS
Peter Kurz,
P.O. Mallacoota, 3889.
Phone (051) 58 0329
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Solar Food
Dryers
Larisa Welk and Lucien Holy

A

request from a reader for an
inexpensive solar food dryer
spurred much response from our
readers. Here are two types of solar food
dryers we would like to share. One is for
humid climates, two others for drier
climates.
Solar Food Dryer for Humid Climates
Larisa Welk
We dehydrate nearly all our food from our 1/4 acre garden
except tomato sauce, salsa, pickles, sauerkraut, juices,
and some fruit sauces. We also put spuds, roots, and
squash in a root cellar. Who needs a freezer? Our pantry
is crammed with organic, nourishing foods for our simple,
a la Nearings cuisine.
For years I tried about every solar dryer design
imaginable. The only common factor in all those attempts
was their very limited usefulness here in the humid upper
Midwest. None of them could reliably turn food into a
non-moldy finished product. Some didn't work at all if not
tracked periodically during the day. It was with this
background that the "idea light" came on in my head.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Theory
One day I needed to dry a bunch of greens and the
current solar dryer was full (a couple of handfuls was all it
could handle). I had an old window screen lying around
and a corrugated metal roof built over our old
trailer-house. Using a ladder to get to the roof, I put the
screen down first and put the food on it. I wanted to keep
the sun off the food itself so I covered it with a piece of
black cloth. Then, to keep everything from blowing away
or being bothered by flies, I covered it with a storm
window that I had on hand.
Later that afternoon I thought I'd see how it was doing.
The greens in the "dryer" were still quite limp when I
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crawled up the ladder to take a look at the stuff on the
roof. Much to my surprise, the roof-top greens were crispy
dry! It looked as if I had finally stumbled on something
that worked. I tried several other foods on the roof before
I was convinced enough of the design to build a unit at
ground level for easier access.
The Basic Design Principles
I found through experimenting that the primary ingredients
for this dryer were: corrugated, galvanized metal roofing,
screen, black porous cloth, glazing, and slope.
The sun shines through the clear glazing onto the black
cloth, heating up the air space under the glazing. The
corrugated metal provides air spaces under the screen for
the warm, moisture laden air to move. The air moves
passively upward along the slope, carrying away the
moisture from under the trays of food. The galvanized
metal also gets hot and reflects heat back onto the food.
This combination really gets the job done.
The Deluxe Super Dryer
Using these basic principles, I built a 4 foot x 12 foot,
waist high "shed" (I store extra wood under this roof). The
4 foot width enables me to reach easily from either side.
You could make this wider if you wanted. The roof pitch is
approximately 15 degrees. The legs are treated wood and
stick into the ground about 6 – 8 inch. Next I built twelve 2
foot x 2 foot screens made from 1 inch x 2 inch pine and
1/4 inch hardware cloth. This size of screen is easy to
handle. They were 2 foot x 4 foot and I cut them in half.
The glazing is Kalwall® Sunlite® and is the most
expensive part of the system (it holds up better than glass
in hail storms and weighs less). My neighbor has since
built a dryer and used acrylic glazing. It was much
cheaper but time will tell which material lasts longer. The
framework for the glazing is attached to the dryer with
T-strap hinges on both the north and south sides. These
were made into loose pin hinges so you can open the
dryer from either side by pulling the pins and lifting the lid.
A prop stick holds the lid open.
For cloth I've found polyester double knits resist fading
better than natural fibers (at last, a worthwhile use for this
stuff). Be sure to hem the edges so you won't end up with
fuzz or fibers in your food.
I use fiberglass screen on the trays to keep the food from
contacting the galvanized hardware cloth and also over
the top of the food to keep it from sticking to the black
cloth. I cut the screen double the size of each tray so it
can be folded over the food. Stainless steel screen would
be the best but I don't know of an economical source. If I
used it I would still probably use hardware cloth

Heat
corrugations
run North-South

2" x 4" framework

Cut away view from
North or South side
1" right angle
brackets
support
screens

Kalwall
hinge
hardware
cloth

South

underneath for rigidity and because having removable
screen facilitates pouring food into containers and makes
cleanup easier.
What It Can Do
Even in Minnesota the sun can dry all of these foods
easily: apples, green beans, peas, corn, cabbage,
broccoli, cauliflower, peppers, kale or any greens, herbs,
melon, fruit leathers, strawberries & other berries, plums,
beets, onions, mushrooms, squash, eggplant, tomatoes,
asparagus, celery, bananas, etc. The dryer can also be
used to crisp bean pods for threshing, small grains before
storing, and to dry corn before shelling and grinding.
When using the dryer this way, I do not use the black
cloth since I do not want these items to get too hot (I save
seed from my beans and corn).
Techniques
When using a solar dryer, an accurate weather forecast to
ensure proper timing is essential. Really wet foods (corn,
melon, strawberries, etc.) will take at least two good days
of full sun. The first day is the most critical. The food
needs to get dry enough to coast through the night before
finishing off the next day. Sometimes food will not be
finished until the third day or longer, depending on the
weather. If food is nearly dry, a raining spell will only
postpone the process but the food won't spoil. Greens
and herbs will be done in one day. My definition of "dry" is
crispy for all vegetables, though fruits can remain
somewhat pliable.
Foods need to be cut in uniform pieces for best drying.
For example, you'll need to dry celery stalks separately
from the leaves. Placement in the dryer is important also
since the warm, moist air rises. Foods entering their
second day in the dryer should be below freshly cut up
foods. Herbs can always go lower where it is not quite as
hot. Foods dry faster if stirred once or twice although this

galvanized
metal
roofing

2" x 2" framework
1" x 2" screen frame
2" x 4" framework
2" x 4" framework

isn't absolutely necessary. Melons and other sticky foods
should be peeled from the screens when partially dry and
flipped before they become permanently bonded.
The only foods I steam blanch are sweet corn, peas,
green beans, and asparagus. Because of the length of
time it takes to pick and prepare the 18 to 24 dozen ears
of corn we normally do in one batch, we pick it in the
evening and steam blanch it immediately. I spread the
ears out all over the kitchen counters to cool for the night.
Early the next morning I cut the already somewhat
shriveled kernels from the cobs and have it all out into the
dryer before the sun starts it work. If I started in the
morning with picking, it would take until about 1:00 pm for
all the corn to be blanched, cut, and into the dryer – too
late for corn in this humid climate.
Be sure to put away your dried goodies before the
evening dew has remoistened them, but do allow the
foods to cool off if you bring them in during the heat of the
day. Store dried foods in airtight containers (a good use
for all those extra canning jars you won't be needing) in a
cool, dark place.
Improvements
In eight years of use, there are a couple of improvements
I would make. I would build all the trays and glazing
framework out of cedar instead of pine. Half of the original
dryer has been rebuilt so far since the pine didn't hold up,
even though the wood was painted with linseed oil.
Furthermore, I would make the slope of the unit
adjustable so it would work better later into the fall when
the sun is lower in the sky. Other than that, this dryer has
been a real workhorse. Some of my neighbors use the
dryer on my off days so it is often filled to capacity. With
nearly 48 square feet of tray space, it can preserve
enough food for a very large family or a group of smaller
families.
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Solar Food Dryer for Hot Climates

(staple or tape on). Using a thermometer, you can quickly
arrive at a new design that works under your conditions.
You can, for example, enlarge your collector in a few
minutes with a razor, tape, and cardboard. Cardboard
solar ovens, popularized by Joseph Radabaugh's book
"Heaven's Flame" proves the practicality of this technique.

Lucien Holy
Some older books on food dehydration recommend
sulfiting even though it is now known to be very bad for
asthma sufferers. Besides, another name for sodium
bisulfite is "Sani-flush" toilet bowl cleaner! Yummy!
Another treatment is sulphur dioxide created by burning
sulphur. That is very polluting and breathing the fumes
can damage your respiratory system. Treatment with
ascorbic acid (Vitamin C), citrus juice, or nothing is more
to my taste.

Collector
I use a collector about twice the size of my dryer section.
One advantage of using a separate TAP is that the area
ratio can be anything you need.
Insulation
In a hot climate you don't need insulation because the
temperature difference between the 110° – 120° inside air
and the outside in the sun is very little. In a cool sunny
area, insulation will improve performance. You can use
corrugated cardboard or use a double box with the space
filled with wadded newspaper. Since the insulation is on
the outside you may also use hard foam.

The problem with many solar food dryers is that they are
often solar ovens with vents. One design even has
reflectors. If it looks like an oven, then on a good day it will
become an oven. A solar oven is compact, tightly sealed
and reaches up to 300°F. Even simple box ovens go over
200°F. In contrast, the requirements for food dehydration
are a constant change of air, roomy interior, and a
temperature of under 120°F (the temperature at which
nutrient loss begins) with little or no chance of reaching
cooking temperature. After all, food drying is a long
process, and you don't want to constantly monitor and
adjust the unit to avoid ruining the food through excess
heat. Direct sunlight on the food is undesirable as it tends
to bleach out color and flavor, and dry unevenly.

Glazing
I use Saran Wrap® glazing for my experiments because it
costs 2¢ per sq. ft., is easy to apply, heat resistant, and
food safe. Just tape or staple it to your collector. Oddly
enough, it worked so well that it became my standard
glazing, even for box ovens at 220°F! It is very thin and
very clear and passes more light than the usual glass,
Plexiglas®, Kalwall® and Sunlite®, etc. For oven use
apply it with a loose fit because it shrinks when heated,
Saran Wrap's® "cling" quality makes it unnecessary to
tape the 11 1/2 inch wide sheets together, just overlap
them one inch.

TAP
The solar device that does these things is not a solar
oven, but a Thermosyphon Air Panel (TAP), which is a
vertical solar air heater. My final designs are based on a
separate TAP collector and dryer box. A box is the ideal
shape for the dryer section, and is easily modified.
Oven-like designs result in cramped space, poor
ventilation, uneven temperatures, and odd shelf
arrangements.

You can quickly make a
simple
mockup
with
cardboard boxes and
Saran Wrap® glazing

Below: Passive Food Dryer
Glazing
Saran Wrap®,
Mylar®, etc.

X

X
cut out end
and fill in
with scrap
cardboard

Air Flow
controlled by
adjusting flaps
and monitoring
temp.

X

cut off corner and
match with intake
vent of dryer

2"

Screened
Air Intake
w/flap

paint interior
with black
Tempra®
paint or other
non-toxic
paint
35°
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3"
Dryer Area
(insulation optional)

X

Most old solar dryer
plans require 50 or more
hours of work, a shop,
and money. Worse yet,
they
work
well
for
someone,
somewhere,
but I have found that
dehydrators must be
designed for a particular
conditions and uses.

Air Flow
Moving air by the thermosyphon method requires a
vertical layout. If you want a really large collector, like 4
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Insulation to suit
climate
(double box filled
with wadded
newspapers)

Shelving
To suit needs
1) fixed or removable
2)non-toxic
3) does not restrict air
circulation

Floor
for dryer area
scrap cardboard
staple Saran Wrap
to bottom to protect
from dripping juice
and make it easy
to clean

Screened
Exhaust
w/flap

Door
Note: with large
door needed for
removable
shelves, stiffen
door and sides of
box with strips of
wood

Heat
foot x 8 foot, then it can get rather awkward. If I were to go
to a really large unit I would use a horizontal collector with
positive air flow provided by a solar-powered fan. These
are available in several sizes and are not expensive. Solar
vents are perfect because they produce airflow in direct
proportion to sunlight. I have built a small unit of that type
because, stored vertically, it only takes up 1 sq. ft. of area
in my apartment

catalog. A solar powered fan with built-in solar cells for
$9.99. It's too feeble for its claimed purpose (but that is
what makes it so cheap!). It is just right to provide a
steady, gentle air flow in a small food dehydrator. This
style lends itself to very large units.

Tape
The best tape for solar use is aluminum duct tape like
Reflectex®. By the way, this tape makes quick, easy,
durable reflectors. Just apply rows to the backing until it is
covered.

Lucien Holy, 8015 Spencer Hwy. Apt. #58, Deer Park, TX
77536

Access
Larisa Welk & Bob Dahse, RR3 Box 163-A, Winona, MN
55987

Northern Hydraulics, POB 1219, Burnsville, MN
55337-0219
Reader Response
We would like to thank all the wonderful readers who sent
in information on different solar food dryer designs. It was
hard to choose which ones to publish. There is definitely
interest in this subject! Kathleen Jarschke- Schultze.

Shelving
I'll leave the shelves up to you, to suit your needs. If you
use the usual aluminum screen, then you don't need a
frame for most sizes. Do not use lemon juice on your food
to be dried if you use aluminum screens. Use non-toxic
materials, wood dowels or strips, netting or cheese cloth,
etc. Remember, it must allow air flow.

List of Books on food drying:
Dry It, You'll Like It by Gen MacManiman, Fall City, WA
98024

Passive Food Dryer
This passive design uses two L=23 inch W=13 inch
D=10.5 inch cardboard boxes with dryer dimensions of
L=13 inches W=10.5 inches D=10 inches. The one
disadvantage of corrugated cardboard construction is that
it deteriorates when exposed to the elements, especially
moisture. I brush on 50/50 polyurethane varnish and
thinner. This not only water proofs and preserves the
cardboard, but saturates it, bonding the fibers together for
a very durable material. Cure well in the sun before using.

How to Dry Foods by Deanna DeLong, HP Books, POB
5367, Tucson AZ 85703 • 602-888-2150
Understanding Solar Food Dryers by Roger G. Gregoire,
P. E., VITA, 1600 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 500, Arlington, VA
22209 • 703-276-1800
Food Drying at Home by Bee Beyer, JP Tarcher, Inc.,
9110 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90069
Solar Drying: Practical Methods of Food Preservation
International Labour Office, CH-1211 Geneva 22,
Switzerland

Active Solar Food Dryer
This unit is based on a gadget from "Northern Hydraulics"

Solar Food Dryer by Ray Wolf, Rodale Plans, Rodale

Below: Active Food Dryer
Exhaust

$9.95 folding solar mini fan.
Cut 2.5" hole and plug it in–
adjust PV panel angle

Collector: (2) 23" x 13" x 10.5"
boxes cut diagonally and glued
together to form 44" x 13" collector
Saran Wrap® glazing

Dryer Section
made from
12" x 12" x12" box
to dryer section

Screened
air intake

Optional foam insulation bottom and back
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Press, 33 East Minor St., Emmaus, PA 18049
A Handbook for Solar Food Drying State Energy Office; 335
Merchant St., Ste 110. Honolulu, HI 96813 • 808-548-4080

Healthy Environments
Camera-ready

SANDERSON'S REBUILT VACUUMS
Specializing in 3 & 4 AMP Kirbys
Lower amperage Kirby's are the ultimate in chore relief kind to your batteries and back alike.

3 AMP - $175 4 AMP - $150
For More Information Call (408) 628-3362

12 Volt Products
camera-ready
leave border in layout
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Above, Photo 1: Three identical solar food dryers for testing against a control.
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Figure 1: Cutaway View of the Appalachian Solar Food Dryer
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6 feet

his article
describes a series of
experiments
conducted over the last
year and a half with
three solar food dryers.
The food dryers were
constructed at
Appalachian State
University (ASU) using
plans published in
HP57. The goal of this
research program was
to improve the design
and to determine the
most effective ways to
use the dryer.
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Figure 2: Multiple Views of the Appalachian Solar Food Dryer
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These solar food dryers are basically wooden boxes
with vents at the top and bottom. Food is placed on
screened frames which slide into the boxes. A properly
sized solar air heater with south-facing plastic glazing
and a black metal absorber is connected to the bottom
of the boxes. Air enters the bottom of the solar air
heater and is heated by the black metal absorber. The
warm air rises up past the food and out through the
vents at the top (see Figure 1). While operating, these
dryers produce temperatures of 130–180° F (54–82°
C), which is a desirable range for most food drying and
for pasteurization. With these dryers, it’s possible to dry
food in one day, even when it is partly cloudy, hazy, and
very humid. Inside, there are thirteen shelves that will
hold 35 to 40 medium sized apples or peaches cut into
thin slices.
The design changes we describe in this article have
improved the performance, durability, and portability of
the dryer, and reduced construction costs. This work
could also help in designing and constructing solar air
heaters used for other purposes, such as home heating
or lumber drying. Most of our experiments were
conducted with empty dryers using temperature as the
measure of performance, though some of our
experiments also involved the drying of peaches and
apples. We have dried almost 100 pounds (45 kg) of
fruit in these dryers during the past year. Graduate
students in the ASU Technology Department
constructed the dryers, and students taking a Solar

Above, Photo 2: Setting up the solar simulator.
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Graph 1: Single vs. Double Glazing

measuring temperature, relative humidity, AC current,
voltage, light, and pressure. The logger does not have a
display, but it’s possible to download the data to a
computer. The software that comes with the logger
allows us to see and graph the data. The data can also
be exported to a spreadsheet for statistical analysis.
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We measure air flows with a Kurz 490 series minianemometer. We weigh the food before placing it in the
dryer, sometimes during the test, and at the end of each
day. We use an Ohaus portable electronic scale,
purchased from Thomas Scientific for $111. We
measure humidity with a Micronta hygrometer
purchased from Radio Shack for about $20.
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Energy Technology course modified them for individual
experiments.
Methodology
We began by constructing three identical food dryers.
Having three dryers allowed us to test two hypotheses
at one time. For example, to examine three versus six
layers of absorber mesh and single versus double
glazing, Dryer One might have three layers of black
aluminum window screening as an absorber with single
glazing; Dryer Two, six layers of the same absorber
screen with single glazing; and Dryer Three, six layers
of the same absorber screen with two layers of glazing.
Once we set up an experiment, we collect data. This
lasts from several days to a couple of weeks until we
are confident that the data is reliable. Then we try
something different.

Solar Simulator
In addition to outdoor testing with the actual food
dryers, we use a solar simulator (see Photo 2) built by
David Domermuth, a faculty member in the Technology
Department at ASU. With the simulator, we can do
more rapid testing and replicate the tests performed on
the dryers, even on cloudy days. The simulator also lets
us control variables such as ambient temperature,
humidity, and wind effects. The unit can be altered
quickly because the glazing is not bolted on. The
simulator was constructed for $108. It was built in the
Below, Photo 3: This dryer has both a vertical wall
reflector and side reflectors.

Using three food dryers also allows us to offer more
students hands-on experiences with solar air heaters.
Each semester, students take apart the dryers’ solar
collectors and rebuild them using different materials or
strategies. This classwork was supplemented with
experiments set up and completed by several graduate
students.
Equipment for Data Collection
We have two systems for measuring temperature. The
first system uses inexpensive indoor/outdoor digital
thermometers. One temperature sensor is placed inside
the dryer and the other one outside. Different locations
are used for the sensor inside the dryer. If food is being
dried, we normally place it under the bottom tray of food
and out of direct sunlight. This temperature data is
recorded on a data collection form every half hour or
whenever possible.
The other system uses a $600 data logger from Pace
Scientific to record temperature data. It is capable of
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same way as the food dryer, but without the food drying
box at the top.

We set up two dryers with six layers of steel lath
painted flat black. One had single glazing and the other
had two layers of glazing. The outer glazing was SunLite HP on both dryers. The dryer with double glazing
used Teflon as the inner glazing. The two dryers were
identical except for the number of glazing layers. The
tests were run on nine different days between February
17 and March 26, 1998. We opened the bottom vent
covers completely and the top vent covers to two
inches (51 mm). The ambient temperatures were cool
and no food was being dried.

/
:00

:00

16

8

Reflective Surface

8:0

0/

0

Single vs. Double Glazing
The original design published in HP57 used two layers
of glazing separated by a 3/4 inch (19 mm) air gap. We
used 24 inch (0.6 m) wide, 0.040 inch (1 mm) Sun-Lite
HP fiberglass-reinforced polyester plastic for the outer
layer. For the inner layer, we used either another piece
of Sun-Lite, or Teflon glazing from Dupont. Sun-Lite
glazing is available from the Solar Components
Corporation for about $2.40 per square foot ($25.83 per
m2). These two layers cost over $50, or about one-third
of the total dryer cost. We wanted to see if the second
layer helped the performance significantly and justified
the added expense.
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Experiments
We have done at least twenty different tests over the
last year and a half. All were done outside with the
actual food dryers and some were also repeated with
the solar simulator. The dryers were set up outside the
Technology Department’s building on the ASU campus
in Boone, North Carolina. We collected some additional
information at one of the authors’ homes. Every test
was repeated to make sure we were getting consistent
performance. We tried to run the tests on sunny to
mostly sunny days, but the weather did not always
cooperate. The dips in many of the charts were caused
by passing clouds.
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The simulator uses three 500 watt halogen work lights
to simulate the sun. The inlet and outlet temperatures
are measured with digital thermometers. The
temperature probes are shaded to give a true reading
of the air temperature. We conducted the simulator
tests inside a university building with an indoor
temperature of 62–64° F (17–18° C). As we changed
variables, we noticed significant differences in outlet air
temperatures. The simulator did produce temperatures
comparable to those produced by the food dryers out in
the sun. However, we did not always achieve positive
correlations with our food dryers’ outdoor performance.
We may need to use different kinds of lights or alter our
procedures somewhat.

Figure 3: Sun Angles
and Reflection with a
Vertical Reflector
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As Graph 1 shows, the double glazing did result in
higher dryer temperatures. This was on a sunny day
with clear blue skies and white puffy clouds, low
humidity (30%), and light winds. The temperatures
throughout most of the day were slightly higher with
double glazing. However, the single glazed dryer works
well and routinely reached temperatures of 130–180° F
(54–82° C). When this test was replicated with the solar
simulator, the double glazing also produced slightly
higher temperatures.
Our conclusion is that double glazing is not necessary
for effective drying. It does reduce some heat loss and
increases the dryer ’s temperature slightly, but it
increases the cost of the dryer significantly. Another
problem is that some condensation forms between the
two layers of glazing, despite attempts to reduce it by
caulking the glazing in place. The condensation
detracts from the dryer’s appearance and may cause
maintenance problems with the wood that separates
the two layers of glazing.
Reflectors
One possible way to improve the performance of these
dryers is to use reflectors. We tried several strategies:
making the vertical south wall of the dryer box a
reflective surface, hinging a single reflector at the
bottom of the dryer, and adding reflectors on each side
of the collector.
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Graph 2: Vertical Wall Reflector vs. No Reflector

Look at the temperatures recorded on Graph 2. A slight
increase in dryer temperature was recorded in the dryer
having the south-facing reflective wall. The reflected
light covers the collector most completely at midmorning and afternoon. As the sun gets higher, the light
is reflected onto a smaller area of the collector.
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Single Reflector
A single reflector was hinged to the bottom of the
collector (see Photo 4). This reflector was supported
with a string and stick arrangement, similar to one used
by Solar Cookers International. With all reflector
systems, the dryer has to be moved several times
throughout the day if performance is to be maximized.
This allows it to track the azimuth angle of the sun. The
altitude angle of the reflector also needs to be adjusted
during the day from about 15° above horizontal in the
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Vertical Wall Reflector
We realized that the vertical south
wall of the dryer box could be
painted a light color or coated with
aluminum foil, a mirror, or reflective
Mylar (see Photo 3). A vertical
south-facing wall reflector would
reflect some additional energy into
the dryer’s collector, protect the
wood from cracking, and prevent
deterioration from UV radiation.
Considering the fact that the angle
of reflection equals the angle of
incidence, we were able to model
the performance of this reflector,
using a protractor and a chart of sun
altitude angles (see Figure 3). If the
dryer is moved several times
throughout the day to track the sun’s
azimuth angle, then the reflector
concentrates some additional solar
energy onto the dryer’s collector
during most of the day.

Above, Photo 4: Setting the front reflector angle.

Figure 4: Single Reflector at Low Sun Angle
8:30 / 4:30 Sun

35°
Sun Angle
Reflective Surface

15° Reflector Angle
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morning and evening to 45° above
horizontal around noon (see Figures
4 and 5). The reflector added
10–20° F (2.4–4.8° C) to the
temperature of the dryer and
removed slightly more moisture from
the food than a dryer without a
reflector.
Side Mounted Reflectors
A third strategy was to add reflectors
to both sides of the collector. This
captures more solar energy than the

Solar Dehydration

Figure 5: Single Reflector at High Sun Angle
Noon Sun
80°
Sun Angle

Reflective Surface

45° Reflector Angle

other two strategies. We determined that the ideal
reflector angle would be 120° from the collector surface
(see Figure 6). This assumes that the dryer is pointing
toward the sun’s azimuth orientation.
We performed an experiment to compare a dryer with
two side reflectors and a vertical wall reflective surface
with a dryer having no reflectors (see Photo 3). Both
dryers were moved throughout the test period to track
the sun. The reflectors were mounted with hinges and
could be closed or removed when transporting the dryer
(see Photo 5). Graph 3 shows the significant increase
in temperatures attained by using these reflectors. The
problem with this design was that if the dryer could not
track the sun for one reason or another, one of the
Figure 6: Ideal Angle for Side-Mounted Reflectors

Right, Photo 5:
Side reflectors
folded onto
glazing for
transportation.
reflectors would shade the collector in the morning and
the other in the afternoon.
We concluded that the vertical wall reflector and the
single reflector mounted to the bottom of the collector
are the best ways to add reflectors, since tracking is not
crucial in these applications. However, these dryers
routinely attain temperatures of 130–180° F (54–82° C)
without reflectors, which is hot enough for food drying
and for pasteurization. Based on our work so far,
reflectors just don’t seem to be worth the trouble.
Absorbers
All low temperature solar thermal collectors need
something to absorb solar radiation and convert it to
heat. The ideal absorber is made of a conductive
material, such as copper or aluminum. It is usually thin,
without a lot of mass, and painted a dark color, usually
black. The original dryer design called for five layers of
Graph 3: Vertical Wall & Side Reflectors
vs. No Reflector
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Figure 7: Collector/Absorber
Configurations

Normal Diagonal Absorber

Reverse Diagonal Absorber

Dual Pass

U-Tube Through Pass

Steeply Angled Sections

black aluminum window screening, which had proven to
work well in other air heating collectors we had
constructed. Other designs call for metal lath, metal
plates such as black metal roofing, or aluminum or
copper flashing. We decided to try some different
materials and approaches to see if we could come up
with a better absorber.
Plate vs. Screen
First, we compared five layers of black aluminum
window screen placed diagonally in the air flow channel
to one piece of black corrugated steel roofing placed in
the middle of the channel (see Figure 7). We found that
the mesh produced temperatures about 7° F (3.9° C)
higher than the roofing in full sun. Other experiments
have shown that mesh type absorbers are superior to
plate type absorbers. These differences might be
reduced if we used a copper or aluminum plate instead
of the steel roofing.
Graph 4: Lath vs. Screen Absorber
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Lath vs. Screen
Next, we compared three layers of pre-painted black
aluminum window screening to three layers of
galvanized steel lath painted flat black. We found that
the lath produced temperatures as much as 15° F (3.6°
C) higher than the screen in our outdoor solar food
dryer tests. We got the same results when we
compared six layers of screen to six layers of lath (see
Graph 4). While we found that the lath produced slightly
higher temperatures, it was harder to work with, needed
to be painted, and cost slightly more than the screen.
When these tests were replicated with the solar
simulator, we had slightly better results with the screen
than with the lath in both the three and six layer tests.
We were disappointed by the lack of positive correlation
between our outdoor tests with the actual food dryers
and our indoor tests with the solar simulator. But there
are many variables to control and quite a few people
involved in setting things up and collecting data, so our
control was not as tight as we would have liked. Despite
these problems, we are confident in concluding that
there is not a great deal of difference in performance
between lath and screen—both work effectively.
Layers of Absorber Mesh
We then compared three layers of lath to six layers of
lath, and three layers of screen to six layers of screen.
Obviously the more screen used, the greater the
expense. The literature on solar air heaters
recommends between five and seven layers. We
arbitrarily picked three and six layers. In our outdoor
tests, we found that six layers of screen produced
temperatures 5–10° F (1.2–2.4° C) higher than three
layers. Likewise, when we repeated these experiments
outdoors with lath, we found that six layers
outperformed both two and four layers (see Graph 5).
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Graph 5: Two vs. Four vs. Six Layers of Absorber

Graph 7: Absorber Installation Comparison
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Tests performed in the solar simulator showed very little
difference between three and six layers. We used the
simulator to test one and two layers and no absorber.
With no absorber, the temperature decline was over 60°
F (33° C), dropping from 153 to 89° F (67 to 32° C) .
The temperatures for one, two, three, and six layers of
lath after one half-hour were 145, 155, 159, and 160° F
(63, 68, 70, and 71° C). Based on our work, we feel that
two or three layers of screen or lath are adequate for
effective performance, but adding a few more layers will
produce slightly higher temperatures.

of the 3/4 inch (19 mm) foil-faced insulation (Celotex
Tuff-R, polyisocyanurate). The flashing in one of the
dryers was painted flat black. The third dryer was left
with just the reflective insulation board on the bottom of
the air flow channel. This test was done with both the
actual dryers and the solar simulator. In both cases, the
highest temperatures were attained with the reflective
foil-faced insulation. The differences were substantial,
with the reflective insulation showing readings as much
as 25° F (14° C) higher than the dryer with the black
aluminum flashing (see Graph 6).

Reflective Is Effective
When constructing a solar air heater, you must decide
what to do with the bottom of the air flow channel,
below the absorbing material. In the next part of our
research, we placed aluminum flashing in the bottom of
the air flow channels of two of the three dryers, on top

Mesh Installation
The original design called for the mesh to be inserted
into the collector diagonally from the bottom of the air
flow channel to the top (see Figure 7). This seemed the
best from a construction point of view. In this test, three
configurations were compared: from bottom to top as
originally designed, from top to bottom, and a series of
more steeply angled pieces of mesh stretching from the
top to the bottom of the air flow channel. The
differences in temperatures attained were very small
(see Graph 7), and we concluded that there was not
much difference in performance.

Graph 6: Collector Bottom Material Comparison
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U-Tube vs. Single Pass
Another characteristic of the original design is the Utube air flow channel. In addition to the air flow channel
right below the glazing, there is a second air flow
channel right below the first one, separated by a piece
of insulation board (see Figure 7). We compared a
dryer with this U-tube design to a dryer with just a
straight shot single channel and found no significance
difference in temperatures. We removed the insulation
board from our dryers and have completed all the
experiments detailed in this article without the U-tube
setup.
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Graph 8: PV Exhaust Fan vs. Vent

removed and weighed the fruit. On all five days, the fruit
dried in the passive dryer weighed either the same or
less than the fruit dried in the active dryer.
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Active vs. Passive
We experimented with several small, PV-powered fans
to see if they would generate higher air flows and
possibly accelerate food dehydration. We tried three
different sizes: 0.08, 0.15, and 0.46 amps. We placed
the fans in the exhaust area of the dryer. Of the three,
the 0.15 amp fan seemed to work the best. It increased
the air flow from about 25 to 50 feet per minute (8 to 15
meters per minute), but decreased temperatures
significantly (see Graph 8). The larger fan did not fit in
the exhaust vent opening, and the smallest fan did not
significantly increase the air flow.
Even with the fans in use, the drying performance did
not improve. In every trial, the passive dryer either
matched or outperformed the active dryer. Each
morning during a five-day experiment, we placed
exactly the same weight of fruit in each dryer. We used
one to three pounds (0.4 to 1.4 kg) of apple or peach
slices. Each afternoon between 2:30 and 5 PM, we
Graph 9: Three Inch vs. Six Inch Exhaust Vent
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Vent Opening
The dryers have vent covers at the top which can be
adjusted to regulate the air flow and temperature. The
smaller the opening, the higher the temperatures
attained. We wanted to know how much the vents
should be opened for maximum drying effectiveness.
We tried a variety of venting combinations while drying
fruit. For most of our experiments, we filled five to
seven of the thirteen shelves with 1/8 inch (3 mm) fruit
slices. We cut up, weighed, and placed an identical
quantity and quality of fruit in each of two dryers in the
morning. Sometime between 2 and 6 PM, we removed
the fruit from the dryers and weighed it again. We
compared openings of different measurements: a one
inch (25 mm) to a seven inch (178 mm), a 3/4 inch (19
mm) to a five inch (127 mm), a three inch (76 mm) to a
six inch (152 mm), a three inch (76 mm) to a nine inch
(229 mm), and a three inch (76 mm) to a five inch (127
mm). During these experiments, the bottom vents were
completely open.
We found that higher temperatures were attained with
smaller vent openings, but that drying effectiveness
was not always maximized. The best performance was
observed when the vents were opened between three
and six inches (76 and 152 mm), and temperatures
peaked at 135–180 °F (54–82° C) (see Graph 9). With
the one inch (25 mm) and smaller openings and the
seven inch (178 mm) and larger openings, less water
was removed from the fruit. There was no difference in
the water removed when we compared three inches to
five inches (76 mm to 127 mm) and three inches to six
inches (76 mm to 152 mm).
Based on this work, we would recommend opening the
leeward exhaust vent cover between three and six
inches (76 and 152 mm), or between ten and twenty
square inches (65 and 129 cm2) of total exhaust area.
The exact size of the opening depends on the weather
conditions. With the vents opened between three and
six inches (76 and 152 mm), we have been able to
remove as much as sixty ounces (1.75 l) of water in a
single day from a full load of fruit and completely dry
about three and one-half pounds (1.5 kg) of apple slices
to 12–15% of the fruit’s wet weight.
Construction Improvements
As we experimented with the dryers, we came up with
some design improvements to simplify the construction,
reduce the cost, and increase the durability or
portability of the unit. To simplify the construction and
eliminate warping problems caused by wet weather, we
decided to eliminate the intake vent covers during our
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experiments. The vent covers at the top, if closed at
night, would prevent or reduce reverse thermosiphoning
and rehydration of food left in the dryer.
The redesigned air intake now has aluminum screen
secured to the plywood side pieces with wooden trim.
We also redesigned the top exhaust vent cover to
eliminate the warping problem caused by leaving the
vent covers opened during wet weather. The new
exhaust vent cover works very well (see Photo 6). It
spreads the exhaust air across the dryer’s width rather
than concentrating it in the center. This should improve
convective flows and performance. However, the vent
cover makes it more difficult to calculate the exhaust
area, and as a result, we mainly used the old design for
our research this past year.
We added wheels and handles to the unit, as it is heavy
and difficult to move around. It’s now easier to
maneuver, although it is still difficult to transport in a
small pickup truck. We purchased ten-inch (254 mm)
lawnmower-style wheels for $6 each. The axle cost $2.
With the wheels on the small legs at the bottom of the
collector, one person can move the dryer.
The original design specified thin plywood for the roof of
the dryer. We replaced that with 3/4 inch (19 mm)
plywood and covered the peak of the roof with
aluminum flashing. We also used 1/2 inch (38 mm)
wide by 1/8 inch (3 mm) thick aluminum bar stock and
stainless steel screws to attach the glazing to the
dryer’s collector. Each collector used fourteen feet,
eight inches (4.5 m) of aluminum bar at a cost of $23.
The 1/4 inch (6 mm) plywood strips used in the original
design were adequate and less expensive, but would
have required more maintenance.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The dryer described in HP57 has worked well in our
tests. It produces temperatures of 130–180° F (54–82°
C), and can dry up to 15 apples or peaches—about 3
1/2 pounds (1.6 kg) of 1/8 inch (3 mm) thick slices—in
one sunny to partly sunny day. The best performance in
our outdoor tests was attained with six layers of
expanded steel lath painted black, although aluminum
screen works almost as well and is easier to work with.
We also found that two or three layers of screen or lath
would produce temperatures almost as high as six
layers. The surface behind the absorber mesh should
be reflective, and for best performance the exhaust vent
covers should be opened three to six inches (76–152
mm). The cost of the dryer and the time to construct it
can be reduced by eliminating the U-tube air flow
channel divider, the second or inner layer of glazing,
and the intake vent covers, and by reducing the number
of layers of screen or lath to two or three.

Above, Photo 6: The new vent design.
We made the unit more portable by adding wheels and
handles, and improved the durability by fastening the
legs with nuts and bolts, using aluminum bar to hold the
glazing in place, and using 3/4 inch (19 mm) plywood
for the roof. We would also like to take the insulation
board out of a dryer to see if it significantly impacts the
performance. This would further decrease the cost of
the dryer. Soon, we hope to compare this design to
direct solar dryers, which a Home Power reader has
recently suggested can outperform our design. Thus
far, we have avoided direct dryers because of concerns
about vitamin loss in foods exposed to direct solar
radiation.
We have tried to carefully explore all of the significant
variables affecting this dryer’s performance. We have
been able to increase drying effectiveness with higher
temperatures of approximately 30° F (16.6° C), while
decreasing the cost by about $30. We have
demonstrated the best vent opening for drying
effectiveness, and seen the impact that variables such
as double glazing, fans, reflectors, and absorber type
have on performance. We have also developed and
demonstrated a low cost solar simulator that can be
used to test solar thermal collectors indoors.
Access
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Solar Cookers International (SCI), 1919 21st Street,
Sacramento, CA 95814 • 916-455-4499
Fax: 916-455-4498 • sci@igc.org
Sun-Lite HP glazing was purchased from Solar
Components Corporation, 121 Valley Street,
Manchester, NH 03103-6211 • 603-668-8186
Fax: 603-668-1783 • solar2@ix.netcom.com
www.solar-components.com

Creating Peace
of Mind!

Scales, anemometers, and other data collection
equipment were purchased from Thomas Scientific,
PO Box 99, Swedesboro, NJ 08085 • 800-345-2100
609-467-2000 • Fax: 800-345-5232
value@thomassci.com • www.thomassci.com
Data logger was purchased from Pace Scientific, Inc.,
6407 Idlewild Rd., Suite 2.214, Charlotte, NC 28212
704-568-3691 • Fax: 704-568-0278
sales@pace-sci.com • www.pace-sci.com

P eace

of mind has become a
premium in today’s society. The Y2K
problem has created unrest, fear and
even panic in the minds of millions of
Americans. The global economy is
going berserk. But while the future is
definitely uncertain, one thing you can
count on is the fact that no matter
what happens, you will need food and
water! Emergency food storage is a
wise safeguard against all emergencies from floods, earthquakes and
hurricanes to unemployment or illness.
Millennium III Foods offers nutritionally
balanced food plans for individuals,
families or communities at competitive
prices.
At Millennium III Foods, we don’t just
sell storage food…
WE CREATE PEACE OF MIND.

• TWO WEEK SHIPPING
• “One Year Supplies” are nutri-

Fight Global Warming
P.O. Box 1101, Arcata, CA 95518-1101
Phone: 707-822-9095 • Fax: 707-822-6213 • www.sunfrost.com
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tionally balanced to deliver over
1,900 calories per day
• Real food that’s easy to use!
• Awarded #1 Best Tasting
• A La Carte ordering or purchase One
Year Units for one, two or four persons. Great value, simple planning!
Call for prices and information
SALES 888•883•1603
FAX 406•388•2603
P.O. Box 10010
Bozeman, Montana 59719
WWW.M3MFOODS.COM

Dennis Scanlin

©1998 Dennis Scanlin

Above: Students from Appalachian State University with the Solar lumber kiln.

he drying of lumber is essential before it can reliably be used indoors. Drying
consumes an enormous amount of energy. Each year (in the United States)
lumber drying consumes 10 trillion BTUs, the equivalent of 1.7 million barrels of
oil (Fine Woodworking, 1986). Two-thirds of all the energy used in producing lumber
is for drying, adding 40 to 75% to lumber’s value. Green 4 by 4 FAS cherry currently
costs $1.27 per bd. ft. and kiln dried is $2.20, a 73% increase. Edwin Culbreth, the
former owner of General Hardwood Products in Deep Gap, North Carolina, for whom
the 3000 bd. ft. capacity kiln described in this article was constructed, spent as much
as $0.08 per bd. ft. drying lumber in a dehumidification kiln. The initial cost of a kiln is
also significant. An all electric 2,000 bd. ft. kiln with a small electric boiler can cost
over $30,000.
Solar Drying
Lumber drying can be successfully accomplished with
solar energy. The temperatures desired for lumber
drying are between 100 and 180° F (the same as for
food drying) and these can be obtained with a low
temperature solar thermal collector. A solar kiln can
operate all year long and during good solar periods can
dry lumber in virtually the same amount of time as could
a fossil fuel powered kiln. The quality of solar dried
lumber is also as good or better than lumber dried in
conventional kilns. Solar kilns can be constructed for
much less than the cost of conventional kilns. The kiln
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described in this article was designed and constructed
by students and faculty at Appalachian State University
in the Department of Technology’s Appropriate
Technology Program. It has been in continual operation
for 6 years. The inspiration for the design came from
the “Oxford Kiln,” a lightweight, portable, inexpensive,
but not very durable kiln designed at Oxford University
in England (Fine Woodworking, 1986). The 3,000 bd.
ft., PV controlled, solar kiln described in this article was
constructed for $3800. I have also constructed a
smaller 600 to 1000 bd. ft. kiln in West Virginia for about
$1000.
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Wood Drying
Wood absorbs water, and swells and shrinks with
changes in moisture content. This characteristic can
make wood difficult to predictably use. The goal of
wood drying is to remove moisture until it reaches the
level present in the environment where the wood will
ultimately be used. This keeps the swelling and
shrinking to a minimum. Wood will release or absorb
moisture until it is in equilibrium with the surrounding air.
This state is called the equilibrium moisture content
(EMC). If the wood will be used outside, then wood
could be stacked outside and will eventually reach
equilibrium with the environment. No kiln is necessary.
The speed of drying will be affected by the thickness
and density of the wood and the relative humidity of the
surrounding air. Thin, low density wood placed in a low
humidity environment will dry most quickly. If the lumber
is for furniture to be used in a lower humidity
environment inside a house, then the wood should be
dried until it has the same moisture content (MC) of that
environment. Usually 6 to 8%. This involves removing
water from inside the cell walls (bound water), as well
as the “free” water in between the cells.
The bound water is more difficult to remove. It could be
removed by stacking the lumber inside the space where
it will eventually be used. However this could take a
year or more and most of us are not interested in living
with stacks of lumber. Indoor drying can also proceed
too quickly, because of the low humidity indoors, and
cause surface checking. More commonly, lumber for
furniture is dried in a kiln. The wood is exposed to 100°
to 180° F air until it reaches the moisture content
comparable to the relative humidity of the end use
environment. In general the higher the temperature and
air flow and the lower the humidity, the faster the drying.
The goal is to speed up the drying process but keep it
Above: Installing exhaust vents.

Above: Installing the dark aluminum screen
used for solar absorption.
slow enough by controlling the humidity and
temperature to prevent uneven shrinkage and the
resulting defects. Most conventional kilns operate with
air velocities of between 200 and 500 CFM through the
lumber pile. The humidity is normally kept high during
the early phases of drying and lowered as the drying
proceeds.
Components of a Solar Kiln
A solar kiln is basically a low temperature solar thermal
collector, usually an air heating collector, connected to
an insulated and tightly constructed building. A
stickered lumber pile is placed inside. A solar kiln has
the same basic components as most solar thermal
technologies: south facing glazing to admit solar
energy; an absorbing material, often metal, to absorb
solar energy and convert it to heat; insulation and tight
construction to reduce unwanted heat loss; an air
intake, flow path and exhaust area; and an area for
lumber pile. A reflector could be added to increase
performance.
Glazing Options
Glazing is the material that allows solar energy to enter
the solar collector. It can be glass or plastic. An ideal
glazing would have a high solar transmittance, over
90% and a low terrestrial infra-red (IR) or heat
transmittance. It would let a lot of solar energy in but
not much heat radiate out. Glass is an ideal material
having as high as 91% solar transmittance and as low
as 1% IR transmittance. But it is heavy, breakable, and
is not normally available in long lengths. Sun-Lite HP
plastic or Kalwall is also a good material with properties
similar to glass (86% and 4% transmittances), with the
added advantage of coming in rolls which can be cut
any length desired (manufacturer recommends no
longer than 16 feet). This eliminates horizontal seams
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options for a second inner glazing. There are a variety
of products on the market. The kiln depicted has an
inner, second layer of glazing separated from the SunLite by a 3/4 inch air space. The inner glazing is Teflon
FEP film. Wengert and Oliveira (1987) have indicated
that collector performance can be improved by 35% or
so when a second layer is used.
Other Glazing Issues
Other glazing decisions include: what angle should the
glazing be above a horizontal plane or the ground
(altitude) and what direction should the glazing face
(azimuth)? Assuming the kiln would be used all year
round, the glazing angle should be the same as one’s
latitude. This would provide the greatest number of
BTUs over a year. Latitude plus 10 to 15° would result
in slightly better performance during the shorter days of
which can be problematic. It is also
light weight and non-breakable. If
properly maintained it can last a
long time, maybe 25 years.
Maintenance involves coating every
10 years with “Kalwall weatherable
surface,” a 2 part resin. The SunLite HP glazing for the solar kiln
described here is 0.040 inches thick
by 49 1/2 inches wide. The cost is
$1.85 per sq. ft.
Thinner plastic glazing can also be
used. Many have very high solar
transmittances over 95%, but also
have high IR transmittances, over
50%. They are not as durable as
glass or Sun-Lite. But some resist
UV degradation and can be good
Above: Laying out foundation and floor.
winter while still providing good summer performance
and more usable interior space. This is the strategy we
pursued. The Appalachian kiln is located at 36° N LAT
and has a glazing angle of 45°.
The azimuth angle for the kiln’s collector should be due
south for best performance in northern latitudes,
although slight variations won’t significantly affect the
performance. Make sure the sun can strike the collector
all day long or at least from 9 to 3 solar time.
A final consideration is what size the glazing needs to
be. Wengert and Oliveira (1987) recommend 1 sq. ft. of
glazing for each 10 bd. ft. of dryer capacity. All
successful designs surveyed have this much or more
glazing. The Appalachian kiln has a 3,000 bd. ft.
capacity (1,000 cubic feet) and 320 sq. ft. of glazing, a
little more than 1 sq. ft. per 10 bd. ft. (0.32 sq. ft. per
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cubic ft.). This ratio performs well,
although two recently published kiln
designs have higher ratios of around
1 to 3 sq. ft. per cubic foot and are
capable of producing higher
temperatures and faster drying
(Kashihara, 1989; Kavvouras, M.
and Skarvells, M.A., 1996). They
also cost considerably more to build.
Absorbers
A good absorber will be a dark color,
thin, and have good conductivity.
Most absorbers are made of black
metal. Copper and aluminum are
often used because of their
excellent
conductivity.
The
Appalachian dryer uses 6 layers of
dark gray aluminum window
screening. 5 to 7 layers has been
suggested in articles and books on
solar air heating. We have not
explored the difference in performance with different
numbers of layers. Others have used metal or wire
lathe painted black instead of window screening. When
we compared the lathe to the screening in small test
collectors we found no significant difference in
performance. The screening cost less, $0.22 vs. $0.28
per sq. ft., and did not have to be painted. The screen is
diagonally positioned in the air flow channel. This
through-pass mesh type absorber has been proven to
be a superior configuration in our tests. Other published
reports have come to the same conclusion. The air
must pass through the warm metal mesh, resulting in
good heat transfer.

Above: Bracing the north wall.
Insulation and Tight Construction
The floor of the dryer is insulated with 8 inch unfaced
fiberglass insulation (R25). The east, west, and north
walls are insulated between the studs with 3 1/2 inch
faced fiberglass insulation (R11) and are sheathed with
1/2 inch Tuff-R polyisocyanurate insulation board
(R3.5). The exterior surface is 3/8 inch T111 sheeting
and the interior was sheathed with 3/8 inch plywood. A
layer of polyethylene was caulked and stapled to the
interior surface of the studs before the 1/2 inch plywood
was installed. Caulking and weather stripping made the
structure as tight as possible.
Air Intake, Flow Path, and Exhaust
The air flow path through the collector was created
using the south facing framing members. They are 2 by
12’s on 24 inch centers. On the bottom of the 2 by 12’s,
1/2 inch plywood was glued and screwed in place. Then
3/4 inch by 3/4 inch absorber mesh support strips were
positioned diagonally up the air flow channel on the
faces of the 2 by 12’s and screwed in place. The inside
of the air flow channel (the 2 by 12’s, absorber mesh
support strips, and the top or south side of the plywood)
was painted a dark brown (black was not available at
the time). Then the 6 layers of dark gray aluminum
screening were stapled in place and the glazing layers
fastened to the top, south facing surface.
The depth of the air flow channel, determined by the 2
by 12’s, was selected by computing 1/20 of the length
of the collector which was approximately 20 feet or 240
inches (1/20 or 0.05 x 240 = 12 inches). The 11.25 inch
depth of a 2 by 12 was as close as we could get using
stock lumber.
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of the south facing 2 by 12’s. The air
is pulled down through the
absorbing mesh and into the air
plenum. The fans then blow the air
into the lumber pile. A row of eight
exhaust vents was placed below the
intake vents just above the doors.
Covers hinged at the top of the
vents permit regulation of air intake,
exhaust, temperature, and humidity
inside the kiln. These can be
controlled by ropes and pulleys
operated from the ground. Another
set of eight vents was constructed
inside the kiln at the top of the north
side. These can be opened when
the other two sets are fully or
partially closed to permit the
recirculation of the kiln air for further
heating. This permits greater control
of temperature and humidity.

Above: Setting up 2 by 12 south wall rafters.
Air is drawn into the kiln by three 1000 CFM, 12 VDC,
1.1 Amp fans, powered by a single MSX-60 Solarex PV
module. The fans are 16 inches in diameter, with a
three wing aluminum blade. An air plenum for the fans
was constructed in the bottom south corner of the
drying chamber. The PV module is connected directly to
the fans, which are connected in parallel. No controls,
regulators, or batteries are used. When the sun is
shining the fans are turning. They have done so now for
6 years with no maintenance. The fans draw air into
eight 8 inch by 16 inch soffit vents placed in the top of
the north wall. These vents were placed between each

Area for the Lumber
The kiln will accommodate up to 3,000 bd. ft. of lumber,
up to 14 feet long. It has two large doors on the north
side to facilitate loading with a fork lift. Baffles were
installed inside the kiln on the east and west interior
walls to force the warm air through the lumber. They are
1/4 inch plywood panels hinged to the sides and
controlled with string and cleats.
Other Construction Details
Except for the glazing, the kiln was constructed of
common building materials. The kiln is 16 feet long east
to west, 14 feet wide north to south, and approximately
15 feet tall. The drawings provide most of the
construction details. The foundation is nine 6 by 6
locust posts positioned in three rows. Three posts are 8
feet apart in each row and the rows are 7 feet apart.
Two 2 by 10’s are bolted to each of the rows to form
three 16 feet long girders. The floor is 2 by 8 joists, 16
inches o.c., with 1 by 8 boards nailed diagonally to the
joists. A 1/4 inch plywood air barrier was fastened to the
underside of the joists after the insulation was installed.
After the floor, the north wall was constructed. This
required a 24 inch by 4 1/2 inch by 15 1/2 foot box
beam, constructed of a 2 by 4 frame with 1/2 inch
plywood glued and screwed to each side. The beam
permitted the large opening for loading with a forklift.
The beam and north wall were constructed, plumbed,
and braced in place.
Next came the 2 by 12’s for the south framing, the east
and west framing, and collector construction. Insulation,
vent detailing, door construction and installation,
painting, and all the other details followed.
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Kiln Operation
As soon as possible after cutting the lumber, the ends
should be sealed with aluminum paint, paraffin, glue,
latex paint, or urethane varnish to reduce rapid drying
at ends. This helps avoid cracking. The lumber should
also be stacked and stickered as soon as possible after
cutting. Shelter furniture grade lumber from direct sun
and aim the end of the stack into the prevailing wind.
This also helps avoid overly rapid drying and cracking.
Build the pile about 1 foot off the ground and place
stickers (1 inch by 1 inch) at the ends and every 18 to
24 inches. Cover the top of pile with scrap boards or
plywood and put some rocks or cinder blocks on top.
Lumber can be air dried outside to about 20%. To
compute moisture content, use an electronic moisture
meter or use an oven and 1 inch cubes from a board
about 2 feet from the end. Weigh a cube and put it in
the oven at about 220° F until it no longer loses weight.
Subtract the oven dry weight from the sample’s wet
weight, divide by the oven dry weight, and multiply by
100.

permit as much adjustability as in a conventional
powered kiln. However, it is possible to adjust the
temperature and humidity by controlling the air vent
covers. The temperature will drop at night. This
temperature drop allows the lumber MC and
temperature to equalize. Some (Wengert and Oliveira,
1987) have suggested that this reduces cracking and
bending.
In the initial phases of drying green lumber keep the
inner vent cover open and the outer vent covers closed
to keep the humidity high. The temperature will
automatically be depressed by the mass of all the
Below: A Solarex MSX-60 powers three 1000CFM fans.

W – D x 100 = MC
D
where
W = Sample wet weight
D = Sample oven dry weight
MC = Moisture content in percent
The air dried lumber can then be kiln dried down to 6 to
8%. Green lumber can also be placed into the kiln. The
normal operation of a dry kiln is to maintain low to
moderate temperatures (120° F) until the wood drops to
about 30% MC then increase the temperatures to 160
to 180° F in several steps. Most solar kilns do not
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experimented with one on this kiln, but a reflector
added to solar food dryers has increased temperatures
by about 20° F and reduced drying time.
After drying to below 6 to 8% remove lumber from kiln if
you have a dry place to store it. Lumber will reabsorb
moisture after being dried if left in an environment
having a higher moisture content. Stack the lumber
tightly without stickers.
Kiln Performance
The kiln has been in continual use for 6 years and has
successfully dried many loads of lumber down to 6 to
8% MC. The maximum temperature observed in this
kiln is about 150° F. The graph shows the kilns typical
performance on a sunny day in September midway
through a drying cycle. It dries more quickly in the
spring, summer, and fall than in winter. The first load of
lumber placed in the kiln was about 2150 bd. ft. of 4 by
4 basswood. It was put in on December 13 and was
down to 38% by December 28, 28% by January 12,
15% by February 5, and 7% by March 13. There were a
lot of cold, cloudy days throughout the period. During
most of the year, air dried lumber with a moisture
content of about 25% placed in the kiln takes 2 to 4
weeks to reach 6 to 8% MC. During one summer, 4 by
4 cherry dried from 39% to 15% in 2 weeks. After 4
more weeks the wood had an average MC of 8%. Ash,
oak, cherry, poplar, and cedar have all been
successfully dried. The largest load dried at one time
was 3,880 bd. ft.
Above: Setting up vent control lines.
Solar Lumber Kiln — September 22
140
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moisture. Some moist air will still escape
and after the moisture content drops to
around 30% or the temperature rises over
130° F, the outer vent covers should be
opened a little and the inner vent cover
closed. Adjust the exterior vent covers to
regulate the temperature. They normally
won’t need to be opened very much.
Gradually close them to increase the
temperature as much as possible at the end
of the drying cycle for maximum drying.
Keep taking MC measurements and closing
vent covers until wood gets down to about
6% MC. The operators of the Appalachian
kiln found that it dried well by keeping the
interior vent covers open and the exterior
vent covers almost closed. A reflector would
probably improve the kiln’s performance but
add to the cost and complexity. We have not
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Solar Kiln Costs
Basic framing, sheathing and foundation
Insulation
Absorber mesh
Glazing (FRP)
Air distribution system (PV module, 3 fans)

$1,800
$279
$480
$635
$665

Total

$3,859

Access
Author: Dennis Scanlin, Appalachian State University,
Department of Technology, Boone, NC 28608
704-297-5084 • E-Mail: Scanlindm@appstate.edu
Fans and module: Alternative Energy Engineering, PO
Box 339, Redway, CA 95560
800-707-6609.
Sun-Lite HP: Solar Components Corporation, 121
Valley Street, Manchester, NH 03103 • 603-668-8186.
Teflon FEP film: DuPont Company, Electronics
Department, High Performance Films Division,
Wilmington DE 19898 • 800-441-9494.
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Above: The cool tower keeps Charles Van Meter’s house cool all summer long.

How to Stay Cool in the Hot Desert
Charles Van Meter
©1994 Charles Van Meter

hen the thermometer starts to
hit 90°F nearly every day, even
though “it is a dry heat” as we
say here in the desert, we start thinking
seriously about ways to stay cool. More
than 14 years ago when we were
planning to build a renewable energy
powered home, cooling our home was
the big question.

W

We had no doubt our new home, to be constructed on
a 20 acre hilltop near Vail, Arizona, would be powered
with wind and solar. We chose the site with wind power
in mind. The domestic hot water system would be a
passive solar system. We would use solar for space
heating the structure, but how do we cool the home
using renewable energy?
No Information on Low Energy Cooling
Air conditioning is not practical for a renewable energy
(RE) powered home because the compressor and
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blowers consume a lot of energy. Evaporative coolers
work well and use considerably less energy, but the
blower still requires lots of energy. Plenty of books and
information discuss all types of solar heating, but little
to none describe passive or low energy use cooling.
I first thought about building most of the house
underground. After choosing a site on the property to
construct the house, I realized that excavating and
removing the rock at the site would be difficult.
Secondly, an underground house would deny us the
outstanding views at the house site. We decided to
build at a different site on the property. The house
would be a two story structure. The downstairs would
be mostly (80%) earth-sheltered, and the upstairs
completely above ground with many windows.
Underground Cooling Tubes
The downstairs would not require much cooling
because it is thermally connected to the earth, but the
upper portion of the house would require considerably
more cooling. I had researched underground cooling
tubes and thought this could be part of the answer. I
would feed air through a tube about 150 feet long and
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two feet in diameter. The air would pass through an
evaporative cooler pad as the air entered the house.
This cooler would be located underground. To move
the air I would use an upwind air scoop at the cooling
tube’s intake. A solar chimney at the top of the house
would help move the air through the house. No blowers
would be required to move the air. So I started digging
the ditch for the cooling tubes. I soon found the rocks
that I had abandoned at the other higher site had deep
roots. In addition I still had to come up with a material
for the tubes: it had to be rust proof, a good heat
conductor, the proper size, workable, and affordable.
Finding A Better Way
The ditch and the search for the tube material became
an ongoing project. Then one day, about three years
into the search, I stopped by the Environmental
Research Lab where a friend, Bill Cunningham, worked
as an engineer. He told me about a low energy use
passive cooling system — cool towers. A cool tower
requires no blowers or fans to move the cool air. The
only power required is for a small DC pump to circulate
water over the pads. A cool tower seemed the perfect
answer for cooling an RE powered dwelling. From that
day on, some major design changes took place in the
already half completed structure. The solar chimney
planned for the west end of the house changed to a
cool tower. We filled in the mini Grand Canyon (the
ditch) and avoided many hours of digging.
Normal Evaporative Cooling
Folks that live in places other than the desert may not
be familiar with an evaporative cooling system. Blowers
are used to move air through wet pads. As the air flows
through the wet pad, water evaporates and cools the
air. You cannot recirculate this air because the humidity
increases and evaporation stops. At that point your
evaporative cooler becomes a humidifier only. With
evaporative coolers you must leave an exit for the air to
escape from your house. Many newcomers to the
desert don’t realize you must open a window to make
an evaporative cooler work properly.
How Cool Towers Work
Cool towers operate on the same principle as a
standard evaporative cooler. The magic starts with the
way the air is moved. Special pads made of CEL-dek
sit at the top of a tower with a pump recirculating water
over these pads. Air passes through the special pads
with little resistance and is cooled by evaporation of the
water. This cool moist air is heavier than the hot dry
outside air and drops down the tower and into the
structure to be cooled.
In order for the cool air to flow in, hot air must be
exhausted from the structure. Open windows exhaust

Above: The upwind scoop on the cool tower guides hot
dry air past the wet pads. Water evaporates, and the
moist cool air drops down inside the house. Downwind
scoops on the roof exhaust warm air.
this air with conventional evaporative coolers. If the
wind blows hard against the side of the house with the
open windows, the cool tower air flow will be reversed:
no cooling. A large solar chimney can be used to
exhaust air from the structure, which eliminates
constantly watching the wind and opening the
appropriate windows on the lee side. Downwind
scoops are another alternative.
The Normal Cool Tower
Most cool towers have the pads around the very top of
the tower. They use baffles inside the pads to keep the
wind from blowing through the pads and out the other
side.
My Cool Tower
I never do anything the way most people do a similar
task. Maybe my situations are always different. I
wanted to reduce the cost of the system as much as
possible. The pads are expensive, so the fewer pads
used that still accomplished the job, the better. I also
used some cooling tube ideas in the design of the cool
tower. Since the wind blows at a good steady pace
here most of the time, I wanted to use wind power
directly to help move the cool air through the house.
To create the additional flow down the cool tower I
installed one large upwind scoop above the pads in the
cool tower. This is an air scoop with a tail to keep the
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containing 20 gallons of water with a float valve
keeping this tank topped up. Located outside the tank
is a small 12 Volt Teel bilge pump. This is a
submergible pump, but I found the hard way not to
submerge this pump. The first pump only lasted two
months. The replacement pump mounted outside the
tank lasted six seasons.
Some General Design Rules
I am not an engineer. I build things by what many refer
to as “back yard engineering”. I suspect some of you
have completed projects engineered in a like fashion.
Most of the time things work out pretty well. I did get
some suggestions from my friend Bill Cunningham, an
engineer and co-inventer of the cool tower.
A good way to visualize the air flow is to compare air
flow to water. Water is, of course, a much denser fluid
than air, but the principle is the same. Tower height, or
the distance from the bottom of the pads to the air
outlet, will determine the velocity or pressure of the air.
The greater this distance, the more air pressure
created, similar to a water column. We are using a
column of cool moist air (compared to the hot dry
outside air) to create this pressure.
To determine tower width, or cross section, use the
water analogy here, too. The larger the size of a pipe,
the greater the volume passes through the pipe at a
given pressure.
Top: Wind both powers Charles’ home and cools it off.
The upwind scoop is made of a 72 inch wide by 39 inch
high welded steel frame covered with canvas.
Bottom: A 12 Volt pump sends water cascading over
the two CEL-dek pads. Collected rainwater leaves little
mineral deposits on the pads when it evaporates.
scoop oriented into the wind, thus creating a positive
pressure. Instead of one large outlet for the hot air, like
a solar chimney, I installed smaller openings in the roof
with downwind scoops to help remove heat. With these
scoops the wind can blow from any direction and the
cool tower continues to work properly.
On my design the pads are just below the scoop. This
reduces the size and area of the pad, thus reducing
cost. I have 18 square feet of four inch thick pads in my
tower. Placing pads at the top of the tower would have
required 72 square feet of pads. Pads down below the
scoop are protected from direct sun, so they last
longer. The tower itself is six feet square and 27 feet
tall. The air scoop occupies the top three feet. Two
pads three feet square by four inches thick are located
just below the air scoop. Just below the pads is a tank
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Enhancements will increase the air flow; upwind and
downwind scoops are my choice. Other methods
include rigid and movable cloth baffles. Barometric
operated louvers also work to direct the air through the
pads and create increased pressures.
Pad material choice for me is CEL-dek. At first I
installed the expanded paper pads that are much less
expensive. Even the old standby for coolers, aspen
pads, will work. Water must flow down the pads and air
must pass through the chosen medium. The CEL-dek
pad works best because it has low resistance to air
passing through it.
Duct work must be as large as possible. Having the air
move through hallways and doors of the structure is
best. An open floor plan works well. Cooling a large
open area is much easier than cooling many rooms. If
you use duct work with the cooling tower, the ducts
must have a larger cross sectional area than ducts in a
forced air system.
Vents must have a larger opening than those used with
a forced air system such as conventional air
conditioning or evaporative coolers. We are moving the
air naturally with small pressure differences. Use large
openings that don’t restrict air movement.

Architecture

What Kind of Water?
Evaporating water is
what creates the cooling
and makes evaporative
coolers and cool towers
work. Rainwater is the
perfect source for the
water used in cool
towers because it does
not have dissolved salts
or minerals. Well water
can contain dissolved
minerals. As the water
evaporates from the
pads, whatever minerals
it contains are left
behind. This buildup will
eventually clog the pads
and block air flow.

Cool Tower
Pipe

Tail keeps
scoop facing
into wind

Roof
Hot
dry
air

Bearings
Upwind scoop
Downwind scoop
exhausts warm air

2x2 roof
support
Two
CEL-dek
pads
Floor
12 Volt Teel pump
20 gallon tank

How Much Water
Approximately 1000 BTUs of cooling is created per one
pound of water evaporated. On a hot summer day with
low humidity you can expect to use 50–100 gallons of
water. The most we have used in one day is about 60
gallons to cool the entire house. When we only cool
parts of the house (“zone cooling”), we reduce this by
50–75%.
Other Benefits to a Cool Tower
Would you believe the cool tower helps heat our home
in the winter? Our greenhouse has excess solar gain,
so we open a small door in the cool tower leading to

Water
line

Cool
moist
air

We chose to get water
for all our needs from
the water harvesting
systems we installed.
Yes, we live in a desert,
with an average annual
rainfall of only 12 inches
and we have plenty of
water for all uses. The
CEL-dek pads in our
cool tower have had
only rainwater on them
since 1986. They have
little mineral buildup on
the surfaces.
Normally you can
expect to replace cooler
pads every year, or at best every other year. I have
seen cooler pads fed with ground water that have more
buildup after less than one season than my eight year
old pads fed with rainwater.

Float
valve

the greenhouse. The upwind scoop on the cool tower
forces cool outside air into the greenhouse and excess
heat is pushed downstairs. Cool air escapes through a
vent located low in the downstairs room and is
replaced by more warm fresh air from the greenhouse.
We call this our fresh air heating system.
When we go away for an extended period of time in the
summer, we open all the vents from the cool tower but
leave the water pump off. With a slight breeze, fresh air
flows through the house. This keeps the house from
building excess heat.
Bill Cunningham built a cool tower on his office and
shop/garage with south and east facing windows in the
cool tower. They provide light and heat for both areas
in the winter. In the summer they provide soft indirect
light.
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Conclusion
We started construction on the cool
tower in the spring of 1985 and
used it that summer. The system
has undergone several changes.
The first upwind scoop was metal,
and not a good choice unless you
use aluminum. Our scoop now has
a framework of steel covered with
heavy canvas. The cool tower has
been in operation nine years. On a
hot dry day (100°F with 10%
humidity) the air coming from the
tower is 65–70°F. We are very
pleased with the performance. I am
saving the finishing touches for a
110°F day — that’s when working
inside the cool tower is quite
enjoyable!

* APT Power Centers

* Trace 4000 Watt
Sinewave Inverter

Visa & MC
Accepted

Access
Author: Charles Van Meter,
Alternative Research Center Inc.,
PO Box 383, Vail, AZ 85641-0383 •
602-647-7220

Our
prices are
down and
dirty. I can be
a real “electric
hog” with
these new
products!

Custom Cool Tower & Solar Design,
Bill Cunningham, 5085 S
Melpomene Way, Tucson, AZ
85747 • 602-885-7925
Suppliers of CEL-dek: Munters
Corporation, Mrs. Pat Thomas, Box
6428, Fort Myers, FL 33911 • 1-800446-6868
12 Volt Teel bilge pump: Stock #
1P811, W.W. Grainger Inc., local
phone book

* Solarex VLX-53
Value Line Modules

ALTERNATIVE SOLAR PRODUCTS
(800) 229-7652 • FAX (909) 308-2388
27420 Jefferson, Suite 104B, Temecula, CA 92590
Visit our Solar and Wind Power Showroom in Southern California

“The Little Wind-powered Gyroplane You Can Fly Like A Kite”
Gyro-Kite™ is a revolutionary new concept in kites. “The little windpowered gyroplane you can fly like a kite”. Takes off and lands
vertically, hovers and flies sideways and backwards. No batteries,
motor, rubberbands, or springs. Inexpensive, replaceable wood rotor
blades. Rotor dia. 19 3/4”. Nylon Body, Steel Landing Gear, Oilite
Bearing. One String control.

IT’S HERE...

Only $ 24.95
Allow four weeks delivery • Dealer inquiry invited

1-800-99-ROTOR
GYRO-KITE
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Gyro-Kite™ International
4606 Milton St. Box HP, Shoreview, MN 55126
Pat. Pending © 1993 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Jaroslav Vanek,
Mark “Moth” Green
Steven Vanek
©1996 Jaroslav Vanek, Mark “Moth” Green, Steven Vanek

Above: Steven Vanek with his machine which uses solar thermal energy to make ice.

E

verywhere in our world, refrigeration is a major energy user. In poor areas, “offgrid” refrigeration is a critically important need. Both of these considerations
point the way toward refrigeration using renewable energy, as part of a
sustainable way of life. Solar-powered refrigeration is a real and exciting possibility.
Working with the S.T.E.V.E.N. Foundation (Solar
Technology and Energy for Vital Economic Needs), we
developed a simple ice making system using ammonia
as a refrigerant. A prototype of this system is currently
operating at SIFAT (Servants in Faith and Technology),
a leadership and technology training center in Lineville,
Alabama. An icemaker like this could be used to
refrigerate vaccines, meat, dairy products, or
vegetables. We hope this refrigeration system will be a
cost-effective way to address the worldwide need for
refrigeration. This icemaker uses free solar energy, few
moving parts, and no batteries!
Types of Refrigeration
Refrigeration may seem complicated, but it can be
reduced to a simple strategy: By some means, coax a
refrigerant, a material that evaporates and boils at a low
temperature, into a pure liquid state. Then, let’s say you
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need some cold (thermodynamics would say you need
to absorb some heat). Letting the refrigerant evaporate
absorbs heat, just as your evaporating sweat absorbs
body heat on a hot summer day. Since refrigerants boil
at a low temperature, they continue to evaporate
profusely — thus refrigerating — even when the milk or
vaccines or whatever is already cool. That’s all there is
to it. The rest is details.
One of these details is how the liquid refrigerant is
produced. Mechanically driven refrigerators, such as
typical electric kitchen fridges, use a compressor to
force the refrigerant freon into a liquid state.
Heat-driven refrigerators, like propane-fueled units and
our icemaker, boil the refrigerant out of an absorbent
material and condense the gaseous refrigerant to a
liquid. This is called generation, and it’s very similar to

Refrigeration

Layout of the Solar Thermal Icemaker

Condenser Coil:
in water bath

Parabolic Trough Collectors:
7 X 20 feet total collecting area

Generator Pipe:
filled with calcium-chloride-ammonia mixture
Evaporator / Collecting Tank:
in insulated ice-making Box
t–
Wes

East

the way grain alcohol is purified through distillation.
After the generation process, the liquefied refrigerant
evaporates as it is re-absorbed by an absorbent
material. Absorbent materials are materials which have
a strong chemical attraction for the refrigerant.

Our intermittent absorption solar icemaker uses calcium
chloride salt as the absorber and pure ammonia as the
refrigerant. These materials are comparatively easy to
obtain. Ammonia is available on order from gas
suppliers and calcium chloride can be bought in the
winter as an ice melter.

This process can be clarified using an analogy: it is like
The plumbing of the icemaker can be divided into three
squeezing out a sponge (the absorbent material)
parts: a generator for heating the salt-ammonia mixture,
soaked with the refrigerant. Instead of actually
a condenser coil, and an evaporator, where distilled
squeezing the sponge, heat is used. Then, when the
ammonia collects during generation. Ammonia flows
sponge cools and becomes “thirsty” again, it reabsorbs
back and forth between the generator and evaporator.
the refrigerant in gas form. As it is absorbed, the
refrigerant evaporates and absorbs
heat: refrigeration!
Plumbing Detail All plumbing is ungalvanized steel (black iron) unless indicated
In an ammonia absorption
refrigerator, ammonia is the
refrigerant. Continuously cycling
ammonia refrigerators, such as
commercial
propane-fueled
systems, generally use water as the
absorbent, and provide continuous
cooling action.
The S.T.E.V.E.N. Solar Icemaker
We call our current design an
icemaker. It’s not a true refrigerator
because the refrigeration happens
in intermittent cycles, which fit the
cycle of available solar energy from
day to night. Intermittent absorption
systems can use a salt instead of
water as the absorbent material.
This has distinct advantages in that
the salt doesn’t evaporate with the
water during heating, a problem
encountered with water as the
absorber.

Union: 1/4" stainless steel or black iron
(optional union at base of condenser coil)
Valves: stainless steel
1/4" or 1/8" pipe thread

Condenser Coil: 1/4" pipe
shaped by wrapping around form

3" Black Iron Cap
1/4" nipple & coupling
tapped & welded in
Condenser Tank:
half of a 55 gallon drum

Icemaker Box:
scrap chest freezer
or wood/metal box

Collector Suspended by U-bolt
into 1-1/2" angle iron bracket

Storage Tank:
welded from 1/4" steel plate
& 3" pipe
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Refrigeration

at night. Ammonia boils out of the generator as a hot
gas at about 200 psi pressure. The gas condenses in
the condenser coil and drips down into the storage tank
where, ideally, 3/4 of the absorbed ammonia collects by
the end of the day (at 250 degrees Fahrenheit, six of
the eight ammonia molecules bound to each salt
molecule are available).
As the generator cools, the night cycle begins. The
calcium chloride reabsorbs ammonia gas, pulling it
back through the condenser coil as it evaporates out of
the tank in the insulated box. The evaporation of the
ammonia removes large quantities of heat from the
collector tank and the water surrounding it. How much
heat a given refrigerant will absorb depends on its “heat
of vaporization,” — the amount of energy required to
evaporate a certain amount of that refrigerant. Few

Above: Detail of the condenser bath, containing the
condenser coil, and the icemaker box below.

Above: About ten pounds of ice are created in one cycle
of ammonia evaporation / condensation.

The generator is a three-inch non-galvanized steel pipe
positioned at the focus of a parabolic trough collector.
The generator is oriented east-west, so that only
seasonal and not daily tracking of the collector is
required. During construction, calcium chloride is
placed in the generator, which is then capped closed.
Pure (anhydrous) ammonia obtained in a pressurized
tank is allowed to evaporate through a valve into the
generator and is absorbed by the salt molecules,
forming a calcium chloride-ammonia solution (CaCl2 8NH3).

materials come close to the heat of vaporization of
water. We lucky humans get to use water as our
evaporative refrigerant in sweat. Ammonia comes close
with a heat of vaporization 3/5 that of water.

The generator is connected to a condenser made from
a coiled 21 foot length of non-galvanized, quarter-inch
pipe (rated at 2000 psi). The coil is immersed in a water
bath for cooling. The condenser pipe descends to the
evaporator/collecting tank, situated in an insulated box
where ice is produced.
Operation
The icemaker operates in a day/night cycle, generating
distilled ammonia during the daytime and reabsorbing it
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During the night cycle, all of the liquefied ammonia
evaporates from the tank. Water in bags around the
tank turns to ice. In the morning the ice is removed and
replaced with new water for the next cycle. The ice
harvesting and water replacement are the only tasks of
the operator. The ice can either be sold as a
commercial product, or used in a cooler or old-style icebox refrigerator.
Under good sun, the collector gathers enough energy to
complete a generating cycle in far less than a day,
about three hours. This allows the icemaker to work
well on hazy or partly cloudy days. Once generating
has finished, the collector can be covered from the sun.
The generator will cool enough to induce the night cycle
and start the ice making process during the day.

Refrigeration

Solar Ice Maker: Materials and Costs
Quan

4
1
120
2

1
6
2
1
4
15
10

Material

Cost

Sheets galvanized metal, 26 ga.
3" Black Iron Pipe, 21' length
Sq. Ft. Mirror Plastic @$0.50/sq. ft.
1/4" Stainless Steel Valves
Evaporator/Tank (4" pipe)
Freezer Box (free if scavenged)
Sheet 3/4" plywood
2x4s, 10 ft long
Miscellaneous 1/4" plumbing
3" caps
1/4" Black Iron Pipe, 21' length
78" long 1.5" angle iron supports
Other hardware
Lbs. Ammonia @ $1/lb
Lbs. Calcium Chloride @ $1/lb
Total

$100
$75
$60
$50
$40
$40
$20
$20
$20
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$10
$510

Future Design
A refrigerator, which is able to absorb heat at any time
from its contents, is more convenient than our current
intermittent icemaker. To enable constant operation, a
future design will include several generator pipes in
staggered operation as well as a reservoir for distilled
ammonia. Staggered operation will allow the
refrigerator to always have one or more of the
generators “thirsty” and ready to absorb ammonia, even
during the day when generation is simultaneously
happening. Generation will constantly replenish the
supply of ammonia in the storage reservoir. We are
currently in the first stages of making these
modifications to the icemaker.
Caution: Safety First!
Working with pure ammonia can be dangerous if safety
precautions are not taken. Pure ammonia is poisonous
if inhaled in high enough concentrations, causing
burning eyes, nose, and throat, blindness, and worse.
Since water combines readily with ammonia, a supply
of water (garden hose or other) should always be on
hand in the event of a large leak. Our current unit is a
prototype. We will not place it inside a dwelling until
certain of its safety. Unlike some poisonous gases,
ammonia has the advantage that the tiniest amount is
readily detectable by its strong odor. It doesn’t sneak up
on you!

corroded by ammonia. In addition, during operation the
pressure in the system can go over 200 psi. All the
plumbing must be able to withstand these pressures
without leaks or ruptures.
Would-be solar icemaker builders are cautioned to seek
technical assistance when experimenting with ammonia
absorption systems.
Conclusion
The S.T.E.V.E.N. icemaker has both advantages and
disadvantages. On the down side, it’s somewhat bulky
and non-portable, and requires some special plumbing
parts. It requires a poisonous gas, albeit one which is
eco- and ozone- friendly in low concentrations, so
precautions must be taken. In its favor, it has few
moving parts to wear out and is simple to operate. It
takes advantage of the natural day/night cycle of solar
energy, and eliminates the need for batteries, storing
“solar cold” in the form of ice.
Access
Authors: c/o S.T.E.V.E.N. Foundation, 414 Triphammer
Rd. Ithaca, NY 14850
SIFAT, Route 1, Box D-14 Lineville, AL 36266

MORNINGSTAR
four color
camera ready
3.5 wide
4.5 high

For the longevity of the system, materials in contact
with ammonia in the icemaker must resist corrosion.
Our unit is built with non-galvanized steel plumbing and
stainless steel valves, since these two metals are not
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Domestic Hot Water (DHW)

Thermosyphon Heat Exchanger
Willson Bloch
©1991 Willson Bloch

P

rior to the advent of thermosyphoning heat exchangers, designers had two
choices when installing a closed-loop solar hot water system. One: they could use
a storage tank with an internal or jacketed heat exchanger, or two: they could use
an external tube-in-shell heat exchanger with a pump.
Internal Heat Exchanger
Solution one seemed like the best way, but it posed two
problems. Heat exchanger equipped tanks were very
expensive and when tank replacement became
necessary, the heat exchanger went too. Secondly,
because of its internal location, it was impossible to
descale the mineral buildup from the heat exchanger. This
rendered it less and less effective as the mineral coating
grew thicker and thicker while often accelerating the
deterioration of the tank itself.
External Tube-in-shell
Solution two was an external tube-in-shell heat exchanger
with applied pump to extract the heat from the solar fluid
to return it to the storage tank. This solved both problems
of the internal heat exchanger but only by adding a pump
with its parasitic electrical consumption. Also, the pumped
heat exchanger didn't work very efficiently because the
pump always pumped at the same speed regardless of
the available solar radiation and corresponding solar fluid
temperature.
Thermosyphon
In 1984, Noranda Corporation released the first
thermosyphoning, external heat exchanger. The design
was good, but the materials used in its construction were
below standard despite the International Association of
Plumbing and Mechanical Officials, (IAPMO), stamp of
approval. Note: Drain, waste, and vent pipe, (DWV), and
test caps were approved for use in household, (150 psi),
situations. Also, the set of installation instructions that
were included with the heat exchanger showed that
Noranda hadn't really researched their product well.
I purchased several of the Noranda exchangers and
through experimentation, discovered the method of
installation that produced optimum results. I especially
liked the way the exchanger heated the storage tank from
the top down rather than gradually bringing the whole tank
up to maximum solar temperature by the day's end. The
thermosyphoning method meant that hot water would be
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available to the user much earlier in the day. Days of
marginal solar radiation would produce some useable hot
water in the upper portion of the tank rather than the
whole tank being lukewarm. Also, the thermosyphoning
action works proportionally with the amount of available
solar radiation.
With its vertical mounting position alongside the storage
tank, cleaning the exchanger is a breeze when installed
with two shut off valves, a boiler drain, and fill plug. A
simple 30 minute task can clean off mineral build up and
return the exchanger
to like-new condition.
This means that a
properly
built
thermosyphon heat
exchanger will last a
lifetime with only
miniscule care.
Homebrew
Noranda never did
upgrade
their
thermosyphoning
heat exchanger and
when the solar tax
credits died, they got
completely out of the
heat
exchanger
business.
Another
company in Florida
came
out
with
another
type
of
thermosyphoning
external
heat
exchanger
that
served
as
an
elevating pad for the
tank,
but
its
accessibility
to

Domestic Hot Water (DHW)

cleaning didn't please me. I decided at that time to build
an exchanger similar to the Noranda design but with
improvements in size, efficiency, and especially in
pressure-durability. It is now commercially available, and
some typical installation diagrams as well as cleaning
procedures follow:
Cleaning the Heat Exchanger (HX)
1. Close, (clockwise), the upper and lower shutoff valves.
2. Open drain valve at bottom and remove threaded brass
plug at top to drain the water from the HX.
3. Close drain valve and fill the HX with one gallon of
white vinegar. Top off with water so that HX is completely
filled.
4. Reinstall the brass plug.
5. Turn on the solar system so that the solar fluid heats up
the HX till it is hot to the touch, then turn the solar system

off and let the HX sit for 20 to 25 minutes, (longer if the
HX is really scaled-up).
6. Open the drain valve and remove the brass plug to
drain out the vinegar and water solution, and then replace
the brass plug.
7. Leave the drain valve open and open the upper shut-off
valve to flush out any remaining vinegar and water
solution, then close the drain valve.
8. Open the lower shut-off valve and you are finished.
You might double-check that both shut-off valves are
open to be sure that the HX can begin thermosyphoning
otherwise your pressure relief valve will blow off.
Access
Willson Bloch, Sunburst Horizons Co., 22580 Hwy 184,
Dolores, CO 81323-9111 • tele: 303-882- 4558.
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Solar DHW

Solar Hot Water
Tom Lane
©1991 Tom Lane

A

n interesting aspect of the solar industry has always been that there is little
crossover between solar thermal (hot water and pool contractors) and solar
electric contractors. Most solar thermal contractors have hardly any experience in
photovoltaics. Conversely, solar electric contractors who are on top of "what works" in
photovoltaics do not seem to have a clue about what is a value in a solar hot water
system.
Why Me?
Presently I am heating water for my family of six using a
120 gallon closed loop solar tank with two 4 x 10 black
chrome U.S. Solar collectors. Using a Solarex SX-20 PV
module as the controller and power to run a 12 Volt March
809 DC pump for circulating the solar loop is my personal
preference for this system. I like its inherent simplicity and
immunity from scaling and freeze damage and low cost
per square foot of collector area.
Our company, a local contracting company in Gainesville,
Florida since 1977, has installed and is maintaining over
2,000 solar hot water systems in Northern Florida. I have
worked in the '70s and '80s training people throughout the
U.S. in installing solar hot water systems for several
manufacturers.
Why You?
Solar hot water systems can be an excellent investment.
However, you owe it to yourself to make sure you are
getting a good investment. Your system shoud be more
than just a gimmick "token" solar system that heats a little
water, makes you feel "environmentally correct" but really
gives no real return on your investment.
Solar hot water heating for showers, dishwashing, and
laundry will cost about $110 per person if LP gas costs
$1.15 a gallon, or if electricity costs $.07 a kilowatt hour.
At $.10 a KWH, it costs $646 a year to heat water for four
"average" people. A solar hot water system with a 120
gallon tank and 64 to 96 square feet of collector area will
typically save about $500 to $600 out of the $646. Don't
forget that all savings are in nontaxable income which
would be equivalent to $600 to $750 that you earned and
pay taxes on to the IRS to support John Sununu's and
Dan Quayle's golf and ski trips. If you are heating hot
water for two people or more and you are not hooked to
natural gas pipelines, then you need to examine solar hot

Above: Tom Lane at work on one of the 2,000 solar DHW
systems he has installed in Florida.
water as an investment AND LOOK FOR VALUE — total
BTUs delivered into storage.
Design Choice
There are basically two types of solar hot water systems.
Open loop systems, in which the same water for your
showers, etc., goes through the thermal collectors and a
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Solar DHW
closed loop system. These typically uses a glycol
antifreeze or a drain back reservoir and an external heat
exchanger or a heat exchanger built into the tank. The
main criterion for these systems is how hard the freezing
weather is where you live.
Open loop systems should be used where you get no
freezes. If your local area can grow mangoes, avocados,
or citrus groves without danger of being damaged by a
mild freeze, then you are in an area that can directly
circulate water through the collectors. If not, use a closed
loop system or one day you will have a visit from Mr.
Murphy. Since 95% of the U.S.'s population, including
Central Florida and most of Southern California and
Arizona are in areas where freezing conditions occur, I will
discuss my experience with closed loop systems and
solar hot water as an investment.
System Sizing
The home owner must make sure he is getting enough
storage (gallons) in tank size and enough collector area to
give him a real return on his investment. Plan on at least
20 gallons per person for the first four people and 15
gallons for each additional person per day. Solar hot
water tanks typically come in 80, 100, and 120 gallon
sizes. The 120 gallon size tank typically costs only $150
to $200 more than an 80 gallon tank and the money is
well spent considering you are adding 50% more storage
capacity for a small increase in dollars. Experience in
photovoltaics has obviously taught solar electrical
contractors the value of amp hour capacity in battery
storage whose counter is gallons in storage.
You should have at least 40 square feet of collector area
for the first two family members, then add 12 square feet
of collector area for each additional family member, if you
live in the sunbelt. In northern climates, add 14 square
feet of collector area for each additional family member.
Never add more than 64 square feet to an 80 gallon tank
or 96 square feet to a 120 gallon tank. Keeping tank size
at a ratio of 1.25 gallons or more to a 1 square foot of
collector area will keep the solar system from grossly
overheating in times of little demand. This assures that
the collector to storage ratio is efficiently matched.
Overheating a hot water tank dramatically decreases its
life span. In Arizona and Southern Florida keep the ratio
at least 1.5 gallons to 1 square foot of collector area.
Collectors
The typical sizes available for flat plate collectors are 4' by
8' (32 sq. ft.) and 4' by 10' (40 sq. ft.). The minimum
collector area size worth investing in is one 4' by 10' in a
closed loop system. I strongly suggest two 4' by 8's with at
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least an 80 gallon tank for more than three people. Use
two 4' by 8's, two 4' by 10's, or three 4' by 8's with a 120
gallon tank for larger families. Always use thermal
collectors that have ALL copper tubes AND absorber
plates for collecting the solar energy, that has a tempered
glass cover in front of the absorber plate. NEVER use
plastics or fiberglass covers instead of tempered glass or
any other material than all copper collector plates for
absorbing the heat. Avoid using evacuated tube collectors
for heating hot water. It is like hunting rabbits with a
howitzer and can grossly overheat your tank. A 120 gallon
tank with two 4' by 8' or 4' by 10' collectors is the best
investment in dollar per BTU delivered into storage. Avoid
solar systems with less than 40 square feet of collection.
They are simply not worth the investment. All solar hot
water heaters capture sunlight to heat water. No matter
how exotic the bottom end of a solar water heater might
be it cannot create more solar energy than falls on the
collector area. Less than 40 square feet just is not enough
square footage in an active open or closed loop system.
Thermosyphons
Avoid external heat exchangers that rely on
thermosyphoning
of
heat.
Thermosyphon
heat
exchangers that work off natural convection will typically
only heat the top half of the tank NO MATTER HOW YOU
PLUMB THE TANK. External heat exchangers only work
well if you double pump in counter flow, also pumping the
water side of the heat exchanger through the tank and
back through the heat exchanger. Another serious
problem for external heat exchangers is scaling due to
hard water. If you have hard water, especially calcium
and magnesium, DO NOT use an external heat
exchanger unless you have a water conditioner or
anti-scale equipment.
Closed Loop
Fortunately the two largest manufacturers of hot water
tanks in the country, Rheem/Rudd, and State Industries,
manufacture 82, 100 and 120 gallon solar tanks. These
have closed loop heat exchangers that are bonded to the
lower half of the solar tank's wall. This enables you to use
a closed loop system that avoids the two biggest
problems for solar hot water systems: 1) freezing and 2)
scaling due to hard water. It also keeps the system
incredibly simple since you need only one pump to pump
the heat exchanger side of the system. The Rheem or
Rudd tanks use copper tubing bonded to the exterior wall
of the tank. This enables you to use Prestone II car
antifreeze in a 2 gallons of antifreeze to 3 gallons distilled
water mix to run through the heat exchanger. If your
coldest freeze on record is above 0° F use 1 gallon of
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antifreeze to 2 gallons distilled water. State Industries
uses an integral single wall heat exchanger that is bonded
to the lower half of the outer tank wall. The State heat
exchange tank works extremely well, however, you cannot
use ethylene glycol (Prestone II) but must use its cousin,
propylene glycol, a non-toxic antifreeze used in all soft
drinks and many other foods. The mixture ratio is the
same and the excellent heat transfer properties are
identical for ethylene and propylene glycol. Never use
hydrocarbon oils, silicone oil or alcohol as heat transfer
fluid because they have low specific heat characteristics
and are poor choices for heat transfer fluids. One of your
local plumbing distributors can order you a State, Rheem,
or Rudd closed loop solar tank. The cost is about $480 for
an 80 gallon tank, and $580 for a 120 gallon tank.
Caution on Materials
The entire collector loop, all fittings and pipe, must be
copper or red brass. All copper couplings must be
soldered with 95/5 tin/alimony, or brazed. Never use
50/50 lead solder. The antifreeze/distilled water solution
will not need to be changed for over ten years if you do
not mix metals in the collector loop. NEVER use
galvanized pipe, yellow brass, or any plastic pipe or parts.
Pumps & Panels
The most efficient trouble-free control and pumping
system is to use the 12 Volt DC March 809 pump. Then
connect it to a small solar electric module rated, at a
minimum of 1.2 Amps to a maximum of 2 Amps under full
sun conditions (typically a 14 to 20 Watt PV module). The
solar electric module pop-riveted to the side of the frame
wall of the solar thermal collector will slowly start pumping
at the correct solar intensity at a variable speed.
Solar thermal and solar electric energies are completely
different forms of energy from the sun. However, they are
always in the same proportion based on the intensity of
the sunlight. The choice of a solar electric or PV module
rated 1.2 to 2 Amps matched to the March 809 12 Volt DC
pump enables it to provide power to run the pump. It also
acts as a variable speed controller to start and stop the
pump and vary the speed at the correct solar intensity. A
smaller PV module (less than 1.2 Amps) will start too late
and a module bigger than 2 Amps would start too early
and run too long. Use only a single crystal or
polycrystalline PV module - do NOT use an amorphous
PV module. Just connect the positive and negative leads
on the March 12 Volt 809 pump with 18 or 16 gauge
stranded PVC jacketed wire. This means no sensors to
fail, no differential thermostats, (which means it cannot
malfunction and run at the wrong time), no AC power

outages from the utilities. After the hurricane that hit
Tallahassee, Florida, in 1985, the city lost utility power for
several days. The solar systems with solar electric pumps
were still providing hot water to their homeowners. Do not
let anyone try to sell you on the obsolete differential
controls with sensors and an AC pump. Tell them to send
their dinosaurs back to the city dump.
Pipe
All lines in the solar loop from the tank to the collectors
and back should be in type L soft and/or hard 3/4" copper
pipe. Use hard type L copper around the tank and
collectors and use soft type L coils on the long attic pipe
runs. Insulate the lines with 3/4" thick elastomeric
insulation (trade name Rubatex or Armaflex) available at
air conditioning and heating distributors. Do NOT use
polyethylene rigid pipe insulation! All exterior insulation
exposed to sunlight must be protected from UV light. One
way to do this is by encasing the insulation in PVC or
ABS plastic pipe, or you can spray it with auto motive
undercoating spray and touch up as needed in the future.
Safe Six
Besides the pump, there are only six simple parts in the
system. 1) A pressure gauge (0-60 PSI) will let you know
your system has not lost its charge of antifreeze and
water. 2) A solar expansion tank (about the size of a
basketball) that allows the solar solution to expand into it
as a fluid heats up. 3) A check valve above the pump to
prevent reverse flow thermosyphoning at night. 4) A
pressure relief valve rated at 75 PSI to 125 PSI (not a
pressure & temperature relief valve). 5) One boiler drain
(hose bib) valve at the lowest point in the system for filling
and draining. 6) A two way ball valve, to create a bypass
around the check valve. This last item, #6, enables you to
fill and drain from a single drain hose bib. If you go on
vacation you can let the system dump all the heat back to
the roof each night by reverse thermosyphoning if the ball
valve bypass is open. If you vacation for a week or more
and do not have a means to keep your tank from
overheating , you will definitely shorten the tank's life.
Charging
Once the system is completely installed it will be time for
charging. All you will need for system charging is two
washing machine hoses, a drill pump for the end of a 3/8"
power drill, and a bucket.
Simply add your antifreeze/distilled water mixture, to the
bucket as your drill pumps the water into the washing
machine hose connected to the lower boiler drain. If the
collectors are extremely high, cover the collectors,
remove the air vent, and slowly fill from the top with a
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Parts List
A. Float type automatic air vent
B. Photovoltaic array: up to 20 watts, 1.2
to 2 amps
C. Thermal collector(s): up to 96 sq. ft.
D. Temperature gauge (optional)
E. Pressure gauge
F. Heat exchanger boiler drain
G. Solar expansion tank
H. In line check valve with spring
removed and vacation bypass ball
valve
I. Hot out
J. Cold in
K. Pressure & temperature relief line
L. Storage tank with back up: 80, 100, &
120 gallon Rheem or Rudd heat
exchanger or HE model solar tanks,
80 or 120 gallon State Industries
closed loop tanks.
* Pressure relief (only 1 required. These
are 2 optional locations for
placement.)
M. March 809 12 volt DC pump

funnel. Keep charging until your pressure gauge reads 20
PSI plus 1 pound of pressure for every 2 feet the solar
collector is higher than your tank. One way to crank the
pressure up is to connect the washing machine hose to a
100 foot garden hose that you fill with your mixture
through a funnel. Connect that garden hose to a hose bib
on the tank drain or an outside spigot and let your city or
well water pressure crank your pressure up by forcing the
extra mixture in by water pressure.
Cost & Value
An 80 gallon closed loop system with two 4' by 8'
collectors and components will cost about $1688 for the
equipment and save about $556 a year at $.10 KWH. A
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120 gallon tank with two 4' by
10' collectors and components
will cost about $1950 and
save about $720 a year at
$.10 KWH. A good rule is that
if you are paying less than
$27 a sq. ft. in collector area
for the system, you are getting
a good buy. Piping and
insulation will cost about
$1.25 a foot. The tank and
heat exchanger should last 20
years with no maintenance
other than to change the
antifreeze mixture every 10
years. The absorber plate in
the thermal collectors may
need to be replaced every 50
years, about twice in the 150
year life of a good flat plate
collector.
Conclusion
It is ironic, a family of four that
has LP gas or high electric
rates will pay for a solar hot
water system in utility bills
over the next 4 to 8 years,
whether they get one or not.
You can invest, wisely, in a
solar hot water system and
have something to show for
your money or send the
money you would have saved
on solar each month to the
utility company. Then you
have nothing to show for your
money but more NO2, SO2,

and other airborne pollution and/or nuclear waste.
Access
Author: Tom Lane, Energy Conservation Services of N.
Florida, Inc., 4110 - 15 S.W. 34th St., Gainesville, FL
32608 • 904-373-3220 State tanks & component systems
American Energy Technologies, POB 1865, Green Cove
Springs, FL 32043 • 904-284-0552
Solar Development Inc., 3630 Reese Ave., Riviera Beach,
FL 33404 • 407-842-8935 Rheem heat exchanger tanks,
closed loop components, PV panels and DC pumps.
Radco, 2877 Industrial Parkway, Santa Maria, CA 93455
805-928-1881 Thermal collectors
Heliodyne, Inc., Richmond, CA 94804 • 510-237-9614
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Introducing:

John Whitehead ©1998 John Whitehead
he gravity siphon is a new way to do solar water heating, with several unique
advantages. It began with a dream to create an effective system using only
hardware store items, instead of specialized components. There are no pumps,
and the water is kept hot in a fully-insulated indoor tank. Cold water doesn’t enter the
hot storage tank, which is unlike other systems. The best part is that you can build
your own. Construction details will be described in an article in the next issue of
Home Power.
Don’t ask if it’s active or passive, because it falls
somewhere in between. The energy which drives
collector flow comes from the cold water supply
pressure. There are neither continuously-moving parts
nor an extra energy source. Valves simply need to be
opened and shut each morning and evening. Automatic
valves and a controller may make it an active system.
Consider it passive if you agree that flipping valves can
be as easy as opening your mailbox or adjusting
windows.
Figure 1 is a system diagram. Any flat-plate solar
collector will work, including a used or homebuilt one.
There’s no hiding the fact that extra tanks are needed.
This is the key to both pumpless operation and isolated
hot storage. The rest of the system is just plumbing
parts costing several dollars each, for the manual
version.
How it Works
The cold water supply is connected to the upper tank.
Solar heated water is stored in the lower tank. They are
partly full as shown, and the remaining volume contains
compressed air. This air can pass freely between the
tops of the two tanks, through the air pipe shown in
Figure 1. Therefore, cold water supply pressure keeps
the air compressed, which in turn keeps the hot water
pressurized. Each time hot water is used, the water
level in the lower tank falls a little. It is replaced by air
from the upper tank, which then receives fresh cold
water.
The lower tank stores enough hot water for the evening
and early morning. When the solar heated water is
gone, the lower tank contains mostly air, and the upper
tank is full of cold water. If there is extra demand, cold
water overflows through the air pipe, and is delivered
instead of hot water. As with any solar water heater, it
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makes sense to have a regular heater as a backup
between the solar tank and the house.
During the day the hot storage level gradually rises, as
cold water is heated by the sun. The air is displaced
back into the upper tank, as the cold level falls.
Collector flow is sustained all day simply because the
cold tank is above the hot tank. The real trick,
conceived in 1993, is to run this gravity siphon inside a
pressurized water system. Cold water pressure starts
the siphon, and permits feeding a rooftop collector from
the lowest floor with no pump. Note that a gravity
siphon is just a regular siphon, as can be used to empty
a fish tank, for example. The term is used here to avoid
confusion with a solar thermosiphon, which is entirely
different.
Afternoon shutdown does not require precise control as
with systems that use pumps. The siphon flow through
the collector stops passively at the end of the day, when
the hot tank is full. Specifically, the water level in the hot
tank rises into the air pipe to the bottom of the cold
tank. When hot water is used, the level falls and
collector flow can start again. To prevent collector flow
at night, the collector feed valve needs to be shut
anytime during the evening.
Prototype experience
The first prototype system was built and flow-tested
throughout 1995, then connected to a collector in 1996.
Figure 2 is a photograph of the indoor parts with
refinements made in 1997. The main tanks are the
cheapest 52-gallon electric water heaters purchased for
$150 each. One of these was stripped down to the bare
tank and painted. The plumbing is as depicted in Figure
1, except the cold tank ports are interchanged. The long
copper tube in front of the hot tank is positioned to fill a
bucket from the hot test valve. Automatic drain valves
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Figure 1: Plumbing Schematic (patent pending).
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The initial proof of concept tests were done with the
cold tank expediently stacked vertically onto the hot
tank. The 4 ft change in cold water level over the
course of the day caused the siphon flow to vary
significantly. Collector flow was too high for the first
hour, which reduced temperatures. The horizontal cold
tank minimizes variations in elevation to achieve steady
flow throughout the day. Specifically, the siphon is
driven by the elevation difference between the cold tank
level and the collector return valve.
One surprise, obvious in retrospect, occurred with the
earliest prototype. If the utility supply pressure is
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Whenever the collector is drained, atmospheric air
enters the makeup tank. This extra air is then
compressed into the hot tank when the collector is filled
with water the next morning. The small tank also can
trap any sediment from the collector. The other passive
air-management device is the vent valve at the lower
end of the hot tank. Should the water level ever fall too
low before cold overflow begins, the excess air is
vented back to the atmosphere.
Transparent vinyl tubing has been extremely useful to
monitor tank levels. Sight tubes were initially connected
high along the air pipe, so maximum water levels could
be viewed. However, flow through the air pipe created
suction which sometimes invalidated the readings. The
compromise settled upon (Figure 1) eliminates this
problem and simplifies the plumbing.
Hot water production
The debugged system has been found to work well,
even with a single 4x8 foot homemade collector.
Pictured in Figure 3, it was mounted at a 45 degree
angle, which is steeper than optimum for spring and
summer. A digital data logger records temperatures on
both the collector return tube and the hot delivery pipe.
Results for a clear spring day followed by a partly
cloudy day are plotted in Figure 4. Tank level, hot water
use, and clouds were carefully noted during this 48
hour period.
Over 45 gallons of hot water were collected each day,
and delivered above 110°F. The data prove that solar
heated water is available the next morning, with very
little cooling. Actual temperatures obviously depend on
the collector technology, so a professionallymanufactured collector would yield more impressive
results.

Figure 2: The gravity siphon system.
interrupted for any reason, backflow into the cold water
system could occur. After air was found escaping
through faucets, the cold inlet check valve was added.
A swing check valve was found to slam with the
slightest pressure surges. Its replacement, a spring
check valve, now operates quietly.

The upper curve rises rapidly upon morning startup at 9
am on both days. As the sun angle improves, a midday
peak is reached. On Friday, the collector return tube
cooled rapidly after a full hot tank stopped flow at 3 pm.

Another fact is that the air tends to dissolve in the
water. At the tap, hot water can appear white due to
microscopic bubbles, which is harmless of course. The
problem was that the air in the tanks was gradually lost
during the first half of 1995. A few tricks were devised to
passively add air and maintain the correct amount of air
in the system. This includes the 2-gallon air makeup
tank, connected along the collector return tube.
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Figure 3: The solar thermal water panel.
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Figure 4. Hot water production and use data, late spring.
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The blip at 5 pm resulted from evening valve switching.
The gallon of warm water in the collector heated the
temperature sensor on its way to the drain valve.
Solar hot water can be used anytime during the day. It
just takes longer to fill the tank. The middle graph
shows a pair of small draws at lunchtime on Friday.
These appear as blips on a gradually rising tank level.
Based on the extra time available (3–5 pm), 10–15
more gallons could have been drawn during the day. By
5 pm, a full tank would still have been stored for Friday
evening.
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The upper graph looks complicated on Saturday, but it
is completely understandable. Several clouds passed
overhead beginning at noon. A large thick cloud blocked
the sun between 1:30 and 2 pm, reducing the
temperature below 100°F. No hot water was used
during the day on Saturday, so the tank filled earlier
than on Friday. Over the next hour, the stagnant water
in the collector continued to receive solar heat. At 3:30,
5 gallons were drawn through the hot test valve. The
sharp collector return peak demonstrates that collector
flow subsequently resumed. After 4 pm the tank was full
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again. The cloud-cooled collector draining blip appears
on schedule at 5 o’clock.
The delivery temperature graph is tricky to interpret,
since it is visually tempting to assign meaning to the
area under the curve. Instead, the middle graph should
be used to interpret volume information. Hot water use
actually occurs over very short periods, after which it
takes almost an hour for the pipe to cool down. If
faucets are turned on briefly, the pipe sensor may not
reach the actual water temperature. This explains
numerous low temperature peaks on Friday.
Showers and washing machine operation have
sufficient duration to show the actual water temperature
on the lower graph. Starting late on Friday, the peaks
indicate deliveries consistently above 115°F. Saturday
morning deliveries were not affected by heat losses to
cold water as occurs in conventional solar tanks. The
clouds which rolled through Saturday afternoon
reduced the Sunday morning delivery to just below
110°F.
Solar hot water was delivered all summer, but it was felt
that a better test would come later in the season. Figure
5 shows similar data for two sunny days in October.
Collector flow gradually increases the tank level during
the day, with temperatures exceeding 125°F in the
upper graph. The return tube rapidly cools when the
tank becomes full and stops collector flow. The
subsequent spike each day results from stagnant water
flowing past the sensor on its way to the drain valve.
The tank level falls in steps which correspond to actual
hot water use. Each step lines up with its delivery
temperature peak in the lower graph. For example,
showers used approximately 10 gallons. On Sunday
morning, the dishwasher used about 5 gallons to wash,
then 4 gallons to rinse almost an hour later.
Early on Saturday morning, the tank was nearly full.
The hot test valve was used to demonstrate that lots of
solar heated water can indeed be delivered after
overnight storage. This left the tank ready to receive
freshly heated water. Saturday’s production was over
45 gallons, including 5 gallons used for laundry during
the day.
A greater total volume would have been heated if the
tank had started completely empty. This was
deliberately avoided because a tree shadow reached
the collector just after 2 pm at this particular time of
year. No hot water was used during the day on Sunday,
so the tank filled a half hour earlier. Flow stopped while
the collector was fully illuminated, which explains the
precipitous drop in Sunday’s collector return
temperature.
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Performance is good considering the time of year,
although it should be noted that the 45 degree collector
angle is nearly perfect for this date and latitude.
Delivery temperatures were consistently above 115°F,
and as high as 125°F on Saturday evening. Very
efficient overnight storage was demonstrated on all
three mornings in Figure 5. Outdoor ambient
temperatures varied from the sixties to the seventies
during the day. Cold water remained at 70°F during
October.
The test data represent actual hot water use by two
people. The temperatures shown represent deliveries to
a backup gas heater. Additional heating was not
specifically recorded, but the main burner was rarely
heard. Summer gas bills and extra meter readings
indicated that the vast majority of additional heat came
from the pilot light alone.
Perspective
The gravity siphon is a “once through” or “single pass”
system, because heated water never returns to the
collector. As another example, some heaters in
developing nations have a vented hot storage tank on
the roof. During the day, cold water is simply fed
through a solar collector and into the unpressurized
tank. In the engineering literature, these systems have
been documented to be very effective. They are not
well known in the United States, since high delivery
pressure is considered essential here. The ideas in this
article are offered as one solution. The gravity siphon
system even provides a little pressurized water during
supply outages.
Single pass heaters don’t need insulation on the
collector feed tube. The tube may even be routed
through a hot attic for low temperature preheating. An
air-to-water heat exchanger would maximize the effect.
Similarly, a low cost solar collector can in turn feed a
smaller high temperature collector. The latter would
finally maximize the water ’s temperature after it
receives most of its energy in the low tech unit. These
cost-effective schemes don’t work with repeated
circulation, because hot water would lose heat in the
attic or in the low-cost collector.
Flow rate in pumped circulating systems has been a
subject of debate and detailed study. The older
standard of rapid circulation increases collector
efficiency early in the day, by evenly adding heat to the
entire tank at low temperatures. Temperatures can be
maximized because all the water receives a final pass
through the collector in the afternoon. Unfortunately,
this mixes the tank and destroys thermal stratification.
Water used before noon is lukewarm. Draws during the
afternoon introduce fresh cold water, which is then
mixed in.
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Figure 5. Hot water production and use data, early fall.
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In recent years, it has been recognized that circulating
systems should use low flow. This reduces pump
power, and preserves tank stratification. Hot water
floats above cold, with little mixing. Some research
papers have recommended a flow of one tankful per
day. Single pass systems inherently achieve this, while
eliminating pumps and cold dilution entirely.
Even with perfect stratification, conventional solar tanks
lose heat to cold water during the night. After evening
use, there may be a half tank of hot water, floating on
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top of cold. The ideal situation is no liquid movement.
Still, heat is conducted through the water itself and
within the metal tank walls. The resulting impact on
early morning solar showers is rarely considered. By
coincidence with the normal workday, standardized
tests only draw hot water during sunny hours.
Expensive collectors compensate for feeding cold water
into the hot tank. Extreme temperatures yield
acceptably hot water after mixing and conduction
losses. However, temperatures above 140°F increase
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mineral precipitation, which can be a problem. If the
house remains unoccupied, daily reheating in
conventional systems produces even higher
temperatures. Tank life is reduced, and mixing valves
are needed to avoid scalding. Single pass operation is
entirely different. Water is heated only once, to a
reasonable temperature in an affordable collector. Tank
overheating during vacations is impossible.
With regard to freeze protection, the gravity siphon can
be classified as a drain down system. However, it
differs from classic drain down systems which use
pumps. In particular, automatic valves for the gravity
siphon can be smaller than a conventional draindown
valve. Electrical power is needed only for a small valve
assembly, instead of a large valve and a pump.
Of course the gravity siphon is not the only pumpless
solar water heater. Some systems use fluid boiling
action for circulation through a highly specialized
collector. In more common batch heaters, the sun
shines directly on the tank walls. These passive ICS
(integral collector storage) heaters deliver pressurized
hot water. Their plumbing is extremely simple and they
require no extra indoor space for tanks. Although water
flows through only once, ICS units are entirely different
and classed separately from single pass systems.
Storing hot water outdoors at night obviously impairs
performance of ICS heaters. The side of the tank(s)
exposed to the sun cannot be insulated in the usual
sense. Double glazing, high tech coatings, and even
glass vacuum vessels are used to mitigate heat loss to
the night sky. Homemade batch heaters without these
features would be much less effective. The inherent
lack of freeze protection makes ICS solar water heaters
impractical in very cold climates.
A collector and tank can be manufactured into one
assembly, with thermosiphon circulation. These can be
recognized by the large bulge at the top of a flat plate
collector. They are as passive as batch heaters, but the
tanks are well insulated. Unfortunately, a horizontal tank
orientation puts all the hot water in a wide shallow layer,
in close proximity to incoming cold water. Even a
homemade thermosiphon heater could be more
effective if a vertical tank is used (see HP issue #58, p.
30). This option for pumpless circulation requires the
tank to be higher than the collector, which can be
inconvenient.

Above: Author John Whitehead.
electrical energy consumption would require a $10,000
PV system.
Many types of solar water heaters exist, with a wide
range of advantages and disadvantages. The choice
depends on factors such as budget, climate, the
desirability of overnight storage, and the availability of
space for tanks. The gravity siphon is a new option
which is likely to be favorable in many situations. Hot
water is stored in complete isolation, the system can be
home built, and the collector can be high above the
tanks without needing pumps. The sight tube takes the
mystery out of solar water heating, by showing exactly
how much hot water is produced, stored, and used.
An article coming up in the next issue, HP64 , will
explain site evaluation, tank selection, plumbing details,
and operation of the gravity siphon solar water heater.
Access
Author: John Whitehead, PO Box 73343, Davis, CA
95617 • 530-758-8115 (Thursday evening through
Sunday evening).

Conclusion
Like clotheslines, water heating is one of the most cost
effective ways to use solar energy. For under $1000, a
gravity siphon system can deliver 50 gallons daily at a
50°F temperature rise. This represents over 20,000
BTU, or 6 kilowatt-hours of heat energy. The same daily
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T

he sun is an energy
source available to
everyone—an
energy source that can be
used simply and
inexpensively to reduce
developing countries’
dependence on imported fuels. A solar
water heater is the simplest and most costeffective solar application.
Solar water heaters are based on a common natural
phenomenon: cold water in a container exposed to the
sun undergoes a rise in temperature. A solar water
heater is usually a flat-plate collector and an insulated
storage tank. The collector is commonly a blackened
metal plate with metal tubing attached, and is usually
provided with a glass cover and a layer of insulation
under the plate. The collector tubing is connected with
pipe to a tank that stores hot water for later use.
When mounted on a roof or other suitable support, the
collector absorbs solar radiation, and transfers the
resulting heat to water circulating through the tubing. In
this way, hot water is supplied to the storage tank. In
many common designs, the storage tank is located
above the top of the collector. The elevated position of
the tank results in natural convection—water circulates
from the collector to the tank.
Solar water heater technology is so simple. Why is it
that developing countries do not use it very much? The
reasons are not hard to find. The main constraint is
prohibitive cost. For example, in India, a 100 litre (25
gallon) solar water heater costs around 12,000 rupees
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A simple solar batch water heater.

(Rs.), about US$300. Also, not many people living in
towns and villages have access to overhead water
storage tanks with a continuous supply of cold water. To
overcome these barriers, I designed and tested a
vertical, cylindrical solar water heater that does not
require pressurized water or roof mounting.
Design Details
The system consists of two stainless steel collectors
(normally used in the manufacture of drinking water
drums). These vertical cylinders are 0.6 m high and 32
cm in diameter (24 x 12 inches). The cylinders are
placed one over the other with Thermocole insulation
(made with paper) in between, as well as at the bottom,
to prevent heat losses. The top tank is provided with an
inlet at the top, a cap, and an opening at the bottom.
This bottom opening is connected to the bottom
cylinder with a pipe designed to withstand high
temperatures.
There is a lever attached to this pipe to control water
flow. The bottom cylinder is provided with an outlet at
the top from which water is drawn. Both the cylinders
have rings welded to the tanks to form a 3 cm (1 inch)
gap. They are covered with high-density transparent
polyethylene sheet to create a greenhouse affect.
A lotus flower shaped reflector made of stainless steel
focuses sunlight on the bottom cylinder. It doesn’t need

Solar Hot Water

Solar Batch Heater

Rings create
air space
between tank
and
polyethylene

Clear polyethylene

Vent
Cold in

Valves
Tank connect
pipe

Stainless steel
reflectors

Hot out

Operation
The collector is filled with potable water in the morning
at 8 AM and is covered with the insulator (bamboo
basket) at 4 PM. The hot water can be used either in
the evening, at night or the next morning. Hot water up
to 70°C (160°F) is obtainable depending on the
sunshine. In fifteen hours of storage, with nighttime
temperatures dropping to 25°C (77°F), I observed
about 7°C (13°F) drop in the hot water temperature.
This 100 litre (25 gallon) unit costs about Rs. 6,000
(US$150) in southern India, and will be highly useful as
a pre-heater for cooking, bathing, washing clothes and
utensils, and for rural schools, hospitals, etc.
Advantages
• The unit is mobile, modular, and easy to install and
dismantle for transporting.

Drain

Thermocole
Insulation

to be moved to follow the motion of the sun; it does its
job wherever the sun is. With normal reflectors, there is
a shadow in the afternoon. With this circular reflector,
when one side is shaded, the other side is still working.
There is a separate insulated cover to help hold the
heat overnight. It is made of a circular bamboo basket
that is 1.3 m high and 45 cm (4.2 x 1.5 feet) in diameter.
It is covered with 6 mm (1/4 inch) glass wool (rock
wool), with a transparent polyethylene cover so that the
whole setup is airtight.
Hot Design
This heater is somewhat different from the common
batch water heaters you see in places with pressurized
water or gravity flow systems. You might think that the
lower tank is “wasted,” since the hot line out is in the
top of this tank. Or you might wonder why the hot line
out is not where the hottest water is—at the top of the
upper tank.
But consider what it takes to design a ground-mounted
system with no pressurized water. Then you will see
that the upper tank in this system provides a small
amount of pressure and a reservoir of hot water, and
the lower tank is a place for the cooler water to cycle
down into.

• Cold water supplied through pipes is not necessary.
• There is no need for an overhead water storage tank.
• There is no need to have a separate collector; this is
an integrated system.
• Since the collector is made of stainless steel, the hot
water will be hygienic.
• Because of the omni-directional reflector, relatively
higher water temperatures are obtained even in
moderate sunshine.
• The unit occupies less space on the ground or roof,
being vertical and circular.
• All the materials used in the fabrication of this simple
and cost-effective solar water heater are available
locally.
• The unit is durable and will last a long time, except for
the polyethelene cover. It will need to be replaced
about every four months, which costs just Rs. 30
(about US$0.70).
• By using pre-heated water for cooking from this unit,
considerable fuel such as firewood, kerosene, gas,
electricity, etc. can be conserved.
Access
Dr. A. Jagadeesh, Renewable Energy Specialist, 2/210,
First Floor, Nawabpet, Nellore - 524 002, AP., India
++ 91 861 321580 • Fax: ++ 91 861 330692
a_jagadeesh@yahoo.com or a_jagadeesh@usa.net

If you put the hot line out where the drain is, you’d get
the coldest water. If you put the hot line out where the
hottest water is, you’d only get a little of it before you
had no pressure. Tapping the hot water from the top of
the bottom tank is a worthy compromise, giving you the
best of both worlds. And if cold or warm water is
needed, the drain from the lower tank can be tapped.
Home Power #76 • April / May 2000
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Solar Water Purification

Fresh Water from the Sea
using solar distillation & PVs for pumping
Horace McCracken
ractically any seacoast and many desert areas can be made inhabitable by using sunshine to pump
and purify water. A 10 gallon/day solar still now purifies sea water for drinking, cooking and other
household needs for a residence near George Town, Exuma, in the Bahamas. Solar energy does
the pumping, purification, and controls seawater feed to the stills.

P

Solar Distillation
This system uses three solar distiller pans 33" wide by 10'3" long.
They are insulated, lined with a special corrosion-resistant
membrane. The pans contain salt water, about 3/4 of an inch deep.
Tempered glass covers are cemented over the pans. Sunlight
shines through the glass cover, warming the salt water in the pan.
Pure water evaporates, leaving the salts, minerals, fertilizers, etc. in
the pan, still dissolved in the brine. In the solar still, the glass cover
traps the water vapor which then condenses on the underside of
the glass (which is cooled by the outside air). The cover is tilted, so
that the condensed water runs into a trough, where it flows into a
storage tank. The process is exactly Mother Nature's method of
getting fresh water into the clouds from oceans, lakes, swamps,
etc. All the water you have ever consumed has already been solar
distilled a few thousand times around the hydrologic cycle.
The still is filled once daily, at night or in the morning, with at least
twice the amount of water that was distilled the preceding day.
There is an overflow fitting at the opposite end, so that the extra
water runs out, keeping the salts from building up in the still. In this
installation, the overflow from one still feeds the next one and the
total amount of feed was set at 40 gallons per night. On this tiny
island, the overflow is diverted back to the sea. In cities, when the
still is operating on tap water, the overflow may be used to water
plants.
For this installation, we built the distillation pans on the site, from
locally available materials. Complete stills, ready to be set on a

Impure
Water In

level support, are also available. A photovoltaic panel powers the
pump filling the salt water reservoir. The water comes from a well
about 10 feet deep in limestone rock. The well's bottom is about a
foot below sea level. Some rain water mixes in, but it is mostly sea
water, well filtered by the 50' or so of sand between the sea and the
well. Good filtration is imperative to keep the pump running
dependably. Dropping a hose into the sea with a screen over it is
not adequate.
The sea water is pumped up hill via 300 feet of pipe, to a reservoir
about 25 feet above sea level. Feeding sea water into the still when
the sun is shining would substantially reduce production because
the heated water would be flushed from the still, So the PV
pumped sea water is held in reserve in a shallow reservoir. A
special solar actuated valve (invented and manufactured by
McCracken Solar), stays closed all day and then it lets water flow
into the stills about an hour after the sun goes down. This slow
response time prevents emptying the still when a passing cloud
goes by. The reservoir was built with a black impervious membrane
liner and a glass cover, so that the stored sea water is also solar

Glass

Conde

Water Vapor

nsatio

n

Impure Water
Insulation
Waste (Overflow) Water

Pure Water Out
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Solar Water Purification
heated during the day, about 60° warmer than the outside air. This
pre-heated water also helps evaporation within the still, increasing
the day's yield by ≈10%.
All parts of this system, except the working parts of the pump, are
designed to last for 20 years. The pump has been chosen for
simple, inexpensive, and infrequent maintenance.
In this
installation, the pump runs for only about an hour a day, so its parts
may last for years before replacement.
Solar Still Performance
Operation of the still is totally automatic. It requires no routine
maintenance and has no routine operating costs.
The rated production of the still is an estimated annual average and
is not exact, as the amount of sunshine can vary widely. These
stills produce more in hot climates than in cold ones, more at low
latitudes than high, and more in summer than in winter. At the 23°
North latitude of the central Bahamas, the estimated average
production of this installation in June will be 15 gallons per day,
down to about 5 in mid-winter. In higher latitudes, addition of a
mirror to the rear of each still increases winter production.
The still also functions in freezing climates. The still itself is entirely
unharmed by freezing, any number of times, but exposed water
lines must be insulated. The still's production is greatly diminished
or ceases in very cold weather, i.e., below freezing during the day.
Use a larger distilled water reservoir to store up excess production
from summer and fall for winter use.
In addition to leaving salts, minerals, and other dissolved
substances behind, the evaporated water also leaves bacteria in
the pan. The evaporated water is sterile and does not contain dead
bacteria. Fertilizers, pesticides, & other organic materials are
largely left behind by this evaporation process. The distilled water
produced is of very high quality, normally better than that sold in
bottles as distilled water. It routinely tests lower than one part per
million total dissolved solids. It is also aerated, as it condenses in
the presence of air inside the still, & it tastes delicious.
Solar Still Cost
The cost of a solar distillation system will vary widely, due to size
and site-specific circumstances. A residential system, like the one
described here, will cost several thousand dollars.
This project was designed and constructed by Horace McCracken,
long a pioneer in solar distillation. McCracken Solar Company can
be reached at 329 West Carlos, Alturas, CA 96101 or call
916-233-3175.

Purify your water with Solar Energy
With your home power system you are half way to
independence. With a Solar Still you can go the rest of
the way. Solar Stills can turn sea, bad well, and surface
water into pure water. Kits and Complete Solar Stills.

@
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Dealer inquiries invited
Solar Stills since 1959

McCracken Solar Company
329 West Carlos
Alturas, CA 96101
916-233-3175
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NORTHWEST ENERGY
A DIVISION OF STEAMCO SOLAR ELECTRIC

WASHINGTON STATE'S ONLY
RENEWABLE ENERGY STORE!
RV-MARINE-RESIDENTIAL-COMMERCIAL
CODE QUALITY INSTALLED AC SYSTEMS
ARCO SOLAR - HEART INTERFACE - KYOCERA - TRACE
SOVONICS - VANNER - TROJAN - AND MORE!

2720 15TH ST. BREM., WA. 98312

(206) 830-4301
Photocomm, Inc. announces the
opening of its NW Regional Office at
120 S. Redwood Highway, Cave
Junction, OR 97523 on April 1st.
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 329, Cave Junction, OR 97523
Phone: (503) 592-4357.
Fax: (503) 592-4303.
Gene Hitney, Manager

COMPLETE PV & WIND SYSTEMS
$1/WATT WIND GENERATORS
CORDLESS ELECTRIC GARDEN TRACTORS
42" Mower Decks, mow 3 acres per battery charge, 42" Snow Thrower, 48" Dozer Blades.
36 Volt DC Power Tools: Drills, Grass & Hedge Trimmers, Arc Welder, 7 KWHs battery
power.

DC ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
SOLAR WATER STILLS
WATERLESS COMPOSTING TOILETS
CATALOG $3
KANSAS WIND POWER
ROUTE 1, DEPT. HP
HOLTON, KS 66436
913-364-4407

Solar Distillation

water. However, the first solar still recorded was not until
1874, when J. Harding and C. Wilson built a still in Chile
to provide fresh water to a nitrate mining community.
This 4700 m2 still produced 6000 gallons of water per
day. Currently there are large still installations in
Australia, Greece, Spain and Tunisia, and on Petit St.
Vincent Island in the Caribbean. Smaller stills are
commonly used in other countries.

Clean Water
from the Sun
Laurie Stone

Solar Still Basics
The most common still in use is the single basin solar
still. The still consists of an air tight basin that holds the
polluted water, covered by a sloped sheet of glass or
plastic. The bottom of the basin is black to help absorb
the solar radiation. The cover allows the radiation to
enter the still and evaporate the water. The water then
condenses on the under side of the cover, and runs
down the sloped cover into a trough or tube. The tube is
also inclined so that the collected water flows out of the
still. When the water evaporates, the salt, dirt, and
bacteria are left in the still. Thus you have perfectly
clean water.

©1993 Laurie Stone

any of us turn on the tap and
take the stream of pure water for
granted. Or we go down to the
corner store and buy distilled water for
our car or renewable energy system’s
battery. Many people throughout the
world do not have these options. Of the
2.4 billion people in developing
countries, less than 500 million have
access to safe drinking water, let alone
distilled water. In this country, many
people who live in remote areas don’t
have running water, and are far from
any store selling distilled water. A solar
still is the answer to all these problems.

M

Still Construction
While I was working at the solar department of the
Engineering University of Nicaragua, we decided to
experiment with distilling water by the sun. Although
some commercial stills are available, we decided to
construct our own. We built two different types of solar
stills. The first one had a glass cover sloped to one
side, and the second one had a plastic cover which was
sloped on both sides. Both stills were made of wood.
We lined the bottom and sides of the interior with black
plastic. There is an inlet hole near the top for the dirty
water to enter, and another hole at the end of a
condensate trough for the clean water to leave. We
used some sawed off plastic tubing for the condensate
trough.

A solar still is a simple device that can convert saline,
brackish, or polluted water into distilled water. The
principles of solar distillation have been around for
centuries. In the fourth century B.C., Aristotle suggested
a method of evaporating sea water to produce potable

Solar Still Design
Impure Water Input
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Water Vapor

Condensatio

n

Insulation
Waste Water
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Water

Solar Distillation

Glass Still
es

nch

4i
35.

6.5
inches

Wood frame
9°
10
inches

Condensate trough

Water outlet

23.5 inches

For the glass still we used 1⁄4 inch thick glass. The
thinner the glass the better, because thin glass stays
cool on the inner surface which helps the water
condense faster. The plastic we used for the second
still is a 0.5 millimeter thick clear mylar. Both glazings
seemed to work well although the water could more
easily run down the glass.
The glass still has approximately 0.5 square meters of
glazing and produced about 0.7 liters of water per day,
or 1.36 liters per square meter of still. The plastic still
has about 0.75 square meters of glazing and only
produced 0.5 liters of water a day on the average. This
corresponds to approximately 0.7 liters per square
meter per day. Of course, the output of the stills
depended greatly on how much sun there was. On very
sunny days we could get over a liter of water out of the
glass still.
Greater Efficiency
We did not use insulation in either still. If we had built a
box within a box and put insulation between the two, we
could have distilled much more water per day. Another
way to maximize the output of a still is to use a reflector
to increase the amount of insolation hitting the cover of
the still, in the same way a reflector is used in a solar
oven. However, in places close to the equator, such as
Nicaragua, we felt the reflector would not make a large
enough difference to be an economically viable option.
14.

es

Plastic Still

5 in

ch
.5 in

14

One can also run water continuously over the cover of
the still. This keeps the cover temperature as low as
possible without interfering with the radiation entering
the still. The water condenses faster when the glazing
is cool. Experiments have also been done putting black
dye in the water. The black color helps absorb solar
radiation, which speeds up the process and distills
more water. When the water evaporates, the dye is left
in the still.
Still Costs
The stills were both inexpensive to build. The glass one
cost $25 and the plastic one cost $18. If the stills are
used for one year, they will produce water at
approximately 10 cents per liter.
Water Quality
The water may taste a little strange at first because
distilled water does not have any of the minerals which
most people are accustomed to drinking. Although
everyone at the University seemed to prefer the tap

che
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water, the still water was perfectly healthy. The
University of Heredia in Costa Rica has analyzed water
distilled using these same types of stills. The results
were:

Water Quality Results
hardness (mg/l of CaCO3)
3
pH
lead
chlorine (mg/l)
sulphate (mg/l)
copper
electric conductivity

tap water
36
7.15
ND
180
100
ND
80

distilled water
4
5
ND
10
10
ND
13

mg/l = milligrams per liter

*ND = not detectable

Tests in other countries have shown that the stills
eliminated all bacteria, and that the incidence of
pesticides, fertilizers and solvents is reduced
75–99.5%. This is good news for many countries where
cholera and other water borne diseases are killing
people daily.
Since the stills constructed are small and only produce
a small amount of water per day, they will not be used
for drinking purposes. There are numerous farming
cooperatives in Nicaragua that use photovoltaics (PV)
for their lighting needs. The solar stills will eventually be
donated to two communities to provide distilled water
for the batteries of their PV systems. These stills can
also be used as prototypes to build larger stills that can
be used for communities which need potable water.

Above: The solar crew (Laurie is second from right) in
Nicaragua with their solar stills.
Access
Author: Laurie Stone, Solar Energy International, POB
715, Carbondale, CO 81623 • 303-963-8855 • FAX
303-963-8866
For more information:
McCracken Solar Stills, 329 W. Carlos, Alturas, CA, 96101
Dr. Shyam S. Nandwani, Universidad Nacional Heredia,
Costa Rica.
Brace Research Institute, MacDonald College of McGill
University, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec, Canada, H9X
1C0: For plans and blueprints on how to make solar stills.

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS

Constructing Your Own
If you are going to build your own still there are a few
things to keep in mind:
• The tank can be made of cement, adobe, plastic, tile,
or any other water resistant material.
• If plastic is used to line the bottom of the still or for the
condensate trough, make sure the tank never
remains dry. This could melt the plastic (which we
learned the hard way!).
• The container holding the distilled water should be
protected from solar radiation to avoid reevaporation.
• Insulation should be used if possible. Even a small
amount will greatly increase the efficiency of the still.
Distilled Water for All
Whether you live in a remote area and have no running
water, or you just don’t trust your tap water, solar stills
can provide safe, healthy drinking water at minimal cost
and effort. As long as you have a sufficient amount of
sun, you can produce distilled water for you, your
family, or your batteries.
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8525 Elk Grove Blvd Ste 106
Elk Grove, CA 95624

(916) 687-7666
Equipment shown
by appointment

Introductory Special on Copper Laminates
Call for Prices
CARRIZO 95 WATT QUADLAMS unframed set $275.00 +
SH Frame & J Box Kits
$65.00
Already framed sets
$350.00
HI QUALITY CRYSTALLINE FRAMELESS MODULES
9+watts 10"x17" 36 cells, VOC-20.3, VPP 15.8 – $75.00
3+ watts 10”x10” 36 cells, VOC-20.1, VPP 15.7 – $45.00
1+ watts 5”x5” 18 cells, VOC- 9, VPP-7.5 – $15.00
AMORPHOUS MODULES
10 Watt 12"x36" alum. frames VOC-22.5, VPP-14.50 – $69.00
5 Watt 12"x18" alum. frames VOC-22.5, VPP-14.50 – $45.00
4 Watt 12"x12" alum. frames VOC-22.5, VPP-14.50 – $35.00
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Call for best pricing on inverters,
charge controllers, and batteries.

Homebrew

Homebrew

job. The pattern with this article is shown for one latitude
only, but you can build one for other latitudes using Part
One dimensions given in the table. The pattern on page
62 is for 46° to 50° latitude (north or south).
Part One Line height for latitudes other than 46°-50°
Angle
Time

45°
8:30 & 3:30

30°
10 & 2

15°
11 & 1

0°
12 Noon

36°

3 1/2"

4 1/4"

4 1/2 "

4 7/8"

40°

2"

3 5/8"

3 3/4"

4"

44°

1 7/8"

2 7/8"

3 1/4"

3 5/8"

56°

5/8"

1"

1 1/2"

2"

Latitude

Will The Sun Shine On Your Solar
Modules All Winter?
Steve Willey
©1992 Steve Willey

Most solar module users know that their panels generate
electricity only when mounted directly in sunlight. In fact, a
shadow on even part of a solar module can stop it from
producing power. I have seen solar modules installed by
the U. S. Forest Service that were almost completely
blocked by trees, because they had considered only
the appearance of the building, and neglected
practicality.

Assembly
The two parts of the solar sight are printed on the next
page at half their real size. Cut out pieces of plywood (or
cardboard for short term use) to the measurements
specified on the pattern (or the table above depending on
your latitude). Copy the converging lines onto Part Two
and press in a thumbtack where the lines come together
to a point for easier visibility. Copy the hours of the day
onto Part One. Join Part One at a right angle to Part Two
at the dotted line. The joint can be made sturdy by gluing
in a piece of quarter-round moulding on the back side
(see photo). Elmer's wood glue works great; do not use
screws or nails unless they are brass, because they may
affect your compass.

It seems easy to pick out a good sunny spot for solar
modules by just watching shadows outdoors to find a
spot that is sunny all day long. But as the seasons
change, those shadows become longer or shorter.
You don't see the whole picture until you watch for a
full season – unless you have a solar siting device.
Winter is the most critical time since the sun is lowest
in the sky and shadows are longest. This simple
homebrew solar sight shows winter sunshine access
at a glance. You stand at the intended PV location
and look across the device to see the daily path of the
sun in the five winter months, when the sun is lowest
in the sky and shadows are longest. Any trees,
buildings, or things other than clear sky that are seen
to be higher than the edge of the sight will cast a
shadow on your spot during those winter months.
This sight is simple, but accurate enough to do the

Above: Steve Willey uses his homemade Solar Sight at his home
in Sandpoint, Idaho. Photo by Elizabeth Willey
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Part One
11am

noon

1pm

10am

2pm
2 7/8"

8:30am

2 3/4"
2"

3:30pm

2 3/8"

1 1/2"

2 1/4"
3 1/8"
7 3/8"

SOLAR SIGHT PATTERN
shown 50% of real size

1"
attach Part One along this line

7 3/8"
160° 180°
bubble level

S

N
-15°
-30°

+15°
7 3/8"

+30°
+45°

-45°

Part One

Part Two
Part Two
The Solar Sighter
shown in 3D
thumbtack

To align the sight, a compass and a bubble level should
be glued on the triangle surface. Round bubble levels are
available that mount flat on a horizontal surface and have
one bubble that you line up in a central circle for leveling
in all directions at once. Look for one in hardware and
recreational vehicle stores.
Just about any compass will do, but don't believe the
markings on it! True south, or solar south, is the direction
of the sun at noon (don't be fooled by Daylight Savings
Time). In the northwest U.S. true south is a full 20
degrees left of magnetic south shown on the compass. To
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point true south, just mount the compass with south mark
20 degrees right of the 0 degree line on the sight as
shown on the pattern. Then when you hold the sight so
that the needle points to S on the compass, the sight
points to the real south. It is just the opposite on the east
coast, with true south 20 degrees right from magnetic
south. In mid-North America, magnetic south is right on
true south. A call to local surveyors will get you the right
correction angle for your area.
Using the Solar Site
Hold the sight level, with the 12 noon center line facing

Homebrew
true solar south. Put the head of the thumb tack in
front of your eye and gaze up across the top edge
of the site. Be sure you are looking right along a
straight line starting at the thumb tack and rising to
the upper edge of the sight, where the time of day
is marked, your eye always level with the thumb
tack. What you see just over the edge
approximately represents the sun's path in
November, December and January, at the time of
day shown. Mentally add 1-1/4 inch to the height
of the sight to see the sun's path in October and
February. Any trees or mountains or buildings that
you can see above the curved sight edge will cast
a shadow on you in those months. Ideally, you
want to see only sky.
Access
Author: Steve Willey, Backwoods Solar Electric
Systems, 8530 Rapid Lightning Creek Road,
Sandpoint, ID 83864 • 208-263-4290.

Solar Electric Inc
camera-ready

For a real quantum leap in Photon Capture Economics

PLUG INTO

Independent Energy Systems
1 Dozen Solarex MSX60's
1 Dozen Siemens M55's
20% off Wattsun 12 Panel Tracker

$5028
$5166
$1265

Prices incl. Delivery to Lower 48. WA residents add 8.2% tax

Look Windward West of the Mississippi
and you'll see

Active Tech
camera-ready

Independent Energy Systems
Tradewind's Odometer
Whisper 1000 Turbine
New Whisper 3000 watt Turbine

$110
$1235
$2650

Bergey & Jacobs Turbines 1.5kW to 20kW
( all new machines, no bootleg or remanufactured parts)
New JACOBS 20kW on 100 ft. tower $30,000 INSTALLED!!!

Let's get Them Flying!!!
• Windturbines 300W to 300kW
• Wind, hydro & solar electric designs
• Contractor with 15 years of remote power experience
• Send $10 for equipment catalog & design manual

MICHAEL F. KITCHEN • 14306 BATTEN ROAD NE •
DUVALL WA 98019 • (206) 839-9361 • (206) 788-4569

Energy Systems & Design

Camera-ready
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